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CYCLE OF PAIN
Domestic violence doesn't just happen to straight people.
by C. MITCHELL
The violence began shortly after the two men became involved. During the year they were together,
Ted said his lover battered him seven or eight times.
The last time it happened, Ted's lover grabbed a
butcher knife and started beating him with it. He sliced
Ted's head open a few times. Ted (not his real name)
lost a fingertip when he threw his hands up to protect
his head.
Neighbors heard the screaming and called the police.
"When they came, my lover said, 'Oh, baby, why
are you doing this?' The police said, 'He's not doing it.
We are. You're under arrest," Ted recalled.
The lover got 180 days for aggravated assault. He's
now in jail, but Ted feels like his days are numbered.
"If I had more people I could talk with, it would
really help. I can't sleep for fear of what will happen
when he gets out," said Ted. He is not alone.
Those who work in the field of domestic violence
estimate that 40 to 50 percent of lesbians and gay men
have experienced physical or verbal abuse by a lover.
This estimate is based on the assumption that lesbians
and gays are abused in about the same proportion as
heterosexuals, according to Virginia Brimmer, director
of the Women's Resource Center of DeKalb County,
Inc. She also said that an informal survey, done at the
Michigan Women's Music Festival a couple years ago,
supported these numbers.
According to the authors of the book, "Men Who
Beat the Men Who Love Them," 1987 was the first
year during which statistics were kept on domestic
violence in the gay community. In that year, San Francisco police responded to no fewer than 100 calls each
month involving lesbians and gays. Extrapolating to
the country at large, the books' authors estimated that
500,000 gay men are victims of domestic violence each
year.
In a chilling note from closer-to. home, Gus
Kaufman, co-founder of Atlanta's Men Stopping Vio-

lence, said, "I knew a doctor who had a mainly gay
practice on North Highland Avenue. He said the most
common work he did was stitching up lovers after a
fight."
Ted said his lover strangled him, left gashes on his
forehead and blackened his eyes. "It was not just a slap
on the face," he said.
The 29-year-old added, "One thing I would tell
other people. If it happens once, know it will happen
again. Get out before it gets too deep."
Ted said he was afraid to leave, because his former
lover threatened to kill him if he did. Organizers of an
upcoming lesbian and gay domestic violence forum
hope that people like Ted will come and tell their story.
The idea for the forum came after Atlanta's lesbian
and gay community was rocked recently by a murdersuicide. That crime occurred on March 2, after wellknown community activist, Venus Landin, left her lover.
Bisa Niambi shot Landin, then turned the gun on
herself. Many friends of both women were caught by
surprise.
Sherry Siclair knew Landin. Both were members
of the Lesbian and Gay Public Safety Task Force, which
is sponsoring the June 15 forum.
"The purpose of the meeting is to get folks in our
community talking about this, because otherwise we're
living in denial and we're going to see more tragic
endings like Venus,'" said Siclair.
Landin and Siclair saw each other the day of the
crime. "Venus tojd me she had gotten out of this crazy
relationship, but it didn't register with me," Siclair recalled.
She and others noted that denial of domestic violence runs rampant in the lesbian and gay community.
"We've been operating under this false idea that it
doesn't happen," Siclair said. "Even those who have
been in abusive .relationships, or seen others who are,
still operate in denial."
CONTINUES ON PAGE 16
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Rally's Lenox club removes
lesbian/gay race flyers
Atlanta—A Lenox area health club with a
large gay clintele angered some members by
refusing to display flyers in its foyer promoting a gay and lesbian road race.
Front Runners/Atlanta ran into problems
at the Bally's Holiday Fitness Center located
across from Lenox Square. The group is sponsoring the third-annual Gay and Lesbian 5K
Run/Walk, which will be held June 26, during
pride weekend.
According to Front Runners president Jim
Kane, a longtime member of Bally's, the center allowed flyers for other events to be posted
at the front desk of its Lenox location. So on
April 19, after first approaching an employee
who told him that he would have to check
with a supervisor, Kane brought in the applications and was told by the receptionist that
there should be no problem. But a phone call
from another Bally's member told him otherwise.
Bobby Duda, on his first visit to the Lenox
location after moving to Buckhead from Sandy
Springs, said he was waiting in the foyer and
saw the club manager, Sharon Newsome, remove the Front Runners flyers.
"She flew out of the office, went straight
to the flyers and said 'This is repulsive in
here.' She told the receptionist that she didn't
ever want to see anything like that in here,"
Duda said.
He called Front Runners and then Bally's
corporate headquarters, where he was told by
another club manager that the company does
not allow any flyers of any kind at the front
desk.
"That is purely bunk," Duda said. "There
has rarely been a time that I have not seen
flyers and other advertisements up there."
After being alerted by Duda about the flyers' removal, Kane contacted Newsome, who
said that she had been instructed by her supervisor to remove the flyers. Kane asked to
speak to the supervisor, and Newsome promised to have him call. The call never materialized, so Kane located Chris Raley on his own,
reaching him by phone near the end of April.
"[Raley's] response was that they only put
up information on events benefitting a charity," said Kane, adding that Raley was completely unaware that the race benefits Project

Open Hand. "Then I asked him why he would
not consider putting a brochure out that would
beneift a large portion of his membership. He
said he doubted it could be documented that
many of his members were gay."
Kane and Raley eventually negotiated a
compromise—that the flyers would be put up
on a bulletin board elsewhere in the club. But
on at least three occasions, the flyers were
torn down and thrown away.
Raley and the new manager at the Lenox
club, John Cheeks, told Kane that members
were throwing away the flyers and that there
was nothing they could do about it, but later,
said Kane, an assistant manager admitted that
he had been the first to throw away the flyers
before being told they were allowed to stay.
Sharon Newsome, who has since been
transferred twice, could not be reached for
comment on the incidents, and a corporate
public relations official did not return a phone
call. But Cheeks said that he "hated" the controversy.
"I don't like anything to go on in my club
negatively," he said. "But what can I do [about
the destruction of the flyers]? Am I going to
put a patrol up for a flyer?"
Cheeks also told Southern Voice that the
club does not allow flyers at the front desk,
but added that he thinks he "has leeway on
that" as the club manager.
'To cover my behind, I'd have to talk to
my boss," he said.
"We don't allow anything on the front
counter unless it's something we've sponsored in the past," said Cheeks' boss, Chris
Raley, who said that all other flyers have now
been removed from that area.
Given the problems he encountered over
the issue, Kane says he is ready to give up his
seven-year membership in Bally's, which operates nine clubs in metro Atlanta.
"Everybody pointed the finger at everybody else, usually at the membership, and
nobody took any responsibility," he said.
"Chris Raley also told me on two occasions
that this was a private club and they could do
what they want. But they have an extremely
high gay clientele, and they need to think
about that."
KC WILD MO ON

Shumate named editor of Southern Voice
Atlanta—-After a two-and-a-half-month
search, Southern Voice has appointed
former Atlanta magazine senior writer Richard Shumate as the paper's new editor.
Shumate replaces Christina Cash, who
steps up to the newly-created position of
executive editor, where she will concentrate on the paper's expansion.
"As a result of Richard being here, and
my being able to focus on other things,
we're going to be able to provide a much
better service to the community," Cash
said. "Richard brings the kind of professionalism and experience Southern Voice
needs to become the type of publication
the community can be proud of. It puts us
in a position to become the top lesbian and
gay newspaper in the country."
Shumate, 29, a native of Rock Springs,
Wyoming, moved to Atlanta in 1990 from
Gainesville, Ga., where he had been a reporter with The (Gainesville) Times since
coming to Georgia in 1987. In Atlanta,
Shumate served as news editor at Creative
Loafing before becoming a senior writer
at Atlanta Magazine in 1991.
"I've always been impressed by how
strong a newspaper Southern Voice is," he

said. "My goal in becoming the editor is to
continue that and make it even better—to
improve the basic things people look for in
a newspaper."
About his decision to make the jump
from mainstream journalism to a position
in the gay press, Shumate said that "Pat
Buchanan really pissed me off."
"When I sat there and watched a serious candidate [for president] from a major
political party stand up on national television and spew forth what he spewed forth
[at the Republican National Convention],
it made me realize how vulnerable we all
are and how we need protection from the
Pat Buchanans of the world," he said.
"I got to thinking that the reason anybody "becomes a journalist is because they
really want to help implement changes in
society to make it better," Shumate continued. "I think this is a good way to get
involved in that, in terms of the struggle
for gay and lesbian civil rights. And that
was something I wanted to do."
Shumate began his tenure at Southern
Voice on June 1.
KC W1LDM00N

Partnership ordinances stall in City Council committees
Atlanta—Thanks to what some supporters say are "roadblocks" and "smokescreens"
thrown up by some City Hall staff members,
domestic partnership legislation is not likely
to reach the City Council this week.
A measure that would provide benefits to
the domestic partners of city employees passed
favorably out of City Council's executive com-

The domestic partnership bill sponsored by
City Councilwoman Mary Davis (left) has hi
a roadblock in the committee chaired by
Councilwoman (and mayor wannabe) Myrtle
Davis (right).
MM
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mittee last week. But the ordinance stalled in
the finance committee when the finance department presented a cost analysis that those
promoting the legislation say is "ridiculously"
high.
"We redid their figures and discovered
that they were basically playing games," said
Annie Archbold, a member of the ad hoc
committee working with the sponsor of the
ordinance, Councilwoman Mary Davis. "They
were presenting the full budget as if it were
the increase. It seems like certain city employees are hell bent on not having this legislation."
Lynn Pasqualetti, a local accountant also
working with Davis, said that the finance department used figures not based in reality to
come up with their analysis.
"A staff member told me that they had
asked their insurance company what numbers
to use," said Pasqualetti, "And naturally, those
numbers were high."
The finance department figured that 9 percent of city employees would participate in
the program, despite statistics from other municipalities providing domestic partnership
benefits that show an average of less than 1
percent participation. Only Berkeley, Calif,
has a participation rate higher than 5 percent

Council members at last week's finance committee meeting ordered the department staff to
work with the committee to revise the figures,
and the measure was tabled for two weeks.
The city's.chief fiscal officer, Michael Bell,
refused to comment when contacted by Southern
Voice. The chairman of the finance committee,
Councilwoman Myrtle Davis, who is planning a
run for mayor, could not be reached.
An ordinance calling for the creation of a
domestic partnership registry for city residents is
also on hold, waiting for a joint session of the
human resources and executive committees. Thai
meeting could come as early as Monday morning, but a time had not been set as Southern
Voice went to press.
Although die going was rough last week,
proponents of the domestic partnership legislation were pleased with the support from council
members.
"I think that the obstructions being placed in
the way are being countered effectively," said
Marcia Okula, Mayor Maynard Jackson's liaison
to the lesbian and gay community. "And while a
lot of people do believe that money should not be
a consideration in this—in the interest of fairness—the work being done on the money issue is
going to take away the smokescreen. That's why
it's important to address the money issue and
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show it's not a problem, so that they can't use
that tactic."
Some supporters of the measure think that
a word from the mayor would help push the
legislation through, and Okula agreed.
"Our problem is what has always been a
problem—scheduling," she said. "We haven't
been able to sit down with him and go over
the legislation."
Jackson has said on several occasions,
most recently at a May 6 reception with lesbian and gay leaders, that he supports domestic partnership in concept, but Okula said the
mayor wants to know the specifics before
making a statement.
A vote on domestic partership legislation
in Fulton County Commission has also been
delayed until June 17 because Chairman
Michael Lomax and his lesbian and gay liaison, Jeff Cheek, did not have the time to
thoroughly brief all the county commissioners.
Cheek and supporters of the city measures urgerl lesbians and gays to call their
council members and commissioners in support of the legislation.
KC W1LDM00N
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Gays and lesbians poured into Pensacola in record numbers Memorial Day weekend despite—or maybe because of—anti-gay remarks by city officials.

Beach Brouhaha Backfires on Bigots

We give you back choices...
Paying the bills is the
last worry a person living
with AIDS should face.
But for many it's a primary
concern.
We've developed a
way for you to maintain

financial independence by
converting your life insurance into cash.
You don't have to be reexamined and we handle
everything over the phone
or through the mail.

1-800-876-2991

^Affirmative Lifestyles

inc.

Financial
Alternatives For
Ifour Lifestyle.
You deserve advice that's right for you.
At IDS we realize that one-size-fits-all
financial planning won't have the
answers you are looking for. That's why
we've developed financial planning that
covers a wide variety of life situations.
Sit down with someone who can address
your unique needs. Call today for a free
consultation.
IDS Financial Services Inc.

An Amrican Express company

Margaret M. Graff
Personal Financial Planner

396-7840
t WO FinmcUI Corporation.

Suite 150, 1200 Ashwood Parkway, Atlanta, GA 30338
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Sensitive to the needs
of the gay/lesbian
community
Second opinions
graciously given
Bankruptcy—7, 11 & 13
Personal Injury ■ AIDS
Related Issues
Criminal Defense
Drug Cases ■ DUI ■ Sex
Crimes/Park Cases

John Matteson
584-0872 - 24 Hours

Pensacola, FL—Despite a barrage of
homophobic commentary from city officials,
the annual Memorial Day trek of gay men and
lesbians to the sands of northwest Florida went
off with little controversy and few problems.
In fact, Andy Anderson, president of a
Pensacola gay and lesbian group, Christopher
Street South, says she may thank those very
officials, whose anti-gay comments helped
spark a record turnout estimated at 37,000
people.
"I've never seen so many people having
such a good time," says Anderson, who has
lived in Pensacola for 19 years. "We had a
better turnout than we've ever had."
Gays and lesbians who came to Pensacola,
nearly half of whom came from Atlanta,
crowded a strip of the Gulf Islands National
Seashore east of the city that has become wellknown throughout the Southeast as a gayfriendly gathering place. At one point, the line
of cars stretched 13 miles on both sides of the
highway, Anderson says. While nails were
spread over a road into the seashore on Saturday, causing some drivers to suffer flat tires,
and some cars were egged, overall the weekend went off with few glitches.
The Escambia County Sheriff's Depart-

Chattanooga
Commissioners Take
Aim at Gay-Positive
Children's Book
Chattanooga, 77V"—Some Hamiliton
County Commissioners say a book about a
gay father and his child should not be displayed in the children's section of the public
library, making Chattanooga but the latest
battleground over Alyson Publications'
"Daddy's Roommate."
"It disturbs me that we would place something as controversial as this in the children's
section. This is the Bible Belt,'" said Commissioner Harold Coker.
Jane McFarland, director of the Chattanooga-Hamilton County Bicentennial Library,
was asked about the book, written by Michael
Willhoitc, during budget hearings last week.
McFarland said the book was written on a
child's level and was not sexually explicit.
She said some children in the county are in the
same situation as the book's character and
reading it could help them.
"Would you put something out there like
'Daddy's in the Penitentiary' or 'Mother Works
the Red Light District' or 'Brother's an Ax
Murderer?'" asked Commissioner Paul
Nolan."I don't say we should go to the library
and censor all the books and throw them out
and burn them. What I'm saying is why can't
we choose some wholesome books?"

ment received about a dozen complaints from
people who objected to gays kissing or holding hands. While the sheriff's department reported no arrests, Pensacola police did make a
small number of arrests for drug possession
and what was described as lewd behavior.
Even though gays and lesbians have been
going to Pensacola for more than 25 years,
this year was the first time that media attention about the magnitude of the event brought
it to the attention of Pensacola's conservative
politicians. After a local television station ran
a story noting the city's status as a gay-friendly
resort, City Councilman Doug Proffitt fired
off a letter saying that gays and lesbians were
not welcome in the city and went as far as to
insinuate that gay visitors might molest or
murder children. Mayor Jerry Maygarden then
fueled the fire by endorsing what Proffitt said.
Those comments angered many in the
Pensacola business community, who reap a
financial windfall from Memorial Day and
feared that the attacks by Maygarden and
Proffitt could discourage gay tourism. Anderson says many of those businesses flew rainbow flags during Memorial Day weekend.
RICHARD SHUMATE

COMING EVENTS
Southeastern Premiere 01
'Falsettos' in Columbia
Columbia, SC—Trustus Theatre will
present the Southeastern premiere of the
1993 Tony award winning musical "Falsettos" on June 11. The show will run June
11,12,16-19,23-26, 30 and July 1-3. All
performances begin at 8 p.m. with the bar
and box office opening nightly at 7 pm.
Tickets go on sale June 7 and arc S15 for
swivel rocking chairs and S7.50 for bleachers. For reservations, call (803) 254-9732
between 1pm and 6 pm Mon-Sat.

S.C. Pride Set For June 19
Columbia, SC— The 4th annual South
Carolina Gay and Lesbian Pride March,
with the theme "Victory Through Pride,"
will kick off from the corner of Calhoun
and Assembly Streets in Columbia at noon
on June 19. Speakers for the rally after the
march, to be held on the Capitol steps,
include HRCF's Mandy Carter and Methodist minister Tom Summers, founder of
Clergy and Friends for Gay and Lesbian
Rights. The Charlotte Gay Men's Chorus
will also perform.
Following the rally, the annual Gala
Celbration will be held at Township Auditorium. Headlining the show will be
Romanovsky and Phillips. Call (803) 790GAYS for information.
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Lesbian Avengers Invade Texas House: Bianco™and
paper airplanes interrupted he last day of the Texas legislative session last week, as opponents of the state's sodomy law staged a protest in the gallery of the Texas House. Ten
members of the Austin chapter of Lesbian Avengers spread throughout the public gallery
overlooking the House chamber, blew horns and unfurled banners reading "Legalize Lesbian Sex" and "Homophobia Stinks." The protestors were then arrested. While the Senate
voted earlier in the session to repeal the sodomy law, House members insisted that gay sex
remain a crime. The Texas Supreme Court is considering the law's constitutionality.

OUR

CUSTOMERS

know us best...

Iowa Parents Complain 4-H Is Advocating Homosexuality: Parents who think two
workshops at this year's Iowa Youth and 4-H Conference advocate a gay lifestyle are
complaining. The seminars, part of a day long diversity workshop to be held during the June
29 to July 1 conference, are titled "One in Ten" and "What Difference Does It Make?" They
are among 30 workshops on diversity issues. All are optional, and conference attendees may
choose to attend up to three. "What I tell people [who call to complain] is 4-H doesn't
advocate any lifestyle," said Cherryl Jensen, director of university relations at Iowa State
University. "We teach critical thinking skills so people can make their own decisions."
Bush NEA Dlpoctor Blasts Anti-Gay
Measures: Debating a leader of the Christian right over public funding of the arts,
former National Endowment for the Arts director John Frohnmayer said that anti-gay
measures facing Oregon voters would "take
away the civil rights of people in our society
because of their sexual orientation," which he
said would be a "scourge to our society."
"And to do that in the name of Christ is to so
miscast what I believe to be the love and
expansion and the breadth of religion as to
not deserve the name Christian," he said.
Frohnmayer was debating Christian Coalition director Ralph E. Reed, Jr. at Southern
Oregon State College.
Indiana Official Comes Out To Head Gay
Man's Health Crisis: When Indiana's soFrohnmayer takes on right
cial services secretary, Jeff Richardson, left
that post to become head of New York's Gay Men's Health Crisis on June 2, he also left the
closet. In an interview with the Indianapolis Star, Richardson acknowledged that he is gay,
becoming the first policy-maker in Gov. Evan Bayh's administration to come out. "It never
was an issue with Evan Bayh or anyone I worked with or who worked for me," Richardson
said. "We were always more focused—as it should be—on the job that had to be done."
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'Being the typical Real Estate Agent,

concerned with appearances, I purchased the
Mercedes-Benz hood ornament on this car and was
delightfully surprised that an incredibly wonderful
car came with it.
That's why I was so impressed with the people
at Atlanta Classic Cars. They work the way I do treating people the way they want to be treated!
From the moment I walked in the door, they helped
me to get the car I wanted with the best deal that I
needed.
If you're in the market for a new Mercedes-Benz,
I strongly urge you to meet the folks at Atlanta
Classic Cars. They'll make you feel right at home!"
Hilson Hudson
;&-

Condoms-Fop-Extpa-Credlt Plan Gets Wash. Teacher Suspended: Larry Wagie,
who gave his students extra credit for buying condoms, has been suspended for 10 days by a
school board in Washington state, although he was also praised for his passion in focusing
more attention on AIDS, teen pregnancy, sexually transmitted disease and condoms. "I lost
the battle, but I won the war," said Wagle, a salty tongued former sailor. "I have no
complaints, no regrets." Students in his program were required to get written permission
from their parents, some of whom complained to school officials.
Legal Gay 80X Passes Nevada Senate: Rejecting efforts by conservative lawmakers
to water the bill down, the state senate has voted to legalize gay sex in Nevada, where
"unnatural" acts by members of the same sex have been felonies for 72 years. "The issue
here isn't gay rights. It isn't morality. It isn't criminal law. It's freedom," said Sen. Mark
James, R-Las Vegas. But other Senate Republicans tried to amend the bill by making willful
transmission of AIDS a felony and gay prostitution illegal, which were rejected.
BUSSla DPOPS Anti-Gay Law: Male homosexuality is no longer a crime in Russia, and
gay activists hope a decree repealing the Soviet-era law, which took effect last week, will
improve Russia's ability to combat AIDS. The repeal did not address lesbians since lesbianism was not acknowledged by previous Soviet governments. Dr. Irina Eramova, an epidemiologist at the country's primary AIDS center, said the law discouraged gay men from
seeking medical help for sexually-transmitted diseases and forced them to seek anonymous
sexual contacts, which contributed to the spread of AIDS.
,
Okie. Human Bights Watchdogs Say 'No Dyke' Sign Isn't Their Business: The
Norman Human Rights Commission has dismissed a discrimination complaint against a bar
owner who posted a "No Dykes" sign in her establishment. Commission members said that
the complaints were not covered under the city ordinance on discrimination. "They decided
these complaints involved matters of sexual preference and therefore are not covered by our
human rights ordinance," said city attorney Jeff Raley. Bar owner Cola Rankin, in addition
to posting the sign, had called police to remove lesbians she said were "misbehaving" by
slow dancing on the dance floor.
Gay Harassep's Graduation Speech Sparks Anger at Penn. College: A group of
students at Muhlenberg College in Allentown, Penn., are unhappy that a senior once
suspended for harassing a gay student will be speaking at graduation. Members of the
school's Women's Action Group told college President Arthur Taylor last week that they
have collected the signatures of nearly 150 graduates—40 percent of the senior class—who
object to J. Christopher Bernat's selection as this year's speaker. Three years ago, Bemat
was suspended for a year for phoning another student and threatening him because he is gay.
Taylor said that he would not prevent Bemat, selected by a student committee, from
addressing the commencement audience.
Iowa Court Says Mother's Orientation Not Beievant to Child Support: \
physics professor's attempt to avoid child support for two children because of their mother's
sexual orientation has been shot down by the Iowa Court of Appeals. Constantino Stassis
claimed that Janet Hartman "knowingly and intentionally" became pregnant and sought
financial support to raise the children in a gay home. The court rejected Stassis' arguments,
saying that paternity determinations arc scientific and decisions about child support are
based on public policy to aid children. Stassis has been ordered to pay $1200 per month .
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ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS
1655 CHURCH STREET
DECATUR, GEORGIA 30033
404/296-1313

"WHERE THE SAFEST CAR
IN THE WORLD IS MORE AFFORDABXE"
SWSBW.v.v.v«v»Vt.v.<.i.iim»wi' -
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THE HNS HIV PROGRAM

A comprehensive program of services that responds to the diverse needs of the HIV individual.
▼ Psychological Services
Personalized counseling by gay
licensed clinical social workers
helps meet the emotional, psychological, and family needs
specific to the HIV individual.
T Pharmacy Services
Clinically trained pharmacists are
continually updated to advanced
protocols in delivering HIV
pharmacy services.
▼ Nursing Services
Sensitive to the special needs of
the PWA, the registered nurses
have a minimum five years
clinical experience in I.V. therapy
or related field.

T Caring, Committed, and Concerned about the community.
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HNS
ADVANCED INFUSION THERAPIES

1'800-872-4467
426-4933

Don't cover
it up.
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Associates
JENNIFER RICHARDSON, L.C.S.W.
PAUL M. KIMMELL, M.D.

DENTAL OFFER
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Call our office before June 30,
1993 and our gift to you will
be a complete consulation, .
exam and bitewing x-rays (if
needed). New patients only.
Dr. Robert V. Schmidt welcomes you to join his practice
of complete family dentistry.

Robert V. Schmidt
D.D.S.
128 North Ave., Ste 200
(404)872-2717

SUE SCHRADER, Ph.D.
SARAH LOPEZ, Ph.D.
DAVID D. YEAGER, Ph.D.
DAVID WOODSFELLOW, Ph.D.

Lessons of AZT
The release this spring of preliminary
results from the British/French Concorde
study, showing no apparent benefit from
early use of AZT in asymptomatic HIVpositive pauents, set off a round of teethgnashing almost unprecedented in the sorry
history of the AIDS epidemic. The "AZT
is poison" crowd went on a binge of I-toldyou-so's while AZT manufacturer
Burroughs-Wellcome cranked up its publicity machine with a ferocity that unintentionally communicated the company's terror over the study.
With due respect to the true believers
on both sides, I think they've all missed the
point. The real significance of Concorde
has little to do with the relative merits of
AZT.
In the real world the jury has been in on
AZT for some time. By any reasonable
reckoning, it is at best a mediocre drug,
with limited benefits that rarely last more
than two years or so (often less) coupled
with significant toxicities. As a single-drug
therapy, it's on the way to being obsolete
already, and if the drug has any significant
future at all, it will be as an ingredient in
combination regimens. One can only hope
that new and better drugs or drug combinations will eclipse it entirely before too long.
In other words, AZT's tide is already
starting to ebb, and all Concorde will do—
if the full results, when released, hold up
under scrutiny—is hasten the process a bit.
But Concorde raises larger questions
about the drug development process. If we
are to have truly effective anti-HIV treatments in time to save the lives of the 14
million people worldwide who are now
infected, and if we are to have a clear idea
if those new drugs really work over the
long haul, we'd better start answering them
now.
In a plague such as AIDS, the natural
and correct impulse has been to try to speed
promising treatments through the development pipeline as quickly as possible. That,
of course, didn't happen overnight. It took
a great deal of pressure from the AIDS
activist movement to get the lead out of the
scicntific-government-drug company bureaucracy. That effort, while by no means
fully realized, has made major progress.
The urge to speed development naturally leads to drug trials designed to produce relatively quick results. When longterm studies are done, it adds to the impetus to end a trial early if a drug seems to be
helping, so that all can share in its benefits,
as happened with the major American AZT
trials. Of course, trials where a clear benefit was demonstrated by the drug under
study were halted early long before AIDS,

but there's no denying that the horror of a
deadly, incurable disease adds urgency to
the impulse to do so.
Unfortunately, the downside has been
that in the case of AZT, Concorde represents the only controlled information we
have on the stuff that follows patients taking it for more than about a year and a hall'
—this for a drug that has been taken by
many tens of thousands of people since 1987,
all of whom it is presumed will need lifetime therapy. Concorde generated so much
hoopla because when it comes to long-term
results, it's the only game in town.
And that's the problem. It's imperative
to get useful results rapidly into the hands
of PWAs whose lives hang in the balance,
but it's just as imperative to develop reliable information on the long-term effects of
anti-retroviral drugs.
One answer is to go back to the excruciatingly slow drug approval process of the
bad old days, adding years to the time it will
take new anti-HIV drugs to get on the market. Some are hoping that Concorde will
lead to exactly that. Homophobic, conservative syndicated columnist Tom Bethell
wrote a piece recently bashing AZT and
holding up Concorde as an example of the
damage "gay activists" have done by "politicizing" the drug approval process (amazingly, the column was reprinted by the gay
New York Native, which seems to have no
scruples about where they'll stoop to dredge
up anti-AZT material). And some traditional
researchers, still not accustomed to the
changed environment of the 90s, would love
an excuse to go back to the old ways.
Such a step, which would amount to a
death sentence for hundreds of thousands
and possibly millions of HIV-infectcd
people, is not acceptable. Period. But AIDS
activists need to think long and hard about
the urgency of getting reliable long-term
data on AIDS treatments and about ways to
build the accumulation of such data into the
earliest stages of the drug-development process. There's no reason it can't be done,
given a bit of creativity and drive, but no
one should imagine that the scientific-government-drug company establishment that
has failed so miserably in every other aspect of the AIDS crisis will do it for us. We
need to take the lead.
The alternative could be a trip back to
the way things were done in the grim days
ofthemid-80s.

Bruce Mirken is an AIDS and health
writer for various publications including The
Advocate, the Los Angeles Reader and PAAC
Notes. He lives in West Hollywood, CA. His
column appears monthly in Southern Voice.

LINDA MELROSE, Ph.D.
RANDY OVEN, L.C.S.W.

1 Corporate Square
Suite 220
Atlanta, Georgia 30329
(404)321-2990

To place an obituary
Southern Voice publishes obituaries of members of the gay
and lesbian community as both news and a community service,
free of charge. To report a death call 876-0789 or write:
Southern Voice, 1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta, GA 30306
Please include a name and phone number for verification.
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When time's running short
and so is your money. . .

Discover financial freedom with Funds for Life.
We're here to help anyone facing the financial challenges of living
with an incurable illness.
Life Funding Corporation is prepared to confidentially purchase
your life insurance policy so that you can have your money now
when you really need it.
Together we can realize your dreams of better quality health care
and more fulfilling experiences of life.
For information call 1-800-456-8799.
Your call will be confidential.

LIFE FUNDING CORPORATION

Funds For Life.

^ SI. AIDS Foundation

8300 DUNWOODY PLACE ▲ SUITE 220 ▲ ATLANTA, GA 30350
(404) 518-8830 ▲ (800) 456-8799 ▲ FAX: (404) 518-9663

San Francisco AIDS Foundation
targets street hustlers
The San Francisco AIDS Foundation last
week unveiled a new HIV prevention campaign featuring 25 Polk area bus shelter posters aimed at street youths engaged in survival
sex for pay. It is the first campaign in the
nation to recognize the responsibility of
"Johns" in the reduction of the spread of HIV/
AIDS.
The threat of AIDS is ever-present in the
lives of the boys and young men who work
on Polk Street. "Some of them engage in sex
with Johns, or 'dates' who pay extra to have
unprotected sex with them," says Elliot
Ramos, S.F. AIDS Foundation youth campaign development coordinator. "That puts
both partners at risk for HIV. Our campaign
is not about judging the hustlers' or the Johns'
behavior. It's about saving lives."
The young men who wind up working on
Polk Street often have come to San Francisco
to flee abusive families and school conflicts,

Trust fund would bolster
money for medical
research
Washington, DC—The Human Rights
Campaign Fund has endorsed a proposal to
enhance funding for medical research through
the creation of a special trust fund as a part of
the reformed health care system. The Medical Research Trust Fund proposal was announced at a recent press conference by Senators Tom Harkin (D-IA) and Mark Hatfield
(R-OR) and a coalition of health care, aging,
cancer, AIDS and other organizations.
"The Medical Research Trust Fund pro-

or to explore their sexuality. Instead of relief
from those problems, they discover an imbroglio of threatening street conditions: drugs,
hunger, lack of health care, poverty, homelessness, and the threat of HIV infection. Some
young men prostitute themselves to survive;
others do it to establish their place in the
world.
In the past few years, surveys conducted
at Larkin Street Youth Center have shown
that, with repeated prevention education,
condom usage increases—resulting in a decrease in the HIV infection rate among this
population.
"But street life isn't pretty or fun," says
the AIDS Foundation's Ramos. "That's why
this campaign takes a proactive approach,
through repetitious educational prevention
measures, to encourage hustlers and their clients to protect themselves from the threat of
HIV infection."

vides a real opportunity for progress and a
vital lifeline to members of the lesbian and
gay community who live with serious and
life-threatening diseases," said Terry Beswick,
HRCF's AIDS Research Policy Analyst. "We
hope the administration embraces the Senators' leadership on this issue, and includes
this proposal in their health care reform package."
The proposal calls for the creation of a
trust fund to supplement the funds allotted to
the National Institutes of Health, generating
approximately $6 billion in additional funding to be divided among each of the institutes
that comprise NIH.

PARADISE
RECOVERY CENTER
^■^yfyou think you may have
a problem with chemical
dependency, please call our
help line. Paradise Recovery
Center, serving the Gay, Lesbian
and Bi-Sexual Communities.
• Detox
• Chemical dependency treatment
• Co-dependency treatment
• 24-hour help line
• Safe resort setting
• Located in Key West, Florida
• Gay affirmative community
• 24-hour medical and
counseling staff
• Most insurance plans accepted
• Financing available
• Transportation arranged

BODY

BROOK

Personal Fitness Specialist

Feeling tired and run down lately?
A personal trainer can shape your
body, strengthen your immune
system and change your outlook
on life. Other benefits include:
• Motivation during exercise
• Nutritional guidance
• Increased flexibility and
cardiovascular endurance.

Call 875-1557

varadisc
recovery
11 TRUMAN AVENUE
WEST, FLORIDA 33040
800-285-7853

Training available at
Better Bodies/Midtown

m
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membership
for $199. Must
contact Brook
between 6am-llam
M-F, 881-6875
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Vaccine in monkeys stops HIV infection
Testing on humans is next step
Birmingham, AL—Scientists say a time-release vaccine
that protects female monkeys from contracting HIV may be
tested on human beings in as soon as two or three years.
In an experiment that mimics the sexual transmission of
AIDS, researchers show that female monkeys are protected
from infection when using the vaccine.
"This is the first demonstration that we can derive a
vaccine procedure that can prevent the heterosexual spread of
AIDS," said John H. Eldridge, a researcher at the University
of Alabama at Birmingham. An actual human vaccine is at
least five years away, if tests are successful.
Dr. Preston A. Marx of the New Mexico Regional Primate Research Laboratory reported in the journal Science that
five of six female monkeys were protected against vaginal
exposure to a simian AIDS after inoculations with slowly
dissolving beads coated with the virus.
"The idea with this vaccine is to neutralize the virus at the
point of contact," Marx said in an interview. "Our feeling is
that once the virus enters the bloodstream that the vaccine will
be far less effective."
The vaccine was developed by a team of researchers from
the University of Alabama at Birmingham, Southern Research Institute in Birmingham, New Mexico State University's
primate research laboratory and Emory University in Atlanta.
The study with macaque monkeys used a virus called
simian immunodeficiency virus, or SIV, that is closely akin

to HIV. SIV causes AIDS in monkeys.
Marx said the goal of the vaccine was to cause the female
monkeys to develop SIV antibodies in the mucous membrane
that lines the vagina.
Although the majority of AIDS cases in the U.S. are
among gay men, the disease worldwide is most commonly
spread through heterosexual intercourse. On a global basis,
the majority of AIDS patients are heterosexual.
For this reason, researchers believe a successful AIDS
vaccine will have to trigger formation of antibodies in the
mucous membrane of the vagina and no experimental vaccine
has been shown to be protective against virus spread by
heterosexual contact.
Marx said that often experimental vaccines given only by
injection do not produce vaginal antibodies. For this reason,
he used a vaccine that is introduced into the body by a slowly
dissolving, microscopic bead developed at UAB.
Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of
Allergies and Infectious Diseases, the federal government's
lead AID research agency, said the monkey study "was a step
in the right direction" but said "it is not a breakthrough."
Marx said finding a practical application for the AIDS
vaccine is his next research goal. He said his lab now will test
to determine if a high level of disease protection in monkeys
can be produced by using boosters that are taken orally.
"If we can find a way to give equal protection with oral
boosting, then we will go that route because it seems the most
practical," said Marx. (AP)

Protein foods like these
aid in cell building
and repair.
-■;/

Vegetables containing
Vitamin A help
•ard off infection

WE DON'T HAVE ROOM TO
TELL YOU EVERYTHING THAT'S IN OUR
HIV NUTRITION GUIDELINES.
BUT HERE ARE SOME MORSELS.

High carbohydrate
foods help
fightfatigue.

While sound nutrition is important
to everyone, it can be crucial to people living with HIV/AIDS.
That's why Stadtlanders Pharmacy is providing an
HIV Disease Nutrition Guidelines booklet* It's filled with easy-to-follow
tips for managing and improving health. From facts on foods
that promote proper functioning of the immune system to suggestions
for minimizing symptoms and medication side effects. What's more,
you'll also learn the importance of regular exercise
and stress management toward healthier living.
At Stadtlanders, improving the well-being of people with HIV/AIDS is
something we've been committed to for some time now.
A nationwide provider of medications, we offer the highest quality
pharmaceutical care anywhere. For more information on
Stadtlanders convenient and confidential pharmacy service
and for your free copy of the HIV Disease Nutrition Guidelines,
call our customer service representatives at
1-800-238-7828. You'll find it all quite consuming.

Stadtlanders
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Jeff Graham of ACT UP/Atlanta says the local
chapter is far from dead.

Atlanta's ACT UP
won't die like D.C.'s
Atlanta—When the ACT UP group in Washington, DC voted recently to disband, one of its founders,
Stephen J. Smith, predicted that the other ACT UP
chapters might soon follow. But that prediction isn't
being given much credence here in Atlanta.
"I couldn't disagree more," says Jeff Graham, of
ACT UP/Atlanta. "I think the identity of ACT UP
locally is very different than the identity of ACT UP
nationally."
The direct action group, made up of looselyconnected chapters which spread across the country
after the 1987 March On Washington, has frequently
been in the limelight for its colorful and controversial
protests. But some observers credit that in-their-faces
stridency for finally forcing politicians, federal agencies and drug companies to take stronger action in
fighting AIDS.
Graham says the difference between ACT UP/
DC and ACT UP/Atlanta is that while the Washington group was involved in lobbying on national issues, the Atlanta group has remained focused on local
issues, such as full funding for the state AZT program, pushing for a center for HIV+ homeless men
and an expansion of the infectious disease clinic at
Grady Memorial Hospital, as well as distributing condoms at local proms.
The DC chapter recently proposed that the rest of
the chapters send money to the Washington group so
that it could operate a lobbying operation on Capitol
Hill, an idea which Graham says was overwhelmingly, rejected. "That is just not what ACT UP is
supposed to be doing."
Each ACT UP chapter operates independently,
and within each chapter there is little formal organization or hierarchy. The Atlanta chapter now has
about 15 active members, Graham says. And while
some people here view Atlanta's ACT UP members
as "the most outrageous people they have ever seen,
we pale in comparison to people in some of their
other chapters."
The demise of ACT UP/DC ironically came just
weeks after it organized the highly-successful Hands
Around The Capitol demonstration during the March
On Washington, which was billed as the largest ACT
UP demonstration in history.
RICHARD SHUMATE

•Information in this booklet has gone through a medical peer review committee. ©1993 Stadtlander Drug Co., Inc.
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Homophobic Helms featured in video
promoting Gay Pride in San Francisco
San Francisco—Homophobic Sen. Jesse
Helms is getting a taste of his own medicine in
San Francisco—organizers of that city's Freedom Day Parade are using a video clip of the
North Carolina Republican—speaking at Roberta
Achtenberg's recently concluded confirmation
hearings in the U.S. Senate—to promote the
huge Pride parade. Helms has complained that
the promotional spots twist his words.
"That gay pride parade—I wish every
American could have seen it," Helms is shown
saying in the 15-second spot.
His statement is followed by text urging
viewers to attend the June 27 parade.
"They're not going to fool anybody with
that," Helms said in a telephone interview. "The
people know what I said.. .Taking it out of context just demoastrates how far out of context
these lesbians and gays are."
President Clinton nominated Achtenberg, a
San Francisco supervisor, to be assistant secretary for fair housing and equal opportunity. The
Senate voted 58-31 to confirm the nomination,
despite the sometimes vicious opposition led by
Helms and Mississippi Republican Trent Lou.
Helms said he was criticizing Achtenberg
for taking part in the parade with her partner,
San Francisco judge Mary Morgan.
"They were not just appearing. They were
the marshals of that parade," Helms said. "They
were sitting on the back of a convertible hugging and kissing..."
Excerpts of San Francisco's pride celebration showing leather-clad, whip-toting marchers
often have been used to galvanize opposition to
gay civil rights, and parade organizers said it is
poetic justice to use Helms' own words to promote the parade.
"Jesse Helms has promoted an agenda of

4
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hate and bigotry by crafting together a montage
of video images which he misrepresents," said
parade committee co-chair Ggreg Taylor. "This,
however, is in context..._"
"It's the first time I've agreed with Jesse
Helms," Taylor said.
"We wanL to invite everybody to see our
parade and sec it in totality, not just the little
segments that the religious right pull out," added
co-chair Marsha Levine. "This is the year of the
Queer. Lesbian and gay issues arc in the forefront of American politics right now"
According to Levine, there is another video
also making news these days. Jerry Falwcll is
advertising on his religious channel that they
sent undercover photographers to the March On
Washington to compile video footage to show
the people "what really happened there that the
mainstream media won't show you." She said
"for $35 he will send you a video and the money
will be used to pay off the debts of their Bible
college. He is creating this to prey on the fear of
people who were taught that homosexuals arc
something to be afraid of."
RICHARD LOR ANT
and JUD1 PARKS

Gay civil rights win
in Kansas City
Kansas City, MO—Last week, the City
Council in Kansas City added protection for
gays and lesbians to its civil rights laws, banning
discrimination in housing and employment.
About 100 people who attended the meeting cheered, whistled and gave the eight council

Marsha Levine and Ggreg Taylor, co-chairs of the San Francisco Lesbian and Gay
Freedom Day March, view the video clip teaturing Jesse Helms being used to promote
the parade.
members on hand, all of whom supported the
measure, a standing ovation after the vole, according to an account of the proceedings in the
Kansas City Star. Five other council members
were not in the chamber when the vote was
taken.
A group of opponents stood silently in the
back of the council chamber. Prior to the vote,
both proponents of the ordinance and those who
were against it rallied outside City Hall. Opponents of gay civil rights have already sued the
city over a previous civil rights ordinance, and
last week's vote is expected to complicate that
case.
Kansas City became the third city in Missouri to grant civil rights protection to gays and

lesbians. The other two cities arc St. Louis and
Columbia.
"The legislation that was passed today brings
Kansas City into the position of putting a stop to
the oppression, discrimination and violence
against lesbians, gays and bisexuals," David
Weeds, a local gay rights activist, told the Star.
Jennifer McCartney of Kansas City, who
carried a sign that read, "I'm a lesbian and I
vote," got in a brief shouting match with a minister who said "homosexuality is an abomination before God."
McCartney said, "People are judging us because of a different lifestyle. If it's a choice, it is
whether to be happy or not."
KANSAS CITY STAR
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oil Are Living with AIDS
and Money is a Problem...

You remember those
(\ueene that were
marching in front of
^

We understand firsthand the
financial challenge of living
with AIDS. We respond to
that challenge every day.
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you last year.
Couldn't even stand ^
in heels but they

THE ACCESS PROGRAM
purchases life insurance
policies from individuals
with AIDS, providing the
money needed for living
today — quickly and easily.
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Our commitment to paying
the highest price and
providing a caring service
continues to make us the
Company of choice.
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We welcome your
confidential call.

freedom" banner.
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This year, you'll
show 'em.

KNOW
YOUR RIGHTS!

Special Sale on Big Banners:

20% off 'til Pride
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874-3301

1849 Cheshire Bridge Road, across
from Las Margaritas

988-1724
Michael W. Vegel
Attorney at taw
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... We Offer a Solution!
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1 (800) 235-6411
THE ACCESS PROGRAM is the largest, most established company using only its own funds. The
first company to guarantee payment, THE ACCESS PROGRAM continues to lead the industry
in setting the highest standards for the protection and benefit of its clients.
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Happy Anniversary to John Ruziskey and
James Wilson on June 16. They recently
purchased a "modular portable residence."
Wonder if it's located at Odum's Trailer
Park where the guys would be the lucky
neighbors of DeAundra Peek? Happy Anniversary, Boys! .

Home Care Services

BIRTHDAYS

IT'S YOUR RIGHT
TO CHOOSE YOUR
HOME CARE
PROVIDER. WE
ARE CONCERNED
ABOUT YOU, RISING
HEALTHCARE
COSTS AND YOUR
INSURANCE CAPS.

WE SPECIALIZE IN:
PERSONALIZED NURSING CARE
Home Chemotherapy
I.V. Fluid Therapy
Inhalation Therapy
24 Hour Emergency Service
Delivery Service Available

Oral HIV Related Medications
Home Parenteral Nutrition
Home Enteral Nutrition
Oral Nutritional Supplements
I.V. Antibiotic Therapy
Home Pain Management

Medical Therapies Incorporated
1579 N. DecaturRd.
Atlanta, GA 30307
(404) 373-2525

WE ACCEPT
ASSIGNMENT

Lose Weight
Feel Great
E
An

Lite & Rite
Product Company from the Olympic Ffeninsula

Happy Birthday to Nina Colman who'll
be turning 26 on June 9th. Nina sent out
hip creative invitations, featuring her own
art work, to her celebratory party on the
5th. We know the grill was a-smokin' and
the blender a-hummin' Saturday night. We
hope you have a fabulous year Nina.
A Happy THIRTIETH Birthday goes out
to law student Suzie Kezh on June 11. In
true Kezbian fasion, the invitations to
Suzie's party featured a photo of former
First Lady Martha Washington unable to
keep her hands off Suzie's soon-to-bc-30
posterior. Lucky Suzie gets a trip to beautiful Cumberland Island for her birthday,
but has to carry her partner Laurie's pack—
we're not sure why. On a side note, congratulations go to Suzie who will be interning for U.S. Rep. John Lewis this summer.
June 16 will be the fifth birthday of
Toulouse Fischer, who has spent all five
of her years working at The Boy Next
Door. She and her "father," Lane, will be
spending the day (as usual) at work checking out all the customers. Happy Birthday,
Girl!
June 12 is the "observed" birthday of
Queen Elizabeth U (the real one in En-

Toulouse Fischer of The Boy Next Door
turns 5 on June 16.
gland). Let us all partake in a moment of
silence on that day to remember she who
has served us so well as both a matronly
role model and as the subject of numerous
jokes. Happy Birthday, Queen!
// was slim pickings this week on the Voice
Mailbox. We can only assume everyone
was in Pensacola and not calling in their
announcements. You have a chance to redeem yourself by calling in your special
birthday, anniversary, divorce, employment, or wedding notice to us at (404) 3257600. It's easy and it's painless so do it
TODAY!

DIGITAL INFORMATION
SOLUTIONS

Providing you with access
to the global village

PRINCESS
PAMELA'S
1141 EUCLID AVE • 222-9514
Mon-Sat 11-7, Sun 12-6

Sck & tired of the yo-yo syndrome*
Finding it increasingly more difficult to
lose weight and keep it off?
Wbnder where all your energy went?
If you answered YES to any of these questions. Then you
need LITE & RITES The most incredible herbal products
on the market today.
A one - two month supply costs only $40. and has a full
money back guarantee.
Oxer 15400 people have lost weight on this product and have
kept it off.

BENEFITS of LITE & RITE Products
More Energy
Feel Great
100% Natural
Improved Health

Stronger Immune System
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Extremely Nutritional
Lose Unwanted Pounds & Inches

7t1 North 35TH Seattle Washington 98KB

Call Today 800-867-7376
..".'.."..".

Information Retrieval
Applications Training
Desktop Publishing
Document Generation
Network Support
Database Programming
Mailing Lists
DOS and Windows Support
1579 Monroe Dr. NE, F-320
Atlanta, GA 30324
(404) 875-6580

L5P'S Most DIVERSE Shop
Triangle & rainbow flags
tobacco accessories,
postcards, art prints,
posters. T-shirts, beads,
hats, stickers, masks, lava
lamps, black lites & more!

The firm of EDAW, Inc., has been commissioned by the Buckhead Coalition
to do a long range study of this community
city limits

IF YOU LIVE IN BUCKHEAD
WE WANT YOUR OPINIONS

BUCKHEAD
BOUNDARIES
3

Please give us your vote on current issues (#1 for
most important; #2 for next most important, etc.):
. Environment;

. Public Safety:

tree
CreekV

. Traffic and Transportation;

Nv.
. (Other):

If your were Mayor of Atlanta, tell us one specific action you would urge for Buckhead's well-being:

[Add additional pages for any other suggestions you wish to share; this survey may be duplicated, but
please limit to one entry per person; return to Buckhead Coalition, 3060 Peachtree, Atlanta, GA 30305]
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More than just a day in the park
by JOE O'BRIEN

Your Guide
To Pride
Southern Voice brings
you the Official Guide
to Pride '93, with
detailed info on
everything you
need to know.
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With hot days of summer upon us, a
young man's fancy turns to outdoor fun,
and, perhaps, clandestine meetings in the
park. But in Cobb County, a romp in the
park, in addition to its inherent risks to
one's person and health, could also lead to
an expensive trip to jail.
The most popular parks in Cobb County
are Al Burris and Wildwood parks, followed closely by the federally-owned parks
along the Chattahoochee River. The popularity of these parks with gay and straight
men is well known by law enforcement
officials, and many times during warm
weather, the Marietta and Cobb County
police send undercover officers into the
park to rid them of the men looking for
quick and anonymous sex. An arrest can
result in any one of a number of charges,
ranging from public indecency to sexual
battery (both misdemeanor charges) to aggravated sodomy (a felony in Georgia).
Now, let's be fair. Undercover work is
a legitimate part of police work, and, after
all, sex in a public park is illegal. By default therefore, undercover work in the park
is part of the job. The problem in Cobb
County, however, is that undercover officers may be enticing men into sexuallycompromising positions only to arrest and
humiliate the gay offender.
The scenario goes something like this:
A sunny, warm day, usually in the
morning or late afternoon, the police undercover team arrives in unmarked vehicles. If the stakeout is at Al Burris or
Wildwood parks, the police will park on
nearby property owned by Dobbins Air
Force Base. The undercover team will disperse into the park individually but usually
well within earshot of other officers on the
team. The officers are often times dressed
in long pants and bulky, loose-fitting shirts,
which cover all manner of arrest equipment including handcuffs, a weapon and a

communication device. In other words,
while most gay men are "undressed to the
nines," these guys arc a bit overdressed for
the occasion.
The undercover officers might approach and ask, "What do you want?" or
"What are you looking for?" In one case
last September, the officer was asked three
times by the gay man to "go somewhere
private, not in the park." The officer as-

In one case last
September, the officer was
asked three times by the gay
man to "go somewhere
private, not in the park."
The officer assured the gay
man that "it is cool" and
really safe and private in the
park, so the gay man
followed through on the
undercover officer's proposal only to be arrested
immediately. Cobb County
arrested 27 men one week
last September with the full
attention of the local
broadcast media.
sured the gay man that "it is cool" and
really safe and private in the park, so the
gay man followed through on the undercover officer's proposal only to be arrested
immediately. Cobb County arrested 27 men
one week last September with the full attention of the local broadcast media.
How many of these men would have
preferred to go out of the park, only to be
unfairly enticed into sexual action by the
undercover officer and then arrested?

The police know this is a sure bust, and
probably won't be contested. Many of the
men arrested are married men who won't
fight the arrest, or gay men who are very
private or still closeted. After all, who is a
Cobb County jury going to believe, the
upstanding police officers just doing their
jobs or the queer in the park looking for
anonymous sex?
The objection here is not that the police are wrong (sex in the park is illegal
and stupid) but that their methods go too
far if they persuade men to do something
they otherwise wouldn't.
The county and the undercover agents
know a successful bust will net almost
S1,000 for the county coffers because most
of the men arrested plead guilty and receive up to a $1,000 fine, probation and
pay the court costs. (Assuming this, Cobb
County made S27,000 last September for
their undercover efforts during September
alone). This isn't so bad an amount with
budget cutbacks and other financial shortfalls.
Sex in the park is illegal and stupid. If
you want to be arrested and "donate" your
money to Cobb County, go through the
humiliation of finding someone to bail you
out of jail (another $1,500), and have an
arrest record, just hang out at the parks.
Let's be smart this summer, gentlemen, and think with our "brains." The
straight media has enough fodder with the
right-wing trash being published and broadcast. Let's not give them more ammunition to use against us.
Joe O'Brien lives in Cobb County.
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Homosexuality = Rape, Say
Defenders of Military Ban
Jacksonville rape cases being used to argue
that gays can't control themselves sexually
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5525 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
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your business.
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My salesperson, Julie Ellis, was
highly recommended to me by a
friend who also enjoyed her
dealings with Ms. Ellis.
Julie Ellis was professional,
courteous, and very respectful of
the presence of my female life
partner during the sale. Ms. Ellis
could relate to me more
comfortably than any other car
salesperson ever has. I appreciated
her availability at Curry Honda.
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During my two days of
business at your dealership, I
was aware of two other samesex couples making purchases.
Thank you once again for your
dealership's stance to be gay/
lesbian sensitive and for
providing quality gay personnel
such as Julie Ellis.
Sincerely,
Laine Peek
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Opponents of allowing openly gay men als, including testimony by Ruggiero's vicand lesbians to serve in the military, includ- tim that Ruggiero said, "You're going to like
ing the Atlanta Journal/Constitution's this," and that he "kept trying to get [the
cornpone columnist, Lewis Grizzard, have victim] to drink more, then slapped him, bent
begun using a new disinformation tactic— his arm behind him and removed his trousaying the recent rape convictions of two sers." He also saw the need to tell readers
male sailors, whose victims were other men, that doctors who examined the victim found
should be considered when deciding whether "rectal lacerations."
However, Grizzard—whose critics freto lift the ban.
And some pro-ban leaders are even go- quently complain that his column is fraught
ing so far as to insinuate that the rape cases with thinly-veiled (and sometimes downright
demonstrate that gay people can't control overt) homophobia, misogyny and racism—
themselves sexually, even though the Army's denied that his purpose in bringing up the
own figures show most rapes in the military cases was to insinuate that openly gay men
and women in the military will pose a threat
involve straight service personnel.
The head of a group of Navy retirees told to their comrades.
"I'm not trying to say, 'Look what can
the New York Times that the convictions,
stemming from separate incidents in Jack- happen if you allow gays in the military,'"
sonville, Fla., show "homosexuals cannot be Grizzard wrote. "What I am trying to say is,
expected to remain celibate while in active 'Look, there's a pretty good news story that's
duty in the military." John Dalrymple, a re- a natural tie-in with the gays-in-the-military
debate and why isn't
tired admiral who is
it getting bigger covthe executive direcThe Atlanta Journal/ erage?'"
tor of the Navy
Grizzard, in the
League of the United Constitution's Lewis Grizzard
same
column, said he
States, maintained
got
in
on
the
act
in
a
recent
thought
U.S. Senator
that lifting the ban
on gays and lesbians column, saying the rape stories Sam Nunn's hearings
in the military would were "germane" to the debate on the military ban
issue were "fruitful"
lead to more cases
over gays in the military. He and bashed President
of rape.
"Faced with the accused the news media ofbury- Clinton's military experience, which he
threat of court-maring
coverage
of
the
trials
besaid amounted to
tial or being expelled
watching episodes of
from the service, ho- cause of their liberal bias.
the TV show "Commosexuals still do "Wouldn't that be like ignoring
bat" while a boy in
this. With legalization, I believe there the Tailhook Scandal in light of Arkansas.
Lt. Col. Robert
would be even more the issues concerning sexual haMaginnis, an invescases like this," the
rassment of women and the tigator in the office
admiral said.
of the Inspector GenOn May 20, women-in-the-military dePetty Officer Albert bate?" he wrote.
eral of the Army, told
the New York Times
Ruggiero, 32, was
convicted of sexuthat a study of 100
ally assaulting an 18-year-old sailor last De- Army courts-martial for sodomy between
cember in a trailer near the Cecil Field Naval 1989 and 1992 found that 39 were for nonAir Station outside of Jacksonville. Because consensual sodomy between people of the
the assault occurred off base, Ruggiero was same sex. Of 360 sodomy cases investigated
tried in a Florida civilian court instead of in a in 1992,37 involved same-sex rape.
military court-martial.
Despite the fact that those figures show
The Florida prosecutor in the case, W. that a majority of sodomy courts-martial and
Marc Hardesty, said the case went "directly a vast majority of sodomy complaints do not
to the heart" of the gays-in-the-military de- involve two people of the same sex, Maginnis
bate. He is an Army Reserve officer.
still concluded that such incidents occur "a
In the other case, Airman Apprentice lot more often than we are generally willing
Michael Thompson, 21, was convicted by a to acknowledge."
military court of sexually assaulting a 20Thomas Stoddard, coordinator of the
year-old shipmate aboard the USS Saratoga Campaign for Military Service, which is
when it was docked in Jacksonville last Feb- working to lift the ban, said that the use of
ruary. He was sentenced to 30 months in the rape cases by ban supporters amounts to
prison.
"pandering and distorting" the real issues.
The AJ/C's Grizzard got in on the act in
"The most remarkable aspect of the sera recent column, saying the rape stories were vice over the years of lesbians and gay men
"germane" to the debate over gays in the in the military is the virtual absence of incimilitary. He accused the news media of bury- dents of this kind, not their presence,"
ing coverage of the trials because of their Stoddard said.
liberal bias.
And Gregory King, spokesman for the
"Wouldn't that be like ignoring the Human Rights Campaign Fund, told the
Tailhook Scandal in light of the issues con- Times that "our argument consistently has
cerning sexual harassment of women and the been that the standard should be conduct and
women-in-the-military debate?" Grizzard not status."
wrote. He went on to cite some of the most
RICHARD SHUMATE
lurid details from news stories about the tri-
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Cleaning Out
My Closet
by SHELLY ROBERTS

Fashion Statements
This is one of those stories that starts
".. .in New York City, there is..." that makes
everybody who isn't in New York City want
to shout"...who gives a ship!" But it starts
there, so that's where it'll have to start. But
don't worry. It gets out of town soon enough.
Anyway.
In New York City, there is a woman
who regularly works a particular subway
platform on the E line heading up and down
the West Side, somewhere before the tracks
tuck themselves cast at the top of the midfifties. (For those of you who aren't from
around there, the mid-fifties are street numbers, not the decade.) There is, of course, no
way to tell just how long this encrusted soul
has inhabited the area inside the turnstiles.
Underneath the soot gray complexion, a subway shade Max Factor never sanctioned,
age is impossible to ask or answer.
This stop lies under a gentrifying neighborhood, one in current rotation for vogue,
as previous neighborhoods reach maximum
rent tolerance. So the morning crushhour is
filled with safely-suited, assistant executives
in corporate disguises and briefcase armor.
Any given weekday morning, she's assaults them, regularly, screaming:
"F-k you, give me money."
. Now, I have to tell you, that always
seemed to me to be a very, very strange way
to get people to give you money.
So now we're at the March On Washington. Sunday morning on the Ellipse, -an
uncountable number grumbling into assembly. The most surprising thing is that they
aren't particularly surprising. They look like
a company picnic. The casual attire on the
multiple-thousand men looks like it came
from drawers that also harbor starched, pastel-banded, Oxford cloth button-downs. Chinos and Dockers and Levi's, oh my. Certainly a sufficiency of emblazoned T's. But
even those have the give-away slogans that
inform even the stupid that they were purchased last night from a pile on a folding
table around the Circle at Dupont Metro.
But, for most, polos with plackets were the
dress order of the day.
The women were a little looser, understandably. Our acceptable-office and reallife costumes diverge more drastically. We
wore Levi's and our older T's. Because we
already had them in the drawer with our
best thoughts, wants and wishes spelled
across our chests. Because a mere march
wasn't going to cause us to need a new
voice. And because we didn't want to spend
any more money than we had to. We wore
uniform dyke-drag. Not offensive, because
we're not good at it yet. But not so carefully
casual as our brother-counterparts.
It was apparent lhat nearly everybody in
the throng had gotten the same memo. The
one that read, "We're going to Washington
on business." So we were shorn, and pressed,
and laundered and dry cleaned into mass
respectability, a presentable press of petitioners. Our manner and demeanor brought
whole new definition to the "civil" part of
our rights demonstration.
So? So what?
So, most of us have been to the pride
parties we throw ourselves annually. We've
seen our outer limits. We've been part of
the public binge of expression-freedom we
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accord ourselves every June. Only this time,
for the most part, we left our chains at home.
We left our feather boas behind. No gender
wore high heels.
Except.
As he pranced through the crowd, absorbing attention, you could feel the attitudes torquing. He was a glitter jamboree in
American paint. Red torso. White and blue
body make-up and skin tight tights. Perhaps
a cape? Memory blurs. Clearly he was not
dressed for work unless he worked in a
Halloween factory. What else holds clear is
the apparent, but unvoiced animosity, in
enormous subtlety. It was the politest outrage. Not from Mr. In-Costume, but from
Mr.'sln-Calvin Klein.
If you moved at all in the mingle around
him, you could hear the murmurs.
"Doesn't he get it?
"Oh, no. There goes the cover of Time
Magazine."
"Why doesn't someone tell him to go
back to his room and get dressed."
Amazingly, no one did.
No one told the drag wedding to save it
till later and take it off of the mall. Nothing
was uttered to the entire gang of "Outrageous Perverts" camping rhythmically in
full regalia along Pennsylvania Avenue. Not
one voice raised from the crowd to tell the
dozen or so women out of a million to "put
your shirt back on."
And, sure enough, when the call came
in from Dayton the following week, from
the aunt who wants with all her soul to be
supportive, it centered on the blatant boobs.
And the editorial in the New York Times
that went out on the AP wire and was carried in Omaha and everywhere, found its
focus on the arrogance of the "size 100
Double D's." The dozen of us 1 heard from
immediately, who stayed home, said later
that they watched the March on television—
meaning they watched the stage show on Cspan—and once again we were just another
freak show.
I was there, and 1 felt the waves of
anger and discomfort in the crowd when we
passed the few of us who went to Washington to play dress up. And I didn't say, "Go
home and put your clothes on" cither.
I was torn, like everybody else. Filled
with the apprehensive self-conflict between
Frecdom-Of-Exprcssion, Political-Correction, and The-Purposc-Of-Showing-Up.
Some would have said it was to be counted
in aerial photos. Some, to show America
that we really weren't evilly out after their
sons and daughters, but rather that we were
their sons and daughters.
And apparently, some way loo small
number, who, unfortunately, loomed way
too large in the media, and will no doubt
star in future religious home videos, believed that showing off for the cameras and
the assembled by "dressing for the occasion" was the necessary statement.
I want to be fair. I want to be politically
correct. I don't want to be a diversity-denying Neanderthal who stifles meaningful expressions for multi-oppressed sub-minorities.
But, it seems to me, I have to tell you,
that standing up and screaming, "F-k you,
give me respect," is a very, very ineffective
way to get people to give it to you.

L
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Balance Askew
To The Editor:
Even with the most heartfelt goodwill
and best of intentions, commenting on ihc
Human Rights Campaign Fund Dinner creates a formidable internal struggle for me.
To know 1500 persons came together to
celebrate themselves in the name of a cause
so worthy of support predisposes me to reflect on all the positive elements. However,
riding into the parking garage at the World
Congress Center among car, after car, after
car unembcllished with any overt symbol of
self-confident homosexual expression immediately dampened the spirit of "identity." How
docs solidarity in the face of oppression balance with despair at the apparent closeting of
so many individuals?
Entering the hall to encounter throngs of
men and women joined together, proud of
their appearance and purpose is exhilarating.
However, observing the same hall reflecting
that exhilaration in fewer than 10 people of
color is damnably frightening. How docs
fighting society's rejection based on one's
sexual identity balance with the acceptance
of discriminating reality, in any manifestation?
So it went for me all evening Saturday,
May 22. My perceptions were, and remain,
clouded. How do expectations, hopes, confidences and desires ever balance with fears,
disappointments, resentments and human
weakness?
While a number of important themes were
addressed by speakers during the festivities
(festivities they undoubtedly were for the
participants), perhaps the best solution to my

The Atlanta Constitution
To the Editor:
After reading your article in May 21 's
Washington section, I wonder if anyone bothered to ask whether Representative Barney
Frank considers himself single before designating his family status as "single." I suspect
that he does not. Though his legal status is
most likely "single," he and his lover, Herb
Moses, have been together for as many years
as many legally married couples. Because
gay and lesbian couples cannot legally marry,
many of us currently settle for various designations that indicate our commitment as
couples.
As Deb Price of Lhc Detroit News has
written in her column, finding the words to
describe our relationships can be difficult.
My lover and I are much more than lovers,
but to call her my "partner" sounds like we

'
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dilemma in evaluating the evening was
voiced time and again from the podium when
our first priority was repeatedly identified
as "taking personal responsibility" and coming out to life as oneself, complete and whole.
I can only trust that process was indeed
underway for many that Saturday night.
Richard Fitzpalrick

No Money For lUunn
To the Editor:
It has come to my attention that contributions made to the Democratic Party of
Georgia arc used to fund the election campaign of all major candidates. This includes
U.S. Sen. Sam Nunn. I hope that the readers
of Southern Voice share my feelings of outrage against this man. The hearings he recently conducted showed no sense of fairness. He produced a side show that would
make P.T. Bamum proud. His witness selection showed a complete bias. I understand that he refused to let former U.S. Senator Barry Goldwatcr and Admiral Crowe
testify at the hearings. Both of the gentlemen arc in favor of lifting the ban.
The purpose of this letter is to inform
your readers that they should not contribute
to the Democratic Party but rather to select
their candidate and contribute to them as
individuals. Significant amounts of money
contributed to the Democratic Party of Georgia will be used to fund Sen. Nunn's campaign in 1996. Our community should not
be a part in helping to re-elect this man.
A Concerned Reader

have a business relationship. Every time I
check the box on a legal document that says
single, I think of the woman that I hope to
spend the rest of my life with. I realize that
our chosen family is not recognized by the
laws of the country, and that makes me sad.
It also makes me angry. My lover, Joan, and
I have a family. We love and support each
other in the way of families, and members
of my birth family realize this and treat her
as my spouse.
One of the basic civil rights I am struggling for is the recognition of my family. I
am not asking for anyone to change their
own moral or religious beliefs. But I do
demand the right to my own moral choice to
form a family with my lover and not be
presumed to be single.
Debbie Frakcr
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EYE ON THE MILITARY
Gays and lesbians aren't the only ones
affected by the military's belief that they
can't serve their country: heterosexuals are
sometimes summarily dismissed on suspicion of being gay. Such is the case of Robert
Farley, a 28-year-old Delaware native who
was kicked out of the Marines in 1984 after
his drill instructor said he should be "checked
for homosexual tendencies."
Farley, who was denied a job as a policeman twice because of his discharge, says
he will join gay rights groups in demanding
that the military change its discriminatory

by cheers as he stepped off his flight at San
Antonio International Airport.
He said he plans to travel across the
country in the next several months months
to speak on behalf of gay rights in the military and to try to "blast the door right off the
closet."
Nunn. v. Frank
Sen. Sam Nunn and openly gay Rep.
Barney Frank have engaged in a war of
words over Frank's "don't ask, don't tell,
don't investigate, don't listen" compromise
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Washington, was greeted with cheers when he returned to his hometown of San
Antonio during Memorial Day weekend.
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policy.
"In 1983,1 would've said, 'Not my problem,'" Farley said. "But now, I've been treated
like they've been treated and I can't ignore
it."
Farley said he told the boot camp instructor that he was not gay, but was ordered
to see a chaplain for counseling. He added
that he tried to talk with other superior officers to no avail.
"I was interrupted and humiliated when
I tried to talk," he said.
Farley finally agreed to an entry level
separation from the Marines. 1984 documents
slate that he was "disrespectful and belligerent toward his superiors and adamant in his
refusal to cooperate." The Marines have announced that they will review Farley's records
to determine if the case was handled properly.
"Before, I probably would have sat on
the sidelines and said that homosexuals in
the military shouldn't complain," Farley said.
"But I learned that this shouldn't happen to
anyone, gay or not. People need to know.. .it
can happen to anybody."
Discharge news
Navy Lt. Zoc Dunning is back at work
for the first time since she was put on unpaid
leave when she came out on January 16, but
Navy officials say the reinstatement will last
only until administrative hearings can be held
to make a final determination in her case.
"I just want to assert my own rights to
serve in the military," she said. "My coworkers know who I am. They know I am
not a threat and that I'm a good officer."
Dunning is a decorated Persian Gulf war
veteran, now a reserve officer, who works as
a supply officer at the Alamade Naval Air
Station one weekend a month.
And discharged 6th Army Soldier of the
Year Jose Zuniga returned to his hometown
for a Memorial Day weekend and was greeted
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proposal. Nunn, the chair of the Senate's
Armed Services Committee who opposes
lifting the ban, charged that Frank's proposal, which makes a distinction between
on-base and off-base conduct in considering
gays in the military, "would reverse everything about the code of military justice."
Frank countered that if gays are not to be
allowed to serve, they should not be required to register for the selective service.
On NBC's "Meet the Press" last week,
Nunn also responded to remarks in interviews in which Frank accused the conservative Democrat of being "obsessed with sex."
"I appreciate Rep. Frank trying to enhance my dull image," he said, "but in terms
of the obsession with sex, I'm not in Barney's
league."
Mainstream news sources attributed
Nunn's comments to a reference to Frank's
1985 relationship with gay prostitute Stephen
Gobie, but gays and lesbians took offense at
Nunn's remarks, claiming that they reinforced often-repeated misinformation thai
gay men arc overly promiscuous.
Also during his "Meet the Press" interview, Nunn for the first time said that he
does not favor investigations of suspected
gays.
"Should we have sex squads going out
and looking for adultery, or, for that matter,
homosexual conduct that is done between
consenting adults in private? Absolutely not,"
he said, without acknowledging that such
investigations currently occur. "The military has got too much to do to get involved
in that kind of investigating technique."
The Georgia Senator also disputed
charges that his support for the ban is based
on bigotry.
"It seems there are some people in the
gay and lesbian movement who believe that
when you are losing die argument you simply start calling people names," he said. "I"m
not going to engage in that."
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Powell Aide Comes Out
San Francisco, CA—A former bodyguard and interpreter for Joint Chiefs of Staff
chairman Gen. Colin Powell has come out
publicly as a gay man, and Capt. Michael
McManus says that Powell knew he was gay
and said it did not matter.
Gen. Powell has been one of the foremost opponents of President Bill Clinton's
plan to end the ban that keeps openly gay
men and lesbians from serving in the United
States military service.
"I came out because I can no longer be
part of an organization that supports such
blatant discrimination," McManus told Southern Voice. According to McManus, his identity as a gay man did not come up on the job.
"It was not an issue. I did my job and I did it
well and that's all they really care about."
Surprising the crowd, the captain came
out over Memorial Day weekend at a requiem service in San Francisco for gay men,
lesbians and bisexuals who died in the service of their country. The service was sponsored by a number of organizations, including the Alexander Hamilton American Legion Post, the only American Legion post in
the country founded by gay and lesbian veterans.
McManus served as driver, bodyguard
and German and French interpreter for
Powell, who at the time was the commander
of the U.S. Army Fifth Corps in Frankfort,
Germany. During the time he was Powell's
aide, McManus said he told the general that
he was gay, and, according to McManus,
Powell replied, "What do you want me to do
about it? As long as you are doing your job
well, that does not matter to me. And you are
doing an excellent job."
Powell subsequently became chairman
of the Joint Chiefs, the nation's highest career military position. When Clinton announced in the early days of his administration that he was planning to lift the military's
ban on openly gay and lesbian service personnel, the general came out strongly against
the idea, saying it would hurt morale and
discipline. He even hinted at one point that
officers who disagreed with the president
might have to resign.
McManus expects that coming out will
force him to resign his commission. He is
currently serving in the U.S. Army Reserves
as part of the Special Operation Forces Command and holds a top secret security clearance. But, he said, "It is time for people to
realize that sexual orientation is a fundamen-
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P-FLA6 president Mitzi Henderson says
the memory of military gays and lesbians
is "held hostage" by the fears and ignorance of our military and civilian leaders.
tal part of a person's identity, just as much as
being Asian or African American."
After the ceremony, veterans greeted
Capt. McManus, offering him their support.
He said he plans to be very active in the
struggle to remove the ban. Secretary of Defense Les Aspin is supposed to unveil a final
decision on how to alter the military ban by
July 15.
During the requiem ceremony on Saturday morning, Mitzi Henderson, national president of Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays, told those present for the ceremony,
"We remember today our gay sons and lesbian daughters, who in the service of their
country, died incognito. As gay men and
lesbian women, their memory is desecrated
by the official anonymity forced upon them.
For them a further sacrifice was required—
the sacrifice of their integrity, the sacrifice of
their identity, the sacrifice of the full understanding and respect they were due from their
country."
"They are still held hostage, not to our
enemies, but to the fears and ignorance of
our military and civilian leaders. Our gay
and lesbian service personnel honorable and
effectively protect our security, but personally they have no security."
JUDI PARKS
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Joanne DeMark, who is involved in providing some upcoming domestic violence training
to shelters, helpers and the lesbian community,
agreed with Siclair. "Fifteen years ago in
Gainesville, I knew three lesbian couples, in my
network, who had batterers among them. I didn't
confront it. I was in denial."
"It goes along with that lesbian myth—our
relationships are better than heterosexuals. Denial of abuse—it's the same thing in an institutional way," said DeMark.
Kerry Lobel, who wrote the groundbreaking,
"Naming the Violence," in the late 1980s, said
of lesbian battering, "We still have an investment in saying there are no problems in our
community. We don't want society to know.
Another myth is that our relationships are equal
and abuse can't happen."
Brimmer said, "Many believe women are
not capable of this behavior—women don't hurt
women."
In the gay men's community, Kaufman said,
"People make jokes about it. They think it's
S&M. They say, 'he enjoyed it or he's stupid—
he keeps going back, so he deserves it.' You
hear the same things they said about [straight]
women."
Kaufman stressed, "It's criminal behavior
and it's not okay. It's not just fighting and it's
not just lover's quarrels. It's dangerous. People
get maimed and killed and there's self-esteem
destroyed."
Kaufman and others noted that power and
control are the key issues in domestic violence.
Batterers want to have control and power over
others. They use abuse as a way to accomplish
this.
Lobel, who works with the Arkansas
Women's Project in Little Rock, said that group
thinks in terms of the "Power and Control Wheel"
developed by the Minnesota Women's Project.
The spokes of the wheel can include threats,
intimidation, isolation and emotional, sexual and
economic abuse.
"The rim of the wheel is physical abuse. It's
the enforcer," she said.
She added, "The best self-help model anyone can use is this model. They can look at it and
say, 'Is any of this true?' We make a big mistake
when we think domestic violence is only physical abuse. Then we think it appears out of the
blue. It doesn't."
Kaufman, who will be on a panel at the June
15 forum, said he will hand out a checklist that
provides the warning signs of an abusive relationship. He and Lobel said cues include: a jealous lover, someone who is abusive to animals, a
person who berates you and a partner who is
interested in every move and calls you 50 times
a day.
"We think some of this behavior is really
exciting in the first stages of a partnership. These
things may be signs of someone who is possessive and controlling," said Lobel. "If you find
yourself changing your behavior to please your
partner, you could be in trouble down the road."
Kaufman noted it's important not to fault
the battered person for not leaving as soon as the
abuse begins.
He said, "It's hard to believe it's happening.
The other person says it won't happen again and
they apologize." For example, Ted' s lover would
bandage him up afterwards, with what Ted now
calls "false affection."
Brimmer said lots of things play into a person staying with an abusive partner. "Most of us
think when we select someone for life, it's that—
for life. Something's wrong with you if you're
not in a couple. There's pressure from the church
and the lesbian community to stay together."
She added that when there's so much denial
that abuse exists, it makes it even harder to
leave. In addition, people often need two incomes to make it financially, Brimmer noted.
Lobel explained, "By the time there is physical abuse, the trap is already set. The person has
been told they're worthless. By the time it gets
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physical, they're going to perceive they have
fewer options, and in fact, that's probably true.
Their lover, over time, has isolated them from
family, friends and work."
As Siclair put it, the safety net has .been
destroyed. By the time they realize they need to
get out, abused people have nowhere to turn.
It is hard to draw up a profile of the man or
woman who will get battered, said Brimmer,
Kaufman, and Carolyn Lea, herself a formerlyabused lesbian. They base that statement on studies that found that the battered person may or
may not have been abused as a child.
On the other hand, about half of heterosexual batterers were abused as children or saw
abuse between their parents, Kaufman noted.
"Where does the other half learn it?"
Kaufman asked. "From prevailing societal norms
about how to resolve difficulties. We see it on
the playgrounds and in the movies."
Looking back on her abuse, Lea said she
wondered what she was doing that made her
lover criticize her and put her down. She also
excused her lover's behavior, "because she'd
had a bad childhood."
Lea and others said the abuser is charming.
They know how to manipulate their lover, to
"pull you in and keep you there," Lea said. The
cycle of abuse begins with a honeymoon phase,
followed by a build-up of tension, a blow-up
and then the cycle is repeated again and again,
Lea said.
Her lover criticized everything. Lea couldn't
fold the clothes right, cook right or clean right.
Lea was never physically abused, but the verbal
abuse continued until she left the relationship.
When his lover first started battering him,
Gary (not his real name) thought things would
work out. His lover said it wouldn't happen
again and Gary believed him.
But the physical abuse continued. The couple
broke up, but they continued to live together
until the violence escalated to the point where
Gary thought his life was in danger.
"At Christmas, he called me at work and
accused me of burning the turkey," Gary recalled. "Just before this, he'd had his hands
around my neck and was choking me, so I knew
I wasn't safe. I changed the locks."
But Gary said leaving the relationship was
hard.
"You always think it will work out and be
wonderful," he said. And there usually are
enough wonderful times, but even if the abuse is
intermittent, eventually you have to decide that
what's going on is not appropriate."
Barbara (not her real name) identifies herself as a former abuser. She agreed that control
and power are the key issues.
Although she never got physically abusive,
Barbara said she began to recognize a pattern.
Her lovers and friends feared her anger. Even
though she knew she would never get physical,
the threat of it hung in the air, she said.
Barbara agreed there is a cycle. She said she
would know she should treat her lover better,
she would swear it would never happen again,
but she didn't have the skills to handle her anger
differently, so the cycle continued. As a child,
Barbara was verbally and physically abused, so
"I didn't have modelling for what was appropriate."
"But I don't blame my mother or father,"
she said. "There is no reason that someone should
be hit or verbally abused. I don't care if someone is taunting you in your face. You have the
choice—the responsibility—to walk away."
Barbara has not been in a relationship for
two years and she continues to work to change.
She also said while there is no support group in
Atlanta for batterers, women should keep their
eyes open, because one is hopefully in the works.
Those who have worked in the area of domestic violence see support groups as one of the
keys to helping both the battered person and the
batterer.
They also emphasized that battered men and
women have the answers to what is needed. The
answer will be different in each case, Lobel
CONTINUES ON PAGE 18
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Lesbian co-parents Janet Seldon and Shari Cohen want their 4-year-old son, Jordan, to
be proud of his moms. But gay rights opponents oppose sending children gay-positive
messages.

What's Right for the Children
Religious groups use fears about gays and
kids to push against civil rights.
Janet Seldon and Shari Cohen, lesbian partners in San Francisco, hope a more tolerant society will keep Jordan, their 4-year-old son, from
feeling outcast. Jordan is proud of his two moms,
and Seldon wants to keep it that way.
"Sex has nothing to do with it," she said.
"What kids care about is feeling safe and feeling
loved, and everything stems from that."
But what those against gay and lesbian civil
rights often do is link their opposition with children. For example, whenever the debate grows
tedious, gay-rights opponent Lon Mabon knows
talking about children is a sure way to fire people
up again.
"It cuts it right to the bone," said Mabon, the
architect of an anti-gay rights initiative rejected
last year by Oregon voters. "You're saying, 'Do
I want my children influenced toward homosexuality? Do I want it taught to them?' All the
peripheral arguments start to fade, as the reality
of the right and wrong of it hits again."
Of course, gay activists differ with Mabon
over the right and wrong of it, but on this much
they agree: Beneath nearly every gay-rights issue lurks the volatile question of "What about
the children?"
When gay activists urge an end to the military ban on gays, their conservative Christian
opponents ask whether the Boy Scouts will be
next. When gay civil-rights protections are proposed, opponents argue that schools and day
care centers may be forced to hire homosexual
pedophiles.
Often the debate is no further than the local
school board, as a growing number of communities wrangle over what to say about gays and
lesbians in school programs on sex education,
AIDS prevention and multiculturalism.
Gay activists say putting an end to gaybashing requires teaching tolerance as early as
elementary school. But efforts to do that have
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provoked a backlash from the religious right,
which says "tolerance" is code for attempts to
recruit children into homosexuality.
A confrontation is building. Religious-right
groups nationwide have begun focusing on grassroots politics, often starting at local school boards,
and opposition to gay rights has become one of
their biggest rallying cries.
Gay and lesbian activists, meanwhile, are
starting to fight back despite widespread uneasiness, among both straight and gay populations,
when children and sexuality are mentioned in
the same sentence.
"Lesbians and gay men must develop the
courage to confront this artificially-constructed
taboo head-on by taking responsible positions
that put us openly in association with children
and youth," said Suzanne Pharr, a gay-rights
organizer for The Arkansas Women's Project in
Little Rock, Ark.
The debate erupted recently in New York
City, where May 4 school-board elections continued a controversy begun last fall by a proposed "Children of the Rainbow" curriculum.
The curriculum, championed by New York
City schools' Chancellor Joseph Fernandez to
promote multiculturalism, required that tolerance of gays and lesbians be taught as early as
first grade.
One passage told teachers not to assume
someone's sexual orientation or to speak of lesbians and gays as "they" or the "other." The
curriculum's optional reading list included
"Daddy's Roommate" and "Heather Has Two
Mommies," children's books that have been the
subject of censorship battles in at least five other
cities because they depict gay parents.
When a neighborhood school board in
Queens rejected the curriculum, Fernandez suspended the entire board. Parents nearly came to
CONTINUES ON PAGE 19
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stressed. In some situations, it may be appropriate to call the police or take out a warrant, but in
other cases it may not be, Lobel said.
In a homophobic society, battered lesbians
and gays need to consider the consequences of
alerting the public to their homosexuality, before deciding which course to take. Declaring
oneself a lesbian could create child-custody problems later, for example, Lobel said. In addition,
she noted that individual police officers may or
may not be homophobic.
Lea, Brimmer, Lobel and Siclair all agreed
that there needs to be a safety net for lesbians or
gays who find themselves in an abusive situation. That net could include family and friends
who provide a home to the battered woman or
man when they face danger. The net might also
include a battered women's shelter, although
Lea cautions that in the metropolitan Atlanta
area, only the Women's Resource Center of
DeKalb and The YWCA Battered Women's Program in Cobb County seem to be free enough of
homophobia.
Robin Gross, with the Atlanta Council on
Battered Women, said the organization serves
all women, regardless of sexual orientation. If
counselors hear of a heterosexual, battered
woman making homophobic remarks, that
woman will be written up and the third write-up
will lead to expulsion, she said.
However, Lea said the Council on Battered
Women has turned down an offer to receive
training on homophobia and providing services
to battered lesbians.
Ted praised the way the DeKalb County.
police and prosecutors handled his case. Gary
said he got a good response from the police one
out of two times. The first time police told his
lover to leave and removed him from the apartment. But later, an older policeman told Gary
and his lover to "work it out like gentleman." He
then drove away.
The Atlanta Police Department provides domestic-violence training to its officers through a
Domestic Crisis Intervention Unit. DCI Director
Jack Mallory, whose group only provides training to new police officers, said he believes it
would be useful to offer police ongoing sensitivity training about lesbian and gay domestic violence.

Mallory estimated that about five to ten
percent of the domestic-violence calls his unit
services come from the lesbian and gay community. The DCI visits homes after referrals from
the police.
Mallory said an arrest is a good thing to do
because it interrupts the situation, but he said
police cannot always make an arrest. There must
be at least "soft signs" that indicate someone has
hit another person before police can arrest that
individual, Mallory noted.
When police cannot make an arrest, they
can refer cases to the DCI. If the DCI can arrive
on the scene soon enough, it may help gel the
victim to a shelter or it may help the person in
obtaining warrants.
The DCI may urge the.couple to get counseling together or that the individuals seek separate counseling, especially in cases where it is
clear the victim is not goingto leave the batterer,
Mallory said. However, he says the unit would
not suggest counseling in a chronic situation.
And Kaufman believes counseling is never an
appropriate intervention in cases where there is
physical abuse and that psychotherapists and
other helpers need to be aware of this.
Lea is the current coordinator of a support
group for battered lesbians, called "Name the
Violence." Lea said the group has empowered
her, by providing a place where she could begin
to voice what was happening to her. She realized she was not "too sensitive" and the abuse
wasn't her fault. Lea, who stayed with her lover
for eight months after joining the group, said
membership does not depend on leaving the
abusive partner.
While Ted said, "I really wish there was a
support group available for battered men,"
Kaufman noted he hopes such a group will develop out of the June 15 forum.
Currently, there are no support groups for
gay batterers, but Kaufman said they are welcome at Men Stopping Violence. For years, the
organization has provided peer counseling to
heterosexual batterers. Kaufman said he has received calls from gay batterers, but no one has
followed through and joined the group.
He thinks that won't happen until there is
fear of prosecution and community pressure on
batterers. Both he and Lobel stressed that unul
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society eliminates hierarchies and dominance
based on race and sex, battering will continue.
Siclair, Brimmer, Lobel and Lea all agree
the lesbian and gay community should hold
batterers accountable.
If a battered woman says she has been abused
and she doesn't want her ex-lover at social functions, including parties, church and concerts, the
community should support her in that, they believe. Instead, what now lends to happen is that
the abused person fears seeing her former lover,
so she drops out of the community, Lobel said.
"The only real answer is for the community
to confront the batterer," Siclair said. "There are
no sanctions now. We don't want to interfere.
We wouldn't want a rapist eating with us, so
why do we accept this?"
After Gary forced his ex-lover to move out,
he had his tires slashed four times.
Gary felt a warrant would not keep his exlover away, so he moved to a new apartment.
For a long time, he took the subway to work,
fearing his ex-lover might recognize his car.
Now, because Gary goes to the bars the couple
once frequented, he took another action.
He told others about the battering. Because
his friends know, Gary said he feels safe when
his ex-lover comes into a bar. He doubts the exlover would try anything with other people
around.
Ultimately, the answer to the problem of

Right for the Children
Continued from page 17
blows, and Fernandez received death threats.
Opponents of the curriculum mailed thousands
of tetters to parents warning that first-graders
would be taught about the "homosexual lifestyle,
including oral and anal sex."
The curriculum was withdrawn for revision,
and Fernandez' contract, due to expire in June,
was not renewed.
But the controversy lived on in a raucous
campaign for the city's neighborhood school
boards. Of 543 candidates for 288 seats, at least
50 were backed by conservative Christian groups,
school officials estimated. Five openly gay or
lesbian candidates also ran.
Jill Harris, a public-defense attorney, was
one of those lesbian candidates, and one of 3
openly gay cadidates to win. During the campaign, she tried to play down her sexual orientation, saying she ran for school board because
she feared the religious right was going to take it
over.
"
"I care about what happens to the kids in this
city. The fact that I'm a lesbian is just one thing
that's true about me," she said.
By gaining public office, gays and lesbians
can erase stereotypes and ease people's fears,
she said. "We do the work. We're not there to
push some homosexual agenda."
Dolores Ayling disputed that. As executive
director of the Brooklyn-based Concerned Parents for Educational Accountability, she helped
several conservative Christian school-board candidates.
Ayling considers the Rainbow curriculum
an effort to persuade society not just to tolerate
homosexuality but to condone it. And that, she
says, tramples the rights of parents who want to
teach their children that being gay or lesbian is
wrong.
'Taking over my child's mind is not a civil
right," she said. "Am I supposed to say 'OK,
anything goes, teach whatever you want?'
There's got to be a line drawn somewhere."
One of the religious right's arguments—that
gays try to recruit children—draws a quick rebuttal from gay activists. They cite studies showing that the most common sexual abusers of
children are heterosexual men. Pedophiles, even
those who molest boys, are rarely homosexual
in their adult relationships.
But even if parents get past the fear that their
child will be molested or seduced by a gay adult,
divisive questions remain:
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domestic violence will take lots of work from
the lesbian and gay community. The upcoming
forum is just a start, Lobel noted.
"Don't stop with the initial dialogue," she
urged "People's expectations get raised and then
there's nothing there for them."
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The forum, "Abuse in Lesbian and Gay Relationships" will be held June 15 at 7:30 p.m. at
the Intown YWCA at 957 N. Highland Ave.
N.E. For further information, call 330-6504.
The following is a list of some local resources for people confronted with domestic violence. These groups also have information on
how to file warrants against abusers or obtain
protective orders:
Name the Violence Support Group for
Battered Lesbians, 822-9570.
Men Stopping Violence, 688-1376.
Women's Resource Center of
DeKalb, 688-9436.
The YWCA's Battered Women's
Program (Cobb County), 427-3390.
Atlanta Council for Battered Women,
873-1766.
Police, 911.
To be involved in community action, call
the Georgia Advocates for Battered Women and
Children Lesbian Task Force at 524-3847. The
group will soon be offering training to shelters,
helpers and the lesbian community.

Can children (not to mention adults) learn to
be tolerant even if they don't approve of gays
and lesbians? Or would society's greater tolerance of gays and lesbians be interpreted by children as tacit approval, and would that in turn
encourage more youths to become gay?
More to the point for parents, would it encourage their child to become gay?
"I don't think there's a parent alive who
wants their child to be gay," said Arthur Kropp,
director of People For The American Way, a
liberal constitutional watchdog group. "Why
would you want your child to be somebody that
so many people hate, because of nothing more
than sexual orientation?"
Gay-rights opponents key in on such parental concerns, despite scientific evidence that being gay or lesbian may be at least partly determined by genetics.
Mabon's group, the Oregon Citizens Alliance, plans to try again in November 1994 with
another ballot initiative called the "Minority Status and Child Protection Act."
The extreme language of last year's failed
imuauve—requiring Oregon schools to teach that
being gay or lesbian is "abnormal, wrong, unnatural, and perverse"—has been toned down.
The new measure would prohibit teaching that
being gay or lesbian is the social equivalent of
minorities based on race or religion.
What hasn't changed, Mabon said, is his
concern for the minds and bodies of children.
He considers the nurture-vs-nature question irrelevant
"Some folks are bom with a predisposition
toward alcoholism, but if a person doesn't drink,
there's no chance of becoming an alcoholic. If
someone has a predisposition to homosexuality,
that doesn't mean they have to give in to it,"
Mabon said.
"If you started at the kindergarten level teaching that homosexuality is normal, good and acceptable. . .then later, once the sex drive starts to
kick in and most kids are experimenting with
sex, more kids will become homosexual."
Gay activists see it differently. Yes, a more
tolerant society would produce more openly gay
teen-agers and adults, said Robert Bray, spokesman for the National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force. But he stressed the word "openly," saying tolerance would not make more people gay
—it would only make life easier for those who
already are.
"More would come out of the closet, because they'd be liberated," he said
DAVID FOSTER
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MT.NE.NV.NHNJ.NM,
rff.NC.fft OH OK, OR,
PA.RI.SC.SfATHTX.UT,
Vf.VA.WA.WV.WI.WY,
Find Southern Voice in your mailbox.
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of her of tglnal country bhiev Her rich vote
guitar are sure to be a treat.

Thurs, June 24,7:30pm.
AAAANDA KYLE WILLIAMS
Marietta espionage writer returns to Charts to
celebrate the release of her fourth book, a
MacKson McGuIre adventure entitled THE SPY IN
QUtSTJON. Amanda will read from the book and
discuss writing espionage In a post-cold war era.
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GayBlade
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The World's First Gay and Lesbian Fantasy Computer Game
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Si Mace

Fabulous fantasy role-playing, on your PC or Mac. The quest: save
i Empress Nelda from a 13 level Dungeon. Cruise the Castle, gossip in
the Lounge, Buy a self-defense tiara at the Magic Boutique, and battle
dangerous TV Evangelists, homophobic Marines and other hate-mongers.
It's good therapy. Even better, it's something meaningful to do at the
office. Simple, environmental packaging allows the manufacturer to
donate a portion of each sale to a gay and lesbian charity.
PC version requires Microsoft Windows'1' 3.1. Macintosh'1' version
requires system 6.07 or above. Both require 4 Megs free RAM and a
greyscale or color monitor.
GayBlade" for PC: #RB100 $39.95
Specify ZVt" or 5WDisc.
GayBlade" for Mac: #RB101 $39.95
Specify 3Vi"or S'/t "Disc.

Oinking Cookie Jar

>0KIE *t

Fruit Label T-Shirts $15.95 each.
(Specify S,M, Lor XL)
Gay Cock: SMH403
Straight Shooter: #MH404
Mini-Crate: #MH405 $7.95

Set the Right Tone—
with Basic Black Leather
Coco Chanel would approve. So would Mr. International
Leather. Simple, stylish black leather place setting fortwo,
hand-crafted in San Francisco. Ensemble includes two
premium-quality black leather placemats, two 3-snap
cockling napkin holders and two tasteful, colored bandana
napkins.
Leather Place Setting for 2: #MS503 $54.00
Specify bandana color: Red, Navy Blue, Black, Grey,
Hunter Green, Orange.

1 800 VIA-INYO

So life-like it's spooky. Just tilt his head back for the most
realistic oinking you 've heard since Green Acres. Ten inches
tall, this pig holds a lot of cookies, He's made of sturdy pink
plastic, wears a trendy blue vest with red bow tie, and oinks
with the help of 2 AA Batteries (not included).
Oinking Cookie Jar #FT801 $24.95

24 Hours, 7 Days a Week

&

P.O. Box 77266
San Francisco, California 94107
Customer Service: (415) 863-0200

Charge by phone with Visa, MasterCard or American Express—or call to place your order
by check or money order. Prices listed do not include UPS shipping charges or any
applicable sales tax.

Introducing:
The Cay Pride Board Came
WITH FASCINATING BITS OF GAY LODE, MYTH,

Fresh and Fruity T Shirts
Up-to-the-minute, off-the-wall nostalgia from California.
Mouth-watering fruit label t-shirts are 100% cotton, screen
printed with 6 high-resolution colors. For a special gift,
each t-shirt can be shipped specially packed in a pine mini -crate.
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Held Over thru June 26
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PLAYING TO SOLD OUT CROWDS

Address

City
Daytime Phone (

State:

Zip.

Reservations Strongly Recommended

)

Enclose $29.95 + $4.05 shipping and handling for each game ordered. - CA residents add $2.47 tax per game.
MS*

Tickets J14-J17

The Rainbow Gayme
1501 N
- Broadway, Suite #155 • Walnut Creek, CA 94596
Allow four to six weeks for shipping

Or Call 1-800-94GAYME 3$

420
Courtland St

897-1802

Free
Secure
Parking
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LESBIAN THEATER

CONSENTING ADULTS

Making a "lesbian sensibility" work in the American mainstream has been
the special reserve of only a very chosen few. Sandra Bernhard
has been one of the more visible standouts, boldly expressing
her sexuality and artistry from "Roseanne" to Playboy magazine, and k.d. lang, Michelle Shocked and Melissa Etheridge
have provided a distinctly womanist flavor to the rock-filled
men's-only club of modem music. But live theater has been
left wide open.
Continuously successful lesbian-influenced, lesbian-run
theater rarely survives—with the exception of Consenting
Adults Theatre Company of Washington, D.C. Much of the
credit for its survival can be traced to playwright Christi
Stewart-Brown, whom the Washington Post referred to as
"D.C.'s avant-garde answer to Joyce Carol Oates who seems
to pop out a play bubbling with fresh and rude ideas every
month."
The casual and quirky Stewart-Brown creates a new, bright
place in the spotlight, challenging the dry, mainstream theater
which placates an otherwise docile, business-suited crowd.
Notoriously stuffy, D.C. is certainly one of the last places one
would expect to see cutting-edge, standing-room-only live
performance created by lesbians. But it's here, it works and it
brings wildly divergent crowds flocking to each new production to sample Brown's witty sarcasm, as in this excerpt from
"Sweet Land of Liberty:"
WEISS: I really can't wait for someone to have my baby.
You're a lucky man, Henry...
HENRY: Yes, sir.
WEISS: I was engaged once, but my fiance had an accident with a razor blade. She was shaving her arms one day—I
find body hair on women revolting—and she.hit a vein. No
one was home and that was that. It was quite a mess. I felt bad
for her mother, watching her clean it all up.
HENRY: That's sad.
WEISS: Plenty offish in the sea, Henry.
And while the killer lesbians from "Basic Instinct" capped
off a pretty scary year of negative homosexual images in the
media in 1992, Brown's "Morticians in Love" took this crazed,
pansexual being one dangerous step beyond the pale. As one
reviewer described it, "Lydia and St. John are morticians who
have much more fun with their charges than we would normally consider sanitary."
[LYDIA looks around, nervous and unsure as to what to
do with the bodies. She covers Monika's face with the sheet,
then uncovers it, covers, uncovers—she can't resist looking at
her...]
LYDIA: What a beautiful dress, Monika. You look stunning.
[She touches Monika]
Absolutely ravishing.
[She opens and closes Monika's mouth a few times]
Temptress! No. No, I can't...I...can't...I...
[She kisses Monika)
... You are probably the most perfect specimen I have ever
seen.
[She gets on top of the body]
...You would never have given me the time of day while
you were alive, but now...now you'll give me anything I
want..."
Even though "Morticians" portrayed necrophilia as a rational, if unsightly, lesbian choice, it was still a hell of a lot of
fun. The Washington Post rioted, "You could strain yourself
searching for some redeeming social value here, of course—
the extremes people go to for a little human contact—but
instead relish the skewed slapstick and casually gruesome
sight gags."
"As a kid, I wanted to be a writer," says Stewart-Brown,
30, the un-military "military brat" daughter of a three-star
general. "All of my tests showed my verbal skills way at the

Playwright Christi Stewart-Brown and her collaborator, Delia Taylor, have taken D.C. by storm with their very unp.c, but definitely lesbian, productions at Consenting Adults Theatre Company.
bottom. So when you get the results about what I should do for
a living, I was definitely not supposed to be doing this."
Stewart-Brown lives with Delia Taylor, 27, who produces,
directs, and acts for Consenting Adults. Taylor, an expressive,
fiery woman, who fervently believes in their artistic mission,
says, "We're Aquarians, supposedly 'people' people who are
feelers instead of thinkers."
They have earned a great measure of their success through
their own conscientious and carefully targeted efforts, making
Consenting Adults the toast of D.C. "The way we go about
creating theater is very in-house," slates Taylor, some-time
director, actor and business manager. Indeed, for StewartBrown the process of writing a play is cooperative as well. "I
have to show it to Delia. She'll then make comments. I cycle it
through her all the time."
"Like with 'Do Not Use If Seal Is Broken,' I just said to a
group of actors, 'What is a role that no one would ever cast
you in that you want to play?' Carla was like, 'I want to play a
terrorist with amnesia.' Gavin always wanted to play a lounge
singer. Delia always wanted to play the bitch in stilettos. A
play was bom."
"Ensemble is one of our key goals," she says. "We try to
stay away from that theater hierarchy—he is the director, you
are the actor and I am the boss." For Stewart-Brown a lesbian
sensibility starts with knowing her profession and knowing
her art form. Effectively incorporating her lesbian perspective
in her art is never a matter of simply "adding homosexual
characters, queeny fag jokes and the dyke jokes."
Stewart-Brown finds particular resonance in "Do Not Use"
when Kikki, the sexy blonde, teaches Margot, the terrorist
with amnesia, how to love:
MARGOT: No, I have never had earth-shaking, transcendental, all-knowing sex.
KIKKI: ...When you learn how bodies work, then you
know the meaning of life.
MARGOT: I know how bodies work. I got an "A" in
anatomy.
KIKKI: Not how they function, how they work, what they
need. Understand?
MARGOT: No.
KIKKI: I'm not surprised. Stand up. Come over here.
Close your eyes. Put that stupid gun down!

Then, as Stewart-Brown describes it, "Side-by-side they
sit, they move their hands in unison over imaginary ideal
body types rediscovering what turns them on. It doesn't become a sex scene between Margot and Kikki, but it's a
beautiful moment where this cold, lost woman learns what it
is to touch and feel again."
Is this a new "lesbian sensibility?" If there ever was an old
lesbian sensibility it was most clearly defined by playwright
Jane Chambers' "A Late Show" and "Last Summer at Blue
Fish Cove," the music of Meg Christian, and films like
"Lianna" and "Desert Hearts." It's first generation lesbian
work, the stuff that gave so many women a strong feeling of
connectedness to other women, especially if they didn't live
in major urban centers. But Stewart-Brown believes the older"
generation's work isn't always speaking to a younger generation of women.
'"Blue Fish Cove' is just soap opera shit. It's bad. I guess
it served a purpose, but what purpose it serves today, I don't
know. It may be useful for those people just coming out, but
it's not necessarily art or good theater."
Taylor explains their philosophy this way, "When I look
at all of our posters on the wall here, there is a unifying thread.
We do responsible theater—not necessarily politically correct
theater. A lot of lesbians won't find our work p.c. I mean, for
years lesbians have just created their own Elks Club. But I
keep coming back to the word 'responsibility' and taking
responsibility for your work. OK, this may not be a p.c.
message, but we're going to do it in such a way that you may
or may not find it palatable, but perhaps you'll understand
what we're trying to say."
Consenting Adults attracts considerable attention, and they
have a steady stream of actors, directors and playwrights
knocking on their door. "There are people who come up to us
an say, 'I really want to work with you,'" boasts StewartBrown. "We like to work with people who don't have that big
ego problem. We're working with people who really want to
work with our ensemble. They're not going to get a lot of
monetary benefits, so they'd better be having a good time."
A production of "Morticians" will run this summer at the
University of North Carolina at Greensboro.
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by June 4th. Copies of this form are acceptable.
ENTRY FHS

$12.00 entries postmarked by June 4th
$1 5.00 entries postmarked alter June 4th
jand Race Day-Registration 7-7:45AM-Begins 8AM
PLE/ISE
Name

JRD
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Address

FRONT RUNNERS
A\TLA\NTA\

§
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City

State

Phone-

Sex
I—I
LJ

&

Zip.

I—I

Age

Runner □ Walker □

I want to volunteer to help with this event
I can't participate but would like to make
a donation
Please send info about Front Runners Atlanta

T-Shirt Size
M'D
L □
X-L
Entry Fee and Donation Total
PARTICIPANT S SIGNATURE

RLN/WALK

□

ST/tRTINC FRO/W OR/4NT P/IRK

JLIVE 2<5>. 1993
SPONSORS
LITTLE FIVE POINTS PHARMACY
PEASANT RESTAURANT GROUP

SOUTHERN VOICE

/AMERICAN ROADHHOUSE

DRS. BRAUDE , /HERMM. JOHNSON AND SPTVEY

PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT

PROJECT OPEN tMND//mjWJf\

If under 1 8, Parent or Guardian's Signature

Make Checks payable to Project Open Hand/
Atlanta and mail to: FRONT RUNNERS ATLANTA
P.O. Box 1*252, ATLANTA, OA 3Q32»
^0^/021-5007
I hereby signify that I understand that Project Open Hand/Atlanta, Front Runners Atlanta, run
sponsors, the city where I run and all other organizations and persons connected with this event,
are not responsible for any injuries which I may suffer while taking part in this event or as a result
thereof. In this connection, I hereby waive any claim for damages to my person or property.
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SHOWCASE OF
INTERIOR DESIGN.
Meet 43 of the designers
showcased in this recent
book. 7-8:30 p.m. Oxford
Books, Pharr Rd. 2623333.

THE TIME OF OUR
LIVES. Chans Books
presents a discussion and
reading with local author
Rakesh Rati, the editor of
an anthology about the
South Asian gay and
F
T
lesbian experience. 7:30
p.m. 419 Moreland Ave.
524-0304.
OPEN HOUSE AT
HEARTBREAK
ALFA. The Atlanta
HOTEL. Celebrate the
Lesbian Feminist
Alliance Theater's 25th
Alliance is sponsering a
anniversary season with a
women's only night with
benefit showing of "So
games, conversation and
Long On Lonely Street,"
munchies. 8-11 p.m. 64
followed by an evening
Clay St., NE. 378-9769.
of dinner and dancing. 7
HENRY MANCINI.
p.m. Woodruff Arts
See this 20-time Grammy
Center. $60. 898-1132.
Award winner performATLANTA
ing his hits "Pink
ENTREPRENUERS'
Panther," "Moon River"
CLUB. A networking,
and music from the
informational and social
movie, "Victor/Victoria."
organization about
8:30 p.m. Chastain Park.
business. Meets every
$16-$36.50. 892-2414/
Thur. 457-6347.
817-8700.
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GEORGIA RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL.
Sat & Sun through June
13. A cast of thousands
entertains visitors and
hundreds of craft shops
present their wares for
demonstration and sale in
this recreation of an
English country fair. The
30-acre 16th century
village is located 10 miles
past Hartsfield on 1-85 at
Exit 12. 964-8575.
LITTLE SHOP OF
HORRORS. Through
June 26. Onstage Atlanta
presents this famous
musical comedy about a
singing, seven-foot plant
with a craving for blood.
Thur-Sat 8 p.m., Sun
2:30.420 Courtland St.
$14-517. 897-1802.
I HATE HAMLET.
Through June 19.
Neighborhood Playhouse
presents the 1991 comedy
farce about a TV actor
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who reluctantly agrees to
play Hamlet while
inspired by the ghost of
the greatest Hamlet, John
Barrymore. Thur-Sat
8:00p.m., Sat & Sun
2:00p.m. 430 W. Trinity
Place. $12-57. 377-3714.
LIPS TOGETHER,
TEETH APART.
Through June 26. An
award-winning comedy
drama about two hetero
couples spending a
weekend on Fire Island
unraveling the secrets of
their relationships when
not gawking at the
escapades of their gay
neighbors. 8p.m. T-Sat., 3
&7 p.m. Sun. Theater in
the Square. Tickets 510$22.422-8369.
THE GOOD TIMES
ARE KILLING ME.
Through June 27.
Cartoonist Lynda Barry's
upbeat comedy with
music makes its south-

MOVEMENTIN
MOVEMENT &
WALL. The Goethe
Institut Atlanta presents a
split program with
premiere performances
by Tanztheater Rubato
and Several Dancers
Core. 8 p.m. Gaines
Auditorium/Presser Hall
at Agnes Scott Coll. 58510. 892-2388.
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DIONNE WARWICK.
Relax and enjoy the
Grammy Award-winning
sounds of Dionne
Warwick, famous for her
hits "I'll Never Fall in
Love Again" and "That's
What Friends Are For."
8:30 p.m. Chastain Park.
516-536.50. 892-2414/
817-8700.
PENELOPE WILLIAMS. This accomplished singer/
keyboardist performs
blues and jazz tunes at
the Otherside. 7:30-10:30
p.m. 1924 Piedmont Rd.
875-5238.
ATLANTA GAY
MEN'S CHORUS. The
Atlanta Gay Men's
Chorus presents its
annual concert, "Made in
The USA: Homegrown
Music." With One Voice,
the gay and lesbian mixed
chorus from Charlotte. 8
p.m. Grady High School
Theatre. 510-512. Tickets
in advanced at
Brushstrokes and The
Boy Next Door.9776310.
RAINBOW NIGHT.
The L5P Community
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eastern premiere. Two
young girls, one black
and one white, form an
unforgettable friendship
sparked by their passion
for popular music.
Horizon Theatre. Little 5
Points Community
Center. 584-7450.
SO LONG ON
LONELY STREET.
Through July 3. The
Alliance Theater presents
this revival of the 1985
Southern comedy by
Atlanta's Sandra Deer
that the Alliance sent to
Broadway. T-Sat 8 p.m.,
Sun 2:30 & 7:30.518533. 892-2414.
THE PRINCESS AND
THE PEA. Through July
3. The Center for the
Puppetry Arts presents
this adaptation of the
Hans-Christian Anderson
classic tale of a lonely
Prince searching for his
Princess bride. M-Sat. 2

Center in its SaL Night
Videos series will screen
videos of past Rainbow
Gatherings, and info on
this year's gathering to be
held in July 1-7 in
northern Alabama. 7:30
p.m. Euclid & Austin.
662-6112.
HIV UPDATE. The
syndicated cable TV
show airs every Sat at
6:00 p.m. on Channel 12.
This month's program
focuses on coping with
grief and loss, and
cytokines and HIV
management.
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HAIR CARES: A
BENEFIT FOR AIDS.
For 520, the staff of
Flicks Salon will cut your
hair for Hair Cares, a
non-profit organization
that helps hair care
professionals with AIDS/
HTV manage the
expenses of everyday life.
11 a.m.-5 p.m. 316
Hammond Dr., Sandy
Springs. No appointments
neccesary. 250-9651.
GARDEN CONCERTS
ON THE GREAT
LAWN. Tonight, Marcia
Ball, an award-winning
New Orleans R&B artist,
who has been described
as a female Jerry Lee
Lewis. 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Atlanta Botanical
Garden. $17. Tickets at
Ticketmaster. 817-8700.
ATLANTA LEATHER
PRIDE WEEK. The
week-long celebration of
the leather community
begins with events
happening nightly at The

Eagle and The Heretic,
culminating next
weekend with the
Southeastern
Drummerboy and
Drummer Contest. The
Eagle. 87-EAGLE. The
Heretic 325-3061.
EMORY ALUMNA/US
MEETING. Here's a
chance to meet other gay,
lesbian, bi or supportive
Emory alumnae/i in a
meeting dedicated to
organizing a new Emory
group. 6-8 p.m. Emory
University, Dobbs
University Center,
Faculty Dining Room.
727-2136(d)/6227441(n).
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OPERA WEEK. As if
Leather Week isn't
enough, it's also the first
official Opera Week in
Georgia. A variety of
events will take place
designed to raise
awareness and the appeal
of Opera, beginning with
Opera Dinner Night
tonight at the Occidental
Grand Hotel and
Romano's Macaroni
Grill.

international coverage.
Cable Ch. 12, People TV.
11 p.m.

15"
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LENOZZEDI
FIGARO. The Capitol
City Opera Company
creates a dinner theater
presentation of Mozart's
famous Italian comedy.
6:30 p.m. San Gennaro
Restaurant. 539.50.633THE DEAD SEA
2848.
SCROLLS AND
THE ART OF COMOTHER CHILLING
TALES OF THE SEA. ING OUT. The Atlanta
Gay and Lesbian Arts
The Theatrical Outfit
Festival needs volunteers
presents this original
to help organize,
show full of traditional
songs and ghost stories of fundraise and promote
the ocean. W-Sat 8 p.m., AGLAF'93,setforOct.
8-17. Meetings 3rd Tues.
Sun 3 p.m. 1012
7 p.m. Common Ground,
Peachtree St. 512-516.
comer of 11th Stand
872-0665.
Juniper. 874-8710.
OUT IN ATLANTA.
Atlanta's local lesbian
and gay cable program
0 H I N 6 tonight
presents reports
WEDNESDAY
p.m. 52-53.873-3391.
on the HRCF Dinner, the
POWER, POLITICS
results of the Mr.
AND CRISIS. A new
Hotlanta preliminaries
community education
and Wigwood. 10:30p.m. 6TH ANNUAL GAY
PRIDE SHOW. The
class about the impact of and again, Wed. 5:30
Southeastern Arts, Media
AIDS on the Arts in
p.m. Cable Ch. 12.
and Education (SAME)
America. 8 week course. (JAY USA. A gay and
organization's
Gay Pride
Atlanta College of Art.
lesbian news show
show at the TULA Arts
898-1169.
produced in New York
Complex is sure to be
ATLANTA LESBIAN
includes national and
something you won't
AND GAY PRIDE. June
26 & June 27. This year's
Pride March is expected
to be the best ever with
100,000 people expected
to attend. Related events
will take place the week
preceding the March. For
info or to volunteer, 6624533. Look for next
week's issue of Southern
Voice for a copy of the
Pride Guide.
PWAarty. A social
gathering for "HIVT
friendly" people
sponsered by NAPWA.
1st, 3rd Sat. 8 p.m. 44
12th St. 874-7926.
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want to miss. A singing
and dancing celebration
of the gay and lesbian
life. Through June 20.8
p.m. M-F. 75 Bennett St.
609-9590
PEABO BRYSON.
Atlanta's own Peabo
Bryson, whose song "A
Whole New World" from
the movie "Aladdin"
topped the charts and
won Best Song at the
1993 Academy Awards,
joins the Atlanta
Symphony for an evening
of incredible romance.
Chastain Park. 516536.50. 892-2414/8178700.
POSITIVE LIVING.
This locally produced
show about people living
with AIDS features
extensive coverage on
Wigwood '93. People TV
Ch. 12,2:30 p.m. and
again on Sat., 10:00p.m.
It also airs on City Ch. 6,
Th. 5:00 p.m.

Piclured:
LEFT: Peabo Bryson
performs al Chastain Park on
June 16. Photo by E.J. Camp.
ABOVE: Atlanta Opera Week
kicks off on June 14. Pholo
by Keiko Guest.
BELOW: Atlanta Gay Men's
Chorus present "Made in the
USA: Homegrown Music," on
Saturday, June 12.
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HAMLETS IN DECATUR

Neighborhood Playhouse in Decatur is now presenting "I
Hate Hamlet," a sophisticated comedy in the tradition of
"Blithe Spirit" and 'Topper," by openly gay playwright Paul
Rudnick. Rudnick was the screenwriter for "The Addams
Family" and "Sister Act," and his play "Jeffrey," about an
HrV-positive character, is now on Broadway.
Andrew Rally (Donny Guercio), a TV actor who plays
doctors on soaps and does cereal commercials with chipmunk
puppets, has, at the urging of his agent, reluctantly agreed to
play Hamlet for New York's Shakespeare In The Park. Then
he gets cold feet, realizing that he has no idea how to approach
the role.
He rents a Gothic-looking apartment thrust upon him by
Felicia, a psychic real estate agent (Janice Baskin, doing a
Carol Charming turn). The apartment turns out to have been
the retreat of John Barrymore, flamboyant matinee idol/movie
star of the 20s and 30s famed for his portrayal of Hamlet.
Felicia insists on holding a seance to contact the ghost of
Barrymore (Darrell Wofford). Barrymore obligingly appears
to the startled Andrew, explaining that every new actor about
to play Hamlet may call upon an actor who has previously
played the role for help.
The different approaches Andrew and Barrymore take
toward acting give a satiric look at the 20th Century acting
techniques. Andrew "prepares" by huffing and puffing, stretching out and loudly vocalizing, to the amusement of the cynical
Barrymore. There's a point here—maybe the old-style bombastic, robust approach to theater had a vitality and emotional

Darrell Wofford, as the ghost of John Barrymore, and
Donny Guercio, as a struggling actor who calls on the
late actor for Hamlet help, practice their swordplay in "I
Hate Hamlet."
power that the more subdued, naturalistic approach of today
lacks.
The script is delightful, full of memorable one-liners.
Playwright Rudnick has handled this gossamer material with
a deft hand, as though the ghost of Noel Coward were whis-
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pering ideas and bon mots at his elbow.
Donny Guerico is well suited to the role of Andrew.
Darrell Wofford makes a creditable attempt at the role of
Barrymore, but he is just too young, clean-cut and healthylooking to be convincing, although he handles Barrymore's
heightened language with ease (not to mention the fine figure
he cuts in ughts). But this is a bombastic, plummy role. It
needs an actor able to veer from the grandiose to the ridiculous to the simply grand, all in a few moments.
Michael Stacio, as Gary, a manic TV producer, gives the
best supporting performance and spouts some of the play's
funniest lines. Laurie Skaggs plays Deirdre, Andrew's idealistic fiance, with appealing effervescence, as though she had
wandered off the set of a revival of "The Fantasucks." And
Karen McCrea as Lillian, Andrew's agent, who is suffering
from an unspecified ailment, gets a bittersweet romantic moment with Barrymore, with whom she once had a romantic
tryst.
An enjoyable high point is the fight scene, when Barrymore
challenges Andrew to a duel and the two cavort about the set
movie-style, swords clanging (Good job by Anthony
Rodriguez, the show's fight director).
Nonetheless, despite its fun moments, the production disappointed me. I would like to say, "Get thee to this show,"
unreservedly. But the show does not realize the gently ironic
potential of the script. It keeps our interest, but does not quite
hit the mark. Possibilities lie littered about the stage that could
have been picked up and polished to a fine glow.
The script has that hard-to-define quality, "gay sensibility." It suggests a sense of laughter at heartbreak, graceful
acquiescence to disappointment and loss. This may be an
aesthetic of the closet, and perhaps it will fade when artists
like Rudnick and Barrymore (who was bisexual) can be openly
out. Or maybe not—the closet may not always be with us, but
death and disappointment will. And wisely comic playwrights
like Rudnick, and of course Shakespeare, will always be
needed to help us meet them with grace.
CHARLENE BALL

Howz 'bout a dance, pardner?

Country Music Night
Wednesday 8pm- 12am
Country Dance Lessons
8pm
Hotlanta Softball Host Bar

We have "AIDS Awareness"
stamps along with a full line of
art stamps, inks and accessories

/K intouun
<& crofter
845 Peochtree St. • Since 1975 • 404 873-1986 • Open 24 Hours

874-9276
1062 St. Charles Ave. NE
off N. Highland Avenue

Mon-Satll-7
Sunday 1-6^/y

Compact Discs &
Comic Books
1101 EUCLID AVENUE, ATLANTA, QA 30307

215-9511
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Atlanta Lesbian Writer Takes Prestigious Lammy
Nicola Griffith's tale about the adventures of a woman
discovering her inner self in a world forever altered by a
mysterious, fictional vims has taken one of the top awards
offered to writers of gay and lesbian literature.
"Ammonite" won the Lambda Literary Award, known
as the Lammy, for best lesbian science fiction or fantasy
book. The 1992 Lammys, sponsored by the Lambda Book
Report, were handed out in Miami on May 28.
Despite the fact that her book came out just three days
before the end of the year, Griffith's book was still nominated for the honor by a poll of Lambda Book Report
readers.
"One of the things that pleased me most was that when
my award was announced, there were hoots and cheers
and clapping from all around the room, not just from the
table where my friends were sitting" says Griffith. And
now that she's won the Lammy, she says, "my publishers
are kind of getting on my back" as to when she'll finish her
next book, about a woman in the near future in Europe
who loses her life of privilege. Griffith expects it to come
out in late 1994.
Other Lammy winners included Judith Katz, whose
novel, "Running Fiercely Toward a High Thin Sound,"
who won for lesbian fiction. Her book details a life both
lesbian and Jewish.
Randall Kenan, who has been called the new James
Baldwin, took the gay men's fiction award. In "Let the
Dead Bury Their Dead," Kenan enters into more than one
consciousness: a poor white gay Southerner and an overeducated white Confederate aristocrat, a black woman
school teacher descending into madness and a successful
black accountant itemizing his own private hell.
Katz and Kenan are, however, but representative of a
stellar year in lesbian and gay letters. Gay men's nonfiction winner Paul Monette's "Becoming a Man" had
already been graced with a National Book Award. The late
Audre Lorde, winner for lesbian poetry, left in
"Undersong" a testament to a will and a discipline and an
integrity sorely needed. Blanche Wieson Cook, winner for lesbian nonfiction, reclaimed a legendary figure in
her biography, "Eleanor Roosevelt."
Humor winner Alison Bechdel compressed a whole
cosmos into a laugh. Joan Nestle, in editing the lesbian
anthology winning "The Persistent Desire," has explored
the archetypes of our community made flesh, while John
Preston, no stranger to the flesh, has brought together in
the gay men's anthology winner, "Member of the Family,"
compelling evidence that gay lives do not live solely in
some magic circle of the gay ghetto but spring from and

Nicola Griffith, author of "Ammonite," 1992 Lammy winner for Lesbian Science Fiction/Fantasy

continually interact with the families that are our first
homes. Edward Field's "Counting Myself Lucky" won
in the gay men's poetry category and David
Wojnarowicz's "Memories that Smell Like Gasoline"
won the small press award.
The publisher's service award honored Craig
Rod well, founder of The Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop
in 1967. And the Editor's Choice Award went to Richard
Mohr's "Gay Ideas," a book so provocative that nine
publishers rejected it before Beacon Press took on the
project.
Lammy winners were selected from 75 finalists by 15
panels of judges. The finalists were chosen by a committee
of lesbian and gay book professionals out of over 200
books nominated by Lambda Book Report readers and
others. Nominations for the 1994 literary awards will open
Dec. 1, 1993, with the deadline for nomination Feb. 9,
1994.

Also honored...
Gay Men's Science Fiction/Fantasy:
"China Mountain Zhang" by Maureen F.
McHugh (TOR Books).
Lesbian Mystery (tie): "Two Bit Tango"
by Elizabeth Pincus (Spinsters Book
Company) and "Crazy for Loving" by
Jaye Maiman (Naiad Press).
Gay Men's Mystery: "The Hidden Law"
by Michael Nava (HarperCollins).
Children's/Young Adult Literature:
"When Heroes Die" by Penny Raifc
Durant (Atheneum).

THE ATLANTA GAY MEN'S CHORUS PRESENTS
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Music

GUESTS

ATLANTA
GAY MEN'S
CHORUS
THE GAY, LESBIAN AND GAYAFFIRMATIVE MIXED CHORUS
FROM CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
DIRECTED BY JAN MCCOY

SATURDAY, JUNE 12, 1993 AT 8:00 PM
AT THE GRADY HIGH SCHOOL THEATRE

Tickets are $10 in advance,
$12 at the door, and are available from
The Boy Next Door and Brushstrokes.
Or call 977-6310 for more information.
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Restaurant Listings
American Road house From breakfast to blue plates,
burgers to fresh vegetables, old fashioned milk shakes to
wine.
842 N. Highland Ave • 872-282
Babette's Country European informal fine dining. Cassoulet
toCoqauvin. Entrees $8-16. Tue-Thur 6-10, Fri-Sat 6-11,
Sun 11:30-9.
471 North Highland Ave ■ 523-9121
Bacchanalia Country European cuisine. Extensive wine list
and select beers available. 27.50 prix fixe. Tue-Sat. Resv
ace. Free prkng, wheelchair access.
3125 Piedmont Rd • 365-0410

Luna Si

The Bistro Elegant French cuisine in a casual setting. Don't
miss the creme brulee! Resv ace.

56 E. Andrews Dr. (Andrews Square) • 231-5733
Cafe Montserrat Southern European & Cuban Cuisine.
Dinner Mon-Sai; Lunch Mon-Fri. Resv ace.
515 N. UcOonough St, Decatur • 373-2922
California Pizza Kitchen Midtown Atlanta
Maytair Bldg, 181 14th St., NE • 892-4343
Candler Cafe Breakfast, lunch, dinner. Dugan's wings,
burgers, sandwiches & sides. Take out too.
183 EdgewoodAve • 223-5566

Simplicity

Chef's Cafe A San Francisco style bistro in Atlanta's elite
'Top Ten." Serving American cuisine with a California
influence. Nightly specials. Wines by the glass.
2115 Piedmont Rd • 872-2284
Chef's Grill Creative American cuisine. Perfect for pretheatre dining. More intimate dining after 8:00. 'Sweetest
deal in town"-Christine Lauderbach.
1280 Peachtree St • 881-0652
Chile Tree Classic dishes of Southern Mexico and the
Yucatan. Non-smoking. Resv not accepted. Lunch Tu-Fri.
469 N. Highland ■ 688-0836

Featuring Paul Luna
Cuisine of the Market
1931 Peachtree Road

355-5993

Coco-Loco Serving the best Cuban/Caribbean food in
Atlanta for the past 4 years. Visit our newest location
downtown next to Peachtree center.
303 Peachtree Ctr. Ave. Peachtree Center • 653-0070
2525 Piedmont Rd Buckhead Crossing • 364-0212
6301 Roswell Rd Sandy Springs Plaza • 255-5434
Crab House Full fresh seafood menu featuring world
famous garlic S steamed crabs & our fabulous All-U-CanEat seafood salad bar. Entrees $9.95-17.95
Piedmont at North Ave, Rio • 872-0011
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 955-2722
Domiabra Vegetarian Palace All dishes contain no meat or
dairy products. Daily specials, desserts & more. Open for
Lunch & Dinner.
1129 Euclid Ave • 524-2132

BRUNCH

Flash this ad at your server during the
month of June and a donation will be
made in your name to
TTm
Project Open Hand. _ IJQJJ

SERIOUS SEAFOOD

Luna Si The magic of Paul Luna. Creating lunch 11:30-3:00
and dinner 6:00-11:00. Late night fare.
1931 Peachtree Rd • 355-5993

restaurant "^x bar

Sunday 12-3pm
Happy Hour 12-7pm
961 Amsterdam Ave.
Virginia Highlands • 872-0114

874 CALL

^MILANOil
PIZZA & SUBS

(2255)

Petitie Auberge Continental French restaurant with a wide
range of Food Festivals. German specials on Fri &Sal.
Lunch, Mon-Fri 11:30-2:15. Dinner, Mon-Sat6-10.
2935 North Druid Hills Rd. - 634-6268
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AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

AIDS INFO PACKET WITH FREE CONDOM
COUPON-FREE DELIVERY

COUPON-FREE DELIVERY

COUPON-FREE DELIVERY

Cheese Pizza Family Combo Cheese Pizza
+ 3 Toppings
Special
+ 2 Toppings

Pizza Combo

2 Large
2 Medium
2 Small

1 Large Pizza with 1 Topping
1 Family Size of Spaghetti or
Lasagna or Ravioli, 2 Garlic Bread

$11.75
$ 9.75
$ 7.50

$21.35 value

2 Large
2 Medium
2 Small

■
|

Expires 9/30/93 • No Substitutions
Please mention coupon when ordering
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DOMABRA VEGETARIAN PALACE
1129 Euclid Ave. in Little 5 Pts.

524-2132

$12.65 value

$15.75 w/coupon
Expires 9/3093 • No Substitutions

| Please
Plea mention coupon when ordering

Soups, Appetizers, Entrees, Desserts
Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials

1 Large Pizza with 1
Topping, Buffalo Wings
or Chicken Fingers

$12.95
$10.95
$ 8.50

$10.95 w/coupon
Expires 9/30793 - No Substitutions
Please mention coupon when ordering
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Mick's Mick's restaurants have been serving our community
for 20 years. Check the hours and menu of the Mick's
nearest you. Lunch & Dinner, and don't forget those
decadent desserts.

Peasant Restaurant & Bar Casually elegant dining in the
heart of Buckhead. The perfect place for a relaxed Sunday
Brunch. Lunch or dinner outside on the patio.
3402 Piedmont Rd. NE ■ 231-8740

COMPLETE MENU • SALADS • SUBS • DINNERS • DRINKS • DESSERTS

C0UP0H-PICKUP ONLY

Marra's Seafood Grill Offers only the freshest fish and
shell-fish—grilled to perfection or prepared with eclectic
creativity.
7782 Cheshire Bridge Rd • 874-7363

Nuevo Laredo Colorful authentic borderland Mexican cafe.
New dishes to Atlanta includes chicken mole. Worth the trip!
1495 Chattahoochee Ave ■ 352-9009

$15.00 Minimum South of I-20
to Atlanta Ave./Confederate Ave.
$.50 Service Charge on all check and charge orders
ALL PRICES PLUS TAX

736 Ponce De Leon Ave.
Atlanta, GA 30306

Gallus Atlanta's first Gay restaurant serving the community
since 1974. Casual S fine dining. Resv ace. Visa, MC, Amex
49 Sixth Street • 892-8983
Joni's Italian Cafe Seafood, chicken, veal & a large
selection of vegetarian entrees. Fresh sauces and pasta
dishes.
2140 N. Decatur Rd • 728-0041

PEASANT

Valid with the purchase of
a dinner entree.
3402 Piedmont Road, NE, Atlanta

Dusty's North Carolina-style pork, brunswick stew, chicken,
beef and ribs. Lunch and dinner 7 days. Prices $2.75 S up.
1815 Briarcim Rd • 320-6264

Expires 9/30/93" No Substitutions
Please mention coupon when ordering
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Mon-closed; Tues-Thurs 11:30-10pm,
Fri-Sat 11:30-11pm Sun 1:30-10pm

RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine Bar Largest selection of
wines by the glass in Atlanta. Great vegetarian selection.
Friendly service, reasonable prices.
870 N. Highland Ave • 875-7775
St. Charles Deli Breakfast, lunch and dinner in a casual
atmosphere. Don't forget our spacious patio.
752 North Highland Ave. ■ 867-DEU
Stone Soup Full service deli and General store. Catering
available. Open daily 10-9, Sun 10-6.
1248 Virginia Ave. NE ■ 872-8991
Treehouse Restaurant & Pub A cozy fire sets the tone of
this neighborhood pub. Menu changes every week—always
pasta, meat, fish, chicken.
7 Kings Or, P'tree Hills • 266-2732
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A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN
It's been years since I've marched
into a bar, locked eyes with some incredibly attractive man, danced the mating
dance, and headed off with him for what
promised (but too often did not turn out)
to be a night of sensual bliss. After dinner last week at South City Kitchen
(1144 Crescent Ave. 873-7358) I was
flooded with memories of why I no longer
pursue such illusive pleasures.
Like that mythical handsome man,
South City is a joy to look at. The twostory Victorian that was previously home
to Cafe Aviva and Gianni's has been
spiffed and shined into the archetypal
urban eatery for the 90s. Cream yellow
walls, matching wooden floors and chairs,
heavy white table clothes, heavier stainless cutlery, low voltage pin spots, intimate multi-level dinning rooms—you
name it, South City's done it to a T.
This guy knows how to dress.
Then there's the menu: printed on
parchment-like paper, neatly tied to a sexy
black tablet that's decorated with a single
dogwood bloom and three tiny holes that
repeat the pattern in the back of the chairs.
And how about the prospect of Southern
fried chicken fritters with whipped parsnip potatoes? Or grilled seafood sausage
with caper peach butter? And grilled dolphin marinated in onion pablano vinaigrette
with fruit chutney?
No wonder looking makes me lust.
Foreplay is okay too. Edisto crab cakes
are thick, tender, and griddle cooked to a
beautiful crisp tan. Not much flavor, but
the presentation—atop a butter sauce
flecked with roasted corn and red peppers—is elegant and arresting.
Not everybody likes aggressive flavors.
Things continue to look up when a
big bowl of mussels bathed in vermouth
and a spicy relish arrives. Heavy on onions and cilantro it's not quite like any
mussel dish I've ever had before, but
good enough to get my heart beating and
my tongue twitching.
Could we be ready to break a pattern
here? Could there actually be some substance behind these incredible good looks?
There is the problem of the bread,
beautifully presented in a handmade
sawgrass basket. The biscuits are fat, fluffy
and fun, but the corn muffins are dry and
brittle. Worse still, the sweet citrus butter
makes them seem more like post- rather
than pre-coital pleasures. And neither bread
is worth a hoot when it comes to sopping
up the vermouth used to steam the mussels.
Things take a more distinct turn for
the worse with the arrival of a Caesar
salad adorned with "Calabash" oysters.
The (corn) breading on the mollusks is
thick, tough, and burdened by too much
spice. The oysters themselves are flat,
dry, and devoid of the briny character
that usually makes them such an aphrodisiac. The greens are crisp and fresh,
but their dressing is thin and vinegary.
When dressing and the oysters embrace,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28

$7.00 OFF
2nd ENTREE
Valid for luthh & dinner. Exp. 6/30/93
2140N. DecaturRd.
Intersection of N. Decatur Rd.
and Clairmont Rd.
728-0041
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VAL'UE (val'u)
n. 1. a fair equivalent in money, etc. for
something sold or exchanged. 2. the worth of a
thing in money or goods at a certain time.
3. that quality of a thing according to which it
is thought of as being more or less desirable.
4. a buzz word for the '90s. 5. a seafood
restaurant on Cheshire Bridge Rd.

6. MARRA'S SEAFOOD GRILL.
• ALL ENTREES UNDER $14.95
• ALL WINES UNDER $20
• NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH

MARRA'S

~~seafoodgrM^—

OPEN 7 DAYS 1782 Cheshire Bridge Road

C
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Dinner nightly from 6 PM
Nightly Specials
Prix Fixe Menu 6-7 PM
Sunday Brunch 11 AM-2:30 PM

t

2115 Piedmont Road

Reservations Accepted

Frommers Guide's"best restaurant in any
performing arts center
in America." Featuring
Creative American cuisine
ideal for pre and post
performance dining and
power lunch. It's comfortable,
open and relaxed.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27
the result is downright nasty.
We are no longer having fun.
Going all the way with an entree (S10$18) seems risky at this point, so I opt for
something safer: sandwiches.
Fried potato rounds (nicely salty and
greasy) served with sun-dried tomato relish
raise hopes that this adventure will turn
out okay, after all. The combination is
unusual but pleasing—at least in small
doses.
And a club combo with layers of grilled
chicken breast, sauteed onions, and smoked
gouda exhibits some promise. But it's so
sloppily assembled and difficult to eat
that we stop before we finish, bogged
down in the simple mechanics of the process.
Should we try again?
Grilled dolphin with thyme mayo and
tomato salsa on a roll should be a little
easier, no? Sorry. Once again the flavor
is only fair and the physics difficult—
just not worth the trouble that it takes to
get past your tonsils.
But the waiter is friendly, fun, and
helpful to the max, so we go with his
suggestion for some marble cheesecake.
The serving is substantial and it's plenty
sweet, but there's still not much substance.

Well, at least he stayed for coffee.
Okay, lets get serious. South City is a
slick, well-financed operation run by folks
who seem to know what they're doing—
except in the kitchen. My complaints (and
those of the other critic who has reviewed
the place) not withstanding, the place is
doing a land office business with a very
trendoid clientele. I heard only one complaint at the table near us—the offending
dish was replaced in a flash. If style rates
higher than substance in your book, you
might actually have a good time. Plan to
spend SI 5-25 a head if you do go.
On a far more serious note. When my
(male) dinner date and I approached the
front door, the manager (?) told the host
"put them upstairs." It felt a little like
being sent to Siberia, but as the room
filled up (with a fair number of other
male-male couples) I got less grumpy.
That is until I noticed that all the malemale couples in the restaurant were seated
upstairs—not visible from the street.
I'd like to think I'm just being paranoid; several of the waiters are obviously
gay and this is, after all, Midtown. But
I've never experienced anything quite like
this in any restaurant—especially in Midtown—and it really made me uncomfortable.

Have you tried the chocolate
truffles? Great Scott!
Check out the sinful deserts
Chef Scott has cooked up
like truffles, creme caramel,
chocolate melt cake...
just don't spoil your
appetite for dinner.
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Uptown but not uptight.

870 North Highland Avenue, Virginia Highlands. 875-7775

872-2284

MAGNOLIA TEA ROOM

BRILL

Reservations Accepted

Creative Cooking
With A Southern
Flair
Dinner
T-Sat 5:30-9:30
Lunch
T-Sat 11:00-2:30
Sunday Brunch
11:00-2:30

Mon-Fri 11:30 AM-2:30 PM, Tues-Wed 5:30-9 PM,
Thur 5:30-10 PM, Fri & Sat 5:30-11PM
1280 Peachtree St.
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A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN

874-7347

This San Francisco style
bistro is casual, yet intimate,
colorful and fun. Extensive
Californian wine list with
35 wines by the glass.
Selected for "Best Brunch"
by Atlanta Magazine
for the last 5 years.
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5459 E. Mountain St., Stone Mtn. GA

498-6304
881-0652
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Disappeared...Again: Dish is confused. Rumor was that
the Atlanta Journal-Constitution's new "City Life" supplement (at least the Midtown edition thereof) was going to
pay attention to the fact that a large portion of the population that it reaches is queer. (OK, they'd say gay and lesbian, but
that's their problem.) Well, after two weeks, we've seen exactly
zip homo stories. There was a good piece on Haven House in the
first issue, but hardly from a gay angle. And a nice mention of
John Howell in the second edition. But not a word of the fact that
Howell was gay, or that the first park in the country named for an
openly gay man was named for him, or that he died of AIDS.
John, we suspect, would not be amused. Then there is the oneword mention of the fact that gay people live in Cabbagetown.
One word. No pictures, no rainbow flags, no discussion of how
homos do and don't fit in in the 'hood. Are we surprised? No.
Disappointed? You bet.
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June 10 - June 16, 1993
Things may calm down a little, but there are absolutely no
guarantees except that things will continue to change at a rapid
pace. The best course is to stay as healthy, relaxed and centered
as possible. Good fresh food and plenty of rest are essential.
ARIES, be sure to stay focused on projects and personal issues at
home. Don't let emotional time bombs just sit there, ticking
away. Also be very aware of where the money is going. Pay
careful attention to outgo as well as the income. TAURUS, Venus
is now in your first house of personality, physical appearance
and self-awareness. Take time to appreciate yourself, your excellent qualities and abilities and find ways to emphasize the positive. Delete negative thoughts and attitudes. Happy Birthday,
dear GEMINI. Let your light shine, bringing cheerfulness, humor
and a sunnier disposition to a chaotic and nervous world. Love
and laughter are two of your most endearing gifts, so spread
them around to friends and strangers alike.
CANCER, with Saturn now in your ninth house of metaphysical
studies, long distance travel and higher education, you may have
a persistent urge to travel, take some classes or do something
slightly spiritual or esoteric. Make plans for January or February

Dykes To Watch Out For
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couple of months. Call (800) 457-9599 if you need help finding a
copy.

THERE'S A FINE LINE BETWEEN TELLING THf TRUTH

Daughter's Revenge: The June 7 issue of The New Republic
features a short scene piece on a fundie conference (organized by
Pat Buchanan) on "Winning the Culture War." Gays, naturally,
were major targets at this hatespeil, but the best quote in the story
is this from one Mary Kay Clark (trumpeting the virtues of home
schooling) followed by words of wisdom from another attendee:
'"If we close all public schools for one year, we would put all the
drug dealers out of business and all the abortionists too... .If you
home school your daughter, she's not going to get to want to get
pregnant, she's going to stay home and school the younger
children.' As the crowd cheers, an elderly man next to me
whispers, 'And she's going to put a bullet in her mother's head.'"
Wanderlust: That's the name of a new series of homo travel
guides that promises to not be just a listing of bars, beaches and
cruising spots. The publisher claims that this is the "first guidebook to offer lesbian and gay travelers historical perspective and
sense of places worth visiting" and "accurate information collected from a multicultural perspective and without advertiser
bias." Each chapter contains an essay about one state and some
of its history, culture, and politics. Then there's a section on
getting around in the area, another on various areas in the state,
and finally information about sodomy, HIV and civil rights laws
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Flicks 'R Us: HBO's version of Randy Shilts' "And the Band
Played On" is in post production and due to be aired in September. This despite the fact that director Roger Spottiswoode refused to making editing changes that HBO wanted (eliminating a
gay rights speech and some anti-Reagan hype) and was replaced
by documentary producer Bill Couturie ("Common Threads").
An HBO VP denies that the cuts were political—guess we'll just
have to wait and sec. The bad news is that Gus Van Sant will not
direct "The Mayor of Castro Street" because (according to a
studio insider) he wanted an "intimate, sensual picture" and the
studio wants another "JFK." Robin Williams is rumored to be
about to back out of the Milk role because Van Sant is vamoose.
More good news: Robert Altman has purchased the rights to
Tony Kushner's spectacular "Angels in America." Given the
$60 ticket prices on Broadway, we can't wait.
Top Ten: Speaking of movies, Frameline (the folks who do the
SF International Lesbian and Gay Film Festival) recently released a list of the top ten films of all time as chosen by 200
lesbian and gay film and video makers, curators and critics.
Their list: 1. "Vertigo"; 2. "Sunset Boulevard"; 3. "The Times of
Harvey Milk"; 4. "La Dolce Vita"; 5. "Jeanne Dielman"; 6. "
Citizen Kane"; 7. "Imitation of Life"; 8. "The Wizard of Oz"; 9.
"Thelma and Louise"; 10. "Law of Desire." Get thee to the video
store right now and see if you agree.

San Francisco's tourism boosters are using these gay
pride revelers to promote their city.
as well as the skinny on pride events. Following that are listings
for clubs, groups, bookstores, retail stores, tourist attractions and
the like. Looks pretty good to us. The first book covers the
Northeastern US and Eastern Canada. It's out now. Southern and
Central US and Western US and Canada are due out in the next
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1994. LEO, how is life in the fast lane? Hopefully you aremanaging all this extra energy in your life without too much chaos. If
things feel a little bit out of hand, then you may need a day or two
of quiet, just to sort out your priorities. VIRGO, have you taken a
vacation this year? No, not two or three days over the weekend,
but a real vacation to someplace restful, beautiful and restoring,
Well, it is time for the real thing. Anytime this month or next will
do fine, so start planning now.
LIBRA, your need for sensual or sexual experience may be acute
right now, so stay aware of your needs and don't be caught
without protection. You might also find a regular massage very
helpful right now. SCORPIO, Venus in your seventh house of
close personal relationships could open up doors for resolving
old hurts and wounds that you have been nursing for too long.

Personal Style: Dish has been feeling pretty perky about the
fact that the Atlanta Convention and Visitors Bureau is helping
to put together Hotlanta's bid for the '98 Gay Games. Damn
good in fact. San Francisco's C&VB has been promoting their
giant pride celebration for years now, so we were wondering
when Atlanta would get with the program. Then we received the
press release about S.F.'s pride with the accompanying photograph. Their suggested caption? "Personal style will take on a
variety of meanings, but all will be eye-catching." We'll know
we've really arrived when the ACVB sends out a similar shot to
promote a queer event in Atlanta!

Use this time to forgive, release some defenses and heal imporlm L
' ties. SAGITTARIUS, with the sun in your seventh house of
close personal relationships, you can be very influential and
persuasive right now. Solidify support for your favorite project
or idea and forge ahead. Keep an eye on details.
CAPRICORN, this is an excellent time to communicate your feelings to people who are close to you. However, be sure you are
sharing your real feelings and not just what you "think" your
feelings are. A small, but important distinction, for sure,
AQUARIUS, Mars is in your seventh house of marriage, partnerships and social relationships, so you may find you are suddenly
very busy and very much in demand. You may even begin to feel
like a social butterfly. Relax and enjoy yourself. PISCES, now
that you have your life all structured, organized and prioritized,
Saturn is heading back to the obscure comfort of your 12th house
for a while. For best results, put your new goals, plans and
priorities on paper and stick to them.
MARY BAILEY RULEi^a professional astrologer who specialaes in personal and relationship chart interpretation as well as
crisis management. She can be reached in Santa Fe at (505)
982-3104 to order charts or arrange a chart interpretation.
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spent a great deal of my childhood hearing a redundant parental refrain: "You're too hardheaded.
No one can tell you anything. You have to do
exactly what you want to do all the time..." Well, you get the
drift.
In fact, the charge was—and basically still is—true. In the
plant world, this type of attitude can be an asset, actually. You
just do what seems right. Often, it will prove successful.
Of course, this presumes that you know what in the hell is
involved or possess particularly good instincts. While there
may in fact be no substitute for experience, I also firmly
believe in the value of gardeners swapping tales, advice, heartaches, triumphs, seeds, plants, etc.
Accordingly, allow me to share a few of my worst mistakes, in the hopes that, you can avoid similar situations. I
entered into these pitfalls innocently enough, with great naive
enthusiasm.
Enthusiasm is a wonderful thing. The word itself comes
from the Greek, meaning to have the deity within—possessed,
as it were. Enthusiasm engenders lots of good energy, just the
thing for bed prep or planting. But it can be misdirected.
For instance, I thought it would be nice to have a small
screen in the back yard, composed of a four-by-eight foot
lattice set into the ground, with morning glories trailing over it.
"Just one small packet of seeds should do it," she said to
herself.
Within a few weeks, I beheld a nightmare tangle which
resembled Swamp Thing. I felt like the sorcerer's apprentice,
whose magic succeeded only too well. The vines had swallowed the lattice and were reaching for any and all things
nearby, including slow-moving pedestrians and nearby animals. I pulled everything out, of course. It took hours.
As in the myth of Sisyphus, the task can never be completed, however. To this day, I pull morning glory vines from
about a 30-square-foot area every spring and summer. Our

EARTHSHAKIN' OBSERVATIONS
moral? Don't plant ipomoea unless you're certain that you
want the surrounding countryside covered.
Then there was the time I decided to plant blueberries just
off the back porch, surely a convenient location for admiring
and picking. I planted two cross-fertilizing varieties of our
good Southern rabbiteyes (Climax and Tiffblue, if I'm not
mistaken). I put plenty of compost and pine straw down for
these two-year-old plants and applied cottonseed meal, blood
meal and various acidic additives over time. Blueberries like an
extremely acidic soil, with a Ph of 4.5 to 5.
For the first two years, the gleanings were small, yet I was
relatively satisfied. But trouble awaited. As it turns out, no
matter what I did, the soil was just not acidic enough, despite
its clay composition and all my amendments.
Why? The concrete patio. Acid-lovers cannot bear proximity to concrete, which is extremely alkaline in nature and
leaches small amounts into the soil. This also accounts for
many of the failures folks experience when they try to place
arborvitaes, pines, azaleas, crepe myrtles or other acid-lovers
into concrete planters or along walks or driveways.
Yes, you do see pines, etc. lining concrete walkways. But
you don't see what prep work, barriers and dumb luck went
into the effort. Our moral? Foundation-hugging plants should
be able to tolerate more alkaline conditions. Keep the blueberries away from the house unless you build them a special bed.
Sometimes, a plant can cope with a condition it doesn't
especially like. However, if you stress her two ways, she probably can't survive. Not only did I once, long ago, plant a
rhododendron right next to the house (alkaline soil again), but I
placed her where she received sun most of the day.
"How could she be so stupid?" you might ask. Well, frankly,
she was one of the first plants I ever put in, when I first began
gardening. And I just didn't know any better. No matter how
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much water, fertilizer, etc. I put on her, she couldn't survive the
double whammy of sun (rhodos, azaleas, etc. prefer partial
shade) and concrete proximity. Rhodos don't require quite as
acidic a soil as blueberries but still like it on the acid side.
If I had just subjected her to one or the other, she might
have made it. In fact, for a while, she grew well. But it just
proved too much for the old gal. Our moral? Don't stress plants
with a combination of improper factors. Research what the
right amount of light and correct soil balance are and provide
them.
Combinations are important in the green world. Some plants
really like each other, but others do not make good neighbors.
One year, I planted fennel in one patch and rue in another. They
came up quite well. Heartened, I decided to seed some other
herbs in their beds.
Nothing germinated. I mean, nothing. Not one seedling
sprang up. I cursed the seed seller, vowed never to do business
there again and stuck out some transplants. These all gradually
withered away or shrivelled into a pale imitation of their robust
sibs in other locations.
1 couldn't imagine what in the hell was going on. 1 dug up
the soil and had it tested. No grubs or nematodes. So what
could it be? The fennel and rue were doing so well.
Then, I picked up one of Louise Riotte's books on companion planting, "Carrots Love Tomatoes." She specifically talks
about how everything hates rue and how most plants hale
fennel. Jeez, what do they have, the plant equivalent of bad
breath or herpes?
In a way. Their chemical composition is such that they
inhibit the growth of plants which get into their microclimates.
Rue has long been used for flea control and as an abortifacient,
for instance.
After harvesting the plants, I remanured the beds, added
organic matter and was able to produce a reasonable basil crop
from seed which had not come up in the very same spot six
weeks earlier. Our moral? Find out which plants like each
other, and keep them together. Keep the adversaries apart.
And by all means, keep experimenting. Let me know what
works for you, and what doesn't, and I promise a column full
of costly advice.
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litter Goddess of the Sunset Strip" is the name of
a soon-to-be-released video which tells the story
of Liana Lloyd, who grew up in a home with a
lesbian mother and a schizophrenic father and went on to
become a darling of the glam-rock set of the Seventies.
The film explores Liana's efforts to come to terms with her
own ambiguous sexuality and her ascent to glitter rock
groupie stardom.
Bom in the early fifties, Liana's very early family life
appeared normal, but her mother Gerry gradually replaced
her interest in child rearing with an active interest in other
women. Her girlfriends came and went amid drunken
fights between the adults, all witnessed by little Liana.
The video is a montage of Super 8 home movies,
recreations, and portions of talk shows on which Liana and
Gerry talked openly about their mother-daughter relationship. After an early adulthood spent as a rebellious glitter
rock groupie, into drugs and Alice Cooper worship, Liana
formed Children of Gays, an organization which provides
support for its members and seeks to educate the public
about the reality and prevalence of gay families.
The music soundtrack for the video is said to be a time
warp trip back to the glam rock 70s via the sounds of
Celebrity Skin, Scott Michael Shannon, Ron Rogers and
the White Slave Boys, and heavy metal band Krakem. The
film also stars Angie Bowie. Look for it in the cult section
of your favorite progressive video store.
Though better known as a fan of country music, Governor Zell Miller has proclaimed the week of June 14-21 as
"Opera Week" here in Georgia. A variety of opera related
events (including a black-tie dinner, a bargain sale of
donated items, a bocce ball tournament, a tour of decorators' homes, and of course opera performances) will mark
the week. The week is designed to increase awareness and
appreciation for opera as a "uniquely beautiful and vibrant
musical experience."
Opera Week coincides with the '93 season opening of
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Dionne Warwick knows the way to Chastain.

the Atlanta Opera on June 19 with their much talked about
production of Verdi's "Macbeth." Singing the title role
will be baritone Timothy Noble, who most recently sang
the role of Christopher Columbus in Philip Glass' "The
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Voyage" with the Metropolitan Opera.
Performances of "Macbeth" are scheduled for June 17,
19 and 21. Tickets are available through the Woodruff
Arts Center Box Office at 892-2414. Prices range from
S15 to S72 per performance. For more information concerning the various Opera Week events, call 355-3311.
In concert news, Dionne Warwick will appear as part
of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra's Classic Chastain
Series on Saturday, June 12 at 8:30 pm at Chastain Park.
Warwick is currently working on a new album which will
feature a new song written for her by the team of Burt
Bacharach and Hal David whose early collaborations resulted in a long string of hits for her during the 60s. Call
221-0831 for times and reservations.
I just got off the phone with Chris Etter, winner of the
Mr. Hotlanta Preliminary held recently before a huge crowd
at the Sheraton Colony Square's Grand Ballroom. Chris is
still finding it hard to believe that he won. "I was hoping
for maybe third place. When they didn't call my name for
that, I thought—I'll never make second—then when I
didn't make second I started looking around for who I
thought was going to win. I didn't really hear them when
they called my name."
"How was the show?" I asked. "Excellent—the production was first class—that was obvious even from backstage. The Funky Divas and the Men of Midtown were
great The emcees, Danny Williams and Tina Devore,
were perfect. If we were nervous, Danny would crack a
joke and help us relax."
I asked Chris if he was excited to be competing again
in August in the National Mr. Hotlanta. He said, "Well,
I'm really kind of mad. I have to continue to diet and
workout! It would have been easier to lose. And the competition will be even tougher—I saw last year's winner
and even his toenails were perfect! How do you compete
against perfect toenails?"
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Gay Bowlers Benefit Jerusalem House On
May 30, 1993, Jerusalem House received a
generous donation from the International Gay
Bowlers' Organization (IGBO). The check was
presented to Louisa Basarrate, Jerusalem
House Development Director, at IGBO's banquet held in the Grand Ballroom of the Marriott
Marquis.
The International Gay Bowlers' Organization held its 1993 tournament in Atlanta
during Memorial Day weekend. Almost 1,000
bowlers participated in the event.
Jerusalem House is Atlanta's only nonprofit organization providing permanent housing for people with HIV/AIDS who would
otherwise be homeless.
"IGBO '93 organizers wanted to contribute to an Atlanta AIDS service organization,
and we are delighted that they selected Jerusalem House," said Louisa Basarrate. "This international organization has demonstrated that
its membership cares deeply about people with
HIV/AIDS and their critical need for housing."
Jerusalem House provides a warm, caring
home for 23 people with HIV/AIDS who have
no place to live. Jerusalem House will provide
a home for at least 50 residents each year.
Local gay bowling leagues that support
Jerusalem House include Atlanta Venture
Sports and Friends Friday.
For more information on how your group
can support Jerusalem House residents, please
call (404) 527-7627.
AALGA Piciic Will Recognize Teams,
Landin The African-American Lesbian/Gay
Alliance (AALGA) is sponsoring "Tell It Like
Itls," apicnic in celebration of Duncan Teague,
co-grand marshall of Pride '93 and in recognition of the dedication of Pride '93 to the late

247 Moreland Ave. NE
Atlanta
681-9823

Venus Landin.
The picnic will be Saturday, June 19 at 3
p.m. at Piedmont Park. Look for the AfricanAmerican flag and the pink triangle. Bring
your food, blankets and music for a family
affair. The entire community is welcomed.
For more information, call (404) 458-3003.
Atlanta Pride Volunteers The Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Committee is looking for
a few good men and women. Well, more than
a few. One thousand to be exact.
On June 27, more than 100,000 lesbian
and gay citizens are expected to march down
Peachtree Street in Atlanta's annual pride celebration. But the pride committee is a totally
volunteer organization and, so far, only about
100 people are involved, far short of the 1,000
needed.
A meeting for volunteers will be held
Thursday, June 17 at 7 p.m. at the Sheraton
Colony Square Hotel. Everyone interested in
working for their own rights is encouraged to
attend.
GAPAC PHONE ALERT! Legal recognition of
Domestic Partnership is close to becoming a
reality in the City of Atlanta and in Fulton
County, but it could hit a snag, so your calls
are urgently needed today. Call the Mayor
and City Council members. Calls to Jabari
Simama, Robb Pitts, Barbara Miller Asher
and Carolyn Long Banks would be good if
you don't have time to call everyone. In Fulton
County, please call the Fulton County Commissioners. To reach the Atlanta City Council, call 330-6030 and you will be connected
to whoever you ask to speak with. To reach
the Fulton County Commissioners, call 7304000 and ask for their individual offices.

DISCREET & UNCENSORED

Take Pride In Your Photos
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Fast, low prices, most orders
processed in 24 hours or less. We
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Lip $25 • Eyebrow $25 Nipple $25
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Below the belt priced on request
Welcoming Dana to our Piercing Staff

From traditional and fine line, to
bold graphic designs.

• 4 Artists
• Custom Designs
• Cosmetic Enhancements
• All Work Guaranteed
• Free Consultations
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Walk-ins Welcome • 1952 Howell Mill Rd. Suite 4
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Wear your SoVo shirt with pride.
Order yours today!
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AIDS Organizations
AID Atlanta— 872-0600
AIDS Education/Services for Minorities—POB 87277, Atlanta,
30337,762-5002
AIDS Hotline for Women—888-9991
AIDS Info Line-876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728
AIDS Legal Project—688-5433
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—«72-2246
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)—876-2317
Atlanta Buyers Club— (404) 874-4845, or POB 77003, All,
30357.
Atlanta Lesbian AIDS Project—250-8177
Childkind—936-9655
First MCC AIDS Ministry—872-2246
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network—1-800-551-2728
Grady Mem. Hospital Infectious Disease Program—35 Butler
St., SE, POB 26113, All., GA 30335-3801, (404) 616-2440
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project—876-0105
National Assn of People With AIDS/Allanta— 874-7926
The Names Project/Atlanta—605-7386
Outreach, Inc.—(404) 346-3922
People's United Pet Support—370-0178
Pels Are Loving Support (P.A.L.S.)—876-PALS
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954
Project Open Hand Atlanta—5254620

URI VAKNIN
Ago: 23
How long in Atlanta: 17 years
Relationship status: Single
Last book read: "Spontaneous
Combustion" by David Feinberg
Pot poeve: Apolitical queers who don't
take a stand.
At first glance Uri Vaknin doesn't seem
like the type to let you know that if you call
him a "fucking faggot," you're going to hear
about it. To the gracefully thin and excessively
soft-spoken Uri, them's fightin' words.
His skin-short hair and ACT UP T-shirt
aren't just window dressing. Uri takes his frustration and, as he says, "affects change through
empowerment." And to Uri, a member of both
ACT UP and Dykes and Faggots Bash Back,
direct action and confrontation are the norm
rather than the exception. As Uri says, "here in
the States, there isn't any other way."
Born in New York City and transplanted to
Atlanta at six years of age, Uri's European
persona and Mediterranean intensity come from
his parents. His father is Moroccan, and his
mother is German. Uri is Jewish, as are both
his father and his mother, who converted. Thus
Judaism has always been an important part of
his life. In fact, he even attended the Hebrew
Academy of Atlanta.
"Then one day, a teacher equated being a
homosexual with murder," Uri says. "I asked
the teacher how this could be and his response
was to ask me if I was gay, as if it was a terribly
evil thing to be." Though Uri knew he was
always gay and different, this interchange turned
him off to Judaism. He says at that point he
became a cultural Jew as opposed to a practicing religious Jew.
Uri talks about Paris, Amsterdam (his chosen city of future residence) and Munich as if
they are Dunwoody. Traveling, he remarks,
"was what my family spent our money on instead of stereos or fast cars. We are always
going somewhere in my family, and sometimes I feel like a citizen of the world."
This interest in travel was fostered at Uri's
high school (North Fulton High), which had a
concentration in international studies. He spent
two high school summers in the Soviet Union.
He laughs recalling his first night in-Moscow. '
"I was cruised and didn't even know it
then. We are everywhere, but there are cultural
differences that make it much harder to determine who's gay there. Men are much more
demonstrative physically with each other, always kissing and hugging."
Uri became involved with what has now
come to be known the Friendship Force, with

Atlanta's sister city, Tbilisi (in formerly Soviet) Georgia. He became fluent in the Georgian language, which he says is an odd combination of Russian, Arabic and some Romance
language roots.
"Because of the publicity of Moscow's
problems, people here think the entire country
is like that. But Soviet Georgia has always been
left alone. There was less persecution of Jews
and a higher standard of living. And my host
family had all the things American families
have—Nintendo, VCR and video cameras and
two cars."
After high school Uri attended American
University in Washington, D.C. and once again
found himself participating in another culture—
this time German—as a recipient of a fellowship from the government of (at that time) West
Germany. He quickly picked up the German
language and spent a year investigating his German roots.
After returning from one of his trips to
Tbilisi, Dorothy McRae got in touch with Uri
so that he could help her with an exhibit of
Atlanta's sister city's art in her downtown gallery called ArtSpace. Uri's interest in art and
his knowledge of Soviet art helped establish his
presence at the gallery. He has continued to
work with Dorothy McRae and is now the codirector of the new Buckhead location of the
Dorothy McRae Gallery.
"I do everything from help hang shows to
recruiting artists and doing ads for the gallery,"
Uri says. He hopes to organize a show soon
about how AIDS has affected the artistic community. He is also committed to Jewish art, of
which there has been a rebirth in interest of
late. Uri has been able to re-cmbracc his own
Jewish roots under the auspices of Atlanta's
lesbian and gay Reconstructionist Synagogue
BetHavarim.
Uri the militant is, of course, out to his
entire family. He attended the March On Washington with his two best friends and found the
entire weekend "a Utopian experience."
IAN W. GINSBURG

Arts/Entertainment
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—872-4432
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—POB 771144, Atlanta 30357
"Funny...That Way"-875-2275
Greater Atlanta Music Ensemble- 872-3135
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc- -609-9590
Southern Country Atlanta-938-0609

Bars
The Armory- 836 Juniper. 881-9280
Backstreet—845 Peachtree St. 873-1986
Blake's—227 10th St. 892-5786
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd. 634-5895
Buddies Midtown—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655
Bulldog & Co-893 Peachtree. 872-3025
Buikhart's—Ansley Square. 872-4403
Club Fetish-(Weds.) 695 North Ave.-577-8178
The Cove—586 Worchester. 875-2477
Crazy Ray 'z—1492 Piedmont. 873-4655
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE
551 Downstairs—551 Ponce De Leon. 873-4052
Gallus Bar & Restaurant-49 6th St. 892-8983
Goodies—64 Third St. 873-3355
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061
Incognito—857 Collier Rd. 355-5189
Loretta's—708 Spring St. 874-8125
The Metroes 6th Street, 874-9869
New Order—1544 Piedmont. 874-8247
Opus—1086 Alco St. 634-6478
The Otherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238
The Pear Garden—11 Luckie St. 6594055
Peppers by Frank Powell—980 Piedmont Ave. NE 872-4000
Petrus—1150 Peachtree St. 873-6700
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957
Tin Lizzie—Ford Factory Square. 874-3961
Visions—2043 Cheshire Bridge. 248-9712
Weekends-688 Spring St. 875-5835

Direct Action/Political
ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter—523-6201
ACT UP—874-6782 (0)
Atlanta Greens, Green Party USA Lesbian-Gay-Bi-Queer
Caucus—368-7137
Catalyst—(404) 776-1478
Dykes & Faggots Bash Back—P.O. Box 14531, Atlanta 30324,
voice mail 908-5369
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation—605-7477
Gay Republicans—Republicans for Individual Freedoms, 2980
Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172, Atlanta 30339
Georgia Advocates for Battered Women and Children/Lesbian
Task Force—524-3847; 250 Georgia Ave. SE, Rm. 365 ,
Atlanta 30312
Georgia Committee for the 1993 March on Washington (404)
662-4199 or POB 5282, Atlanta 30307
GAPAC-Gcorgia Political Action Committee 872-8095, FAX 874-8628
Human Rights Campaign Fund—Field Committee, 231-5751
LEGAL-605-7476
Lesbian Avengers- -621-5016
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline—874-7926
National Organization for Women—875-0176
Neighbors Network—257-5550
Queer Nation- 605-7396
Republicans for Individual Freedoms- PO 13162, Atlanta, GA
30324,239-1679
Straight But Not Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail)
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP

Professional
Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Club 457-6347
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, Atlanta 30333-0114
Fourth Tuesday—662-4353
Georgia Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights (GAPHR)- 231-2251
HomeG iris—622-0105
LEAGUE (Employees of AT&T)—404/872-2359
Nal'l Federaion of Career Women—(404) 659-0315
OUTstaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna)

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Amount Enclosed $
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J $40 for 26 issues (2-4 days for delivery)
J $28 for 26 issues (5-9 days for delivery)

HPWA-Free
Make checks payable to Southern Voice.
Mail to: P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316
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Spiritual
All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —622-1154
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach—409-0203
Christ Covenant MCC, Stone Mountain—297-0350
Congregation Bet Haverim—642-3467
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—215-0553
First Existentialist Congregation of Atan'*—378-5570
First Metropolitan Community Church of Atl—872-2246
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page)
Gay Spirit Visions—378-7224
Grant Park Aldersgate Univ j Methodist Church—627-6221;
575 Boulevard SE
Hosanna African Unity Life Center—872-9055
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109

Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns—373-5830
Unitarian Universalists—634-5134, George at 688-2242

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699
Atlanta Venture Sports—242-4899
Atlanta Women's Social Tennis—662-GAME
Front Runners/Atlanta—621-5007
Greater Atlanta Naturist Group—851-2882 (voice mail)
Hollanta Soccer—876-7372
Hotlanta Softball League-POB 14582, Atl. 30324,873-4061
Hotlanta Volleyball-621-5062
Lambda Car Club—POB 11705, Atlanta 30355
Luring Lesbians (fishing club)—932-5236
Mountain Catalyst—POB 199, Demorcst, GA 30535
S.E. Gay Rodeo Assn-POB 7881, All., 30357. 760-8126
Women's Outdoor Network—624-3418
Women's Rugby—659-6916 or 761-8939
TRICKS Bridge Club— 2980 Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172,
Atlanta 30339
Underwater Escapes—289-0696

Service/Support/Social
About Crossdressing—Janet, 624-3770
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance
—239-8184 (voice mail)
Amazon Salon Young Feminist Network—223-3718
American Educational Gender Info Service
—POB 33724, Decatur 30033. (404) 939-0244 (eve)
Asians & Friends-Atlanta—876-0090
Athens Lesbian Information—write: l.SG, POB 7864, Athens,
30604
Atlanta Corporal Punishment Club—Box 11863, Atlanta 30355
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372
Atlanta Lambda Community Center--POB 15180, Atlanta
30333.662-9010
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—662-4533
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance—POB 5502, Atlanta 30307,
phone 378-9769
Atlanta Lesbian Singles Organization (ALSO)—843-4492
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT
Caregivers to PWAs Support Group—874-1109 or 875-6109
Codependems Anonymous—239-1657
Chrysalis Women's Center—881-6300
Delphi—POB 14591, Atlanta, G 30324
Emotions Anonymous—872-0979
First Women—Write G.G. Richardson, POB 724711, Atl. 30339,
phone 612-9473.
Friends Atlanta—662-4501
Gay Fathers of Atlanta—296-8369
Gay Help Line—6pm-11 pm 892-0661
Gay/Lesbian AA & Al-Anon—881-9188
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America—623-4099
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safety Comm. of City
Council—330-6504
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POB 9678, Atlanta 30319.
(404) 621-5710
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminists—525-9085
Gwinnett Lambda—POB 464848, Lawrenceville 30246, 871GAYS
Hospitality Atlanta—627-0520
Interact of Atlanta—984-9875
KO-Existance—875-8936
John Howell Park Project—873-2950
Lambda GroupA'arcotics Anonymous—237-6262
Leather S/M Discussion Group—873-2453
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous—325-4909
Lesbian Narcotics Anonymous—703-3897
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387
Lesbians Over 50— 850-1005
Lesbians With Children—740-1729
Men of Little 5 Points—POB 5425, Atlanta 30307
Name the Violence Support Group for Battered Lesbians
-822-9570; Crisis Hotline-688-9436
Overeaters Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)—892-5868
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays—296-0830
or 875-9440
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Athens- (706)208-1704
Queer Youth—P.O. Box 54032, Atlanta 30308; 605-7396
Real Gay World BBS-404-266-0856
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners—
(404) 873-9832 (staff counselor)
Uniformed Svcs Activity—Box 6057, Arlington, VA 22206
Women In Kahoots--{WINK) 438-1421
Women of Wisdom—289-8819, POB 8871, Atlanta 30306.
Wordsmith Society—Chris at 498-0137
Young Adult Support Group—876-5372
Zami- 908-3356

Students/Alumni
Agnes Scott Lesbian & Bisexual Alliance Box 501, Decatur
30030; 373-1632
Bi, Lesbian & Gay Student Union of West Ga. College
-706-834-3569
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization- -727-6692
Gay & Lesbian Student Alliance-Clayton Stale College
471-4567
Gays & Lesbians United for Equality —Kenncsaw Comm.
College 423-6246
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291, GA Tech Sia.,
Allaai 30332; 873-2263
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance- 497-0684
lxsbian/Gay/Sijo-udi Student Union of the Univ. of Ga. - -POB
2438 Athens 30612-0438 or call 404/549-9368
S£- Alternative Lifestyles Association—248-9307
Univ. of Ala. Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc.—2o ! -3479
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Now more than ever,
good information means money.

SUSAN

Financial IJynainitvp

DUI
• Bankruptcy
Criminal defense
• Workers comp
• Personal injury

i

636-8800

DANIEL ROSS, C.RA.
Master's Degree in Taxation
• Income tax planning and
preparation
• Fully computerized to
maximize your deductions
and assure accuracy

Conveniently located to intown neighborhoods
607-7363; FAX 607-0197
J

)

Who's
Afraid
Of The
IRS.

(

URFACE

TEASTER

ESTORERS
&

D ENOVATORS

404-352-5000

i>\

ACCOUNTING

ACCOUNTING

E.

ATTORNEY

SPECIALIZING IN...
• Interior/Exterior Painting
• Wallpaper • Drywall • Linoleum Floors
• Kitchen/Bath Tile Installation
• Countertop Replacements

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC, inc.
IS "FAMILY"
FULL service/repair
ALL models...foreign/domestic

Free Estimates

Hours:
Mon 7 am-6:30 pm
Tues-Thurs 8 am-5 pm
Fri 7 am-6:30 pm
Sat 8am-12 noon

)

STEPHEN
BURNS
Attorney at Law
• Workers
Compensation

(

Emmett Construction

1618DeKalbAve.
(Little 5 Points)

371-0398

gene cloud
Free Estimates

&

ACCOUNTING)

404-414-1188

c

(

68%

FREE CONSULTATION

(404)377-2796

JOHN MATTESON
584-0872
Sensitive to the needs of the
gay/lesbian community
See Our Display Ad
""

ATTORNrTi'

~

WARREN L. CASADAY

622-4922
,
■ -■■.•■■.■..-..-.-...... ■■■■■■■. .-.-.v.-.

EMORY LAW GRADUATE

298-1409

wills • real estate • HIV discrimination

WmSk

'

yitiliJiK^
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SPECIAL EVENTS

From New Roofs
to Old Roofs
100% Guarantee

COMMITMENT
CEREMONIES

CONSTRUCTION

,

478-5561

'

DELIVERIES
1054 North Highland
Phone (404) 892-9337

li

I i

Serving Emory-Decatur Areas

(404) 377-2662

c

I

OAUXT GRAPBh*
business cards • fliers
resumes • stationery
brochures • invitations
labels • databases

GIFT BASKETS

TRADE MASTER

633-1765

Nancy M. Stewart
D.D.S..P.C.
General and Cosmetic
Dentistry.

■ ~ —*—-«•-»

Best Roof Expert

references
on request

^g

558 Medlock Road, Suite 7
Decatur, Georgia
(Near Scott/N. Decatur Rds)

Specializing in
Quality Work

Since 1986

1

■« ■

Dependable
Remodeling

• cleaning services •

• residential
commercial
Hardwood
Floor Waxing

r

C.J. Clark

)

YOUR
•
BITE BRIGHT!

-:""""" FLORIST " 3

ANN
DUCKWORTH

DENTIST

KEEP

of Southern Voice
readers live in the
central city.

ATTORNEY

m

Licensed/Insured

CHIROPRACTOR

BROKE
|TAX

Insured

371-9912

• Bankruptcy
• Auto Accidents

Tax preparation for
individuals and business.

925-2050

Home Additions
&Remodeling

"Quality is our specialty

Experienced
professional accountant
takes the bite out of taxes.

D

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Uisiniss \Jvi\-"r\ S<~r

Hazel Lid I in tic i"

10/1993

call Darryl or Michael
325-5208

3

HOME IMPROVEMENT

Roof Repair • Painting • Decks >
Fences • Drywall

James K. Satcher, J.D.
General Practice
DUI/Traffic offenses
Bankruptcy
Divorce/Domestic relations

Wills/Trusts
Discrimination (ADA)
Employment concerns

Free Initial Consultation
Suite 215,2285 Peachtree Rd. NE
3500062

Residential Home Repairs
Improvements
CHARLIE MALDONADO
RICHARD RUE

(404) 361-4523 Office
Leave message

Him 4 PaiHtfaf Sewice
Homes
Townhomes
Condominiums

1IPS

Jean E. Miller
Attorney at Law

General Practice
436^0028

Since 1982
CorasaoJti Construction Co.
HOME IMPROVEMENTS
REMODELING
□ Kitchens
□ Decks
For Free Estimates
^Call Gene

□ Baths
□ General Repairs

634-5460

RON EBY

General Contractor
Window Ropes
to Additions
Small Jobs • Repairs
Electric • Plumbing
Windows/Doors

297-0078

Interior - Exterior
Sheetrock Repairs

Free Estimates
TIM MENDRYSA
(404) 315-1665y

IMPROVEMENT

_J

Odd Jobs:
•Painting
• Cleaning
• Yardwork
Voice/TTY

Bobcat Productions 373-6673

SOUTHERN
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MIDTOWN MOVERS

Clairmont Carpet

EQUUS CONTINENTAL MOVERS, INC.

Dalton Prices—Decorator Service

Liscensed & Insured
COMMUNITY OWNED AND OPERATED

Residential, Commercial, Office
Fine Antiques
Packing, Un-Pack, Set-Up

Berber - Sisal - Custom Rugs
Designers/Contractors Welcome
634-3979

V

377-9870

Open 7 Days

ABLE

Termite letters
Major repairs

Auto Insurance For
All Lifestyles

(404) 248-1823
Fax 762-1353
Bpr 905-4919

(404) 454-6745

c

^ \M \M any house up

yiJ to 3500 sq.ft.
includes walkway

call now
594-0305
Steve Colitz

J

:lli

You're
Hired!

Moisture control
Radon testing

GETAWAYS.

A. RSVP CRUISES
B. OLIVIA CRUISES
C. TRIPS HOME
TO MOM
D. ALL OF THE
ABOVE

Learn new software FREE! DOS,
WINDOWS and Macintosh Specialists
• Clerks

1296 Keys Lake Dr.
Atlanta, GA 30319 J

■■

•
•
•
•

I

Receptionists
Accounting
Data Entry
Word Processors

• Secretaries
Call Today!

■8839

404-427-8267

*&**&<&

AAAOO

'Hiring subject to quaiili rain ins and (xisiimns available

3G

'Jill Haynie
Karen Stein

v

Ask for Ron Hoagland

DAVIS FINANCIAL GROUP

7taaty

Mr. Nasty beautifies carpet,
deals with roommate odors,
most pet stains, and
does interior painting.

PERIMETER TERMITE AND PEST CONTROL

• No exam needed for most
ages up to $300,000.
• No blood test up to $500,000.

AFFORDABLE
pressure cleaning

9t

415-SHAG

GPSC Cert. #7436

LOW
COST
TERM LIFE INSURANCE

Insurance Services

S6a?

Pet's Best Friend

872-8747
USA - TRIP

Petsitting Service
404-634-0292

Specializing in
Hand Pruning • Installation • Seasonal Color and Ground Maintenance

G

LEGAL

ii

Call
Charlie Kauffman,
Paralegal for
ATTORNEY'S
SERVICES

I

}

pet parenting

ROSE HILL

v\

lee crawford, ph.d.

CENTER

Psychotherapist

I

Individuals
Couples
Groups

Edward O. Nix, M.D.
Member of the American Academy of Psychoanalysis

FREE INITIAL
CONSULTATION
873-0103
V
1_
J

I

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy for
Major Growth/Transitions

1

785 Marcus Street SE
Atlanta, GA 30316
404-525-2777

(

PSYCHOTHERAPIST
Claudia Scarbrough, fl.S.

872-8584

National Certified Counselor

.

TRAVEL

'

d

C MOTOS

Packing Available
FAST SERVICE

352-1189
JAMES

458-6886

)

' MOVING!!! "
AS LOW AS
$7Q.OO

In & Out Calls • 7 Days a Week
By Appointment 892-2290

P.O. Box 1881
Pine Street
Blowing Rock, NC 28605
(704)295-4141
j

1

A ^o^pfg-Ecrngm

MOWtlAIOt
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Julia Strong, MSW
Individual & Couples
Psychotherapy

offer expires 6/30/93

PLACE

(803) 588-9443

f~~ TRAVEL

Deep Tissue
Stress Reduction
Sports Massage

Thanks for being counted.
Your numbered wristband
entitles you to 20% discount.

CHARLESTON BEACH
BED & BREAKFAST

P0 Box 41
Folly Beach, SC 29439

women in transition 404 717-4146

- D.C. Marchers -

) Q

Affordable deluxe rooms and
breakfast, social hour,
8-person spa and pool.

Individual, Couples & Group
Therapy • Relationships
GROUPS FORMING
counseling

VACATION RENTALS
PLAY ON THE BEACH
Two cozy cottages at.Seagrove
Beach, Florida. Near quiet,
sugarsand beach; fishing dock,
wonderful restaurants and shps
in nearby, colorful Seaside.

Pets Welcome.
CALL (205) 263-5970

ROSE MALTESE, C.M.T.
Professional Therapeutic Massage
fa Stress Reduction and Pain Relief

N

ft In Itaw'

RELAX IN THE MOUNTAINS
Seduded chalet inFranklin,North
Carolina. Peaceful atmosphere
and reasonable rates. Fireplace,
deck and beautiful view.

Scholarships available for PWAs
Affordable therapy for the gay &
lesbian community

3756 Lavista Rd., Suite 100 • Northlake Commons
Phone 634-0672

MASSAGE;;:

TRAVEL.. ~)

s

Bed & Breakfast

Steve* J£. "Scm&cu Ttt.S.

404 873-3877

PSYCHOTHERAPIST oni

(

~N

Stone Pillar

PSYCHOTHERAPY
pet behavioral consultation
in-home pet care

J (

FOR

specializing in cats and dogs and their relationships with people

• Wills (from $100)
• Bankruptcy,
Chapter 7 ($450)
• DUI Nolo Plea
($250)
• Special Problems
(HIV+, etc.)

c

1004 VIRGINIA AVE. NE
ATLANTA 30306

In-home
Care, etc. j

ii

rers:
m

TRIPS
UNLIMITED

Serving
Intown Atlanta

Licensed, Bonded
and Insured

10/1993

A Campgro Jnd for Womyn

P.O. Box 762
Simpsonville, SC 29681
803-862-7833

fireplace, dzcfi
andtvaurfatt.
'Beautifutty furnished.

(404) 297-9825
_>
:■-.:■■■'

50%
of Southern Voice
readers get their copy
from a street box.

Lenox Nail & Skin Care
2770 Lenox Road, Atlanta, GA 30324
237-7302
'All nail services
■ Pedicures

Massage

• Facials
■Waxing

Hours: M-F-S 10-6:30 pm; T-W-T 10-8pm

..■;■,:.'■■■■'

janette Friel, DVM
Melissa Rayficld, DVM
A modern facility with
old-fashioned care

NMAN ANIMAL
HOSPITAL 584-8761

926 DeKalb Ave. • Inman Park ■ By appt. only

. ■ J
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Diana Refsland
874-4443
Mary Beth Wallace
873-4788
Intown Specialists for
Homes & Investment
Properties

^—^MM «1M—M»» !■—h^S

[f You're Not
Dealing With

! COLDUUeU.
BANKJBRQ

CALL

— —^—» S——

FJRE
SMITH

ONLY $129,000!

toORTEEhl WEST.
REAUCfc

fc

.

Thank you for your
business, Southern Voice
readers.

You're only getting
x
h the attention
you deserve!

Duplex Fixer Upper
MORNINGSIDE/
JOHNSON ESTATES
Most house for the money!
Immaculate 3BR/1BA brick home
w/den, CH&A, lg comer lot

874-6357

The perfect home meets
your budget, personal
taste and life-style. Call
me to help you find it.

1 The Home Sellers.* 1

jjj^

Inman Pk Victorian duplex
needs your elbow grease. Main
unit has 2 firs and 3BR/2BA.
Terr level has 2BR/1BA; has
had excellent rents. A giveaway at $99,000.

r
r

1 O / 1 9 9 3

CHRIS
CARROLL

321-3123
933-4707

RE/MAX metro atlanta

LEE SMITH
Associate Broker, GRI
(office phone) 874-2262
(24 hr. phone) 362-1865
(residence) 876-1459

Refinance Now
• • •
Rates Great
• A Wide Spectrum of
Mortgage Products
• Competitive Rates
• Free Consultation

DECATUR "PICK OF THE WEEK'

EXPERIENCED.
DEPENDABLE.

RAINBOW

EFFECTIVE.

9 8 6-0390

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Mary Swinford, President

QBE
1318 Carter Road, Decatur, Georgia 30030
THIS IS NOT YOUR ORDINARY RANCH!
3BR/3BA, 2 fplcs, deck, formal dining room, lush
landscaping, skylights. $94,900.

STEVE BLAND
RE/MAX ACHIEVERS
847-0808

CALL JIM HILLIARD622-2127
RE/MAX III TOWN

Each office independent))/ owned and operated.

Each office is independently owned and opera

ART AUERBACH

Go with the
Winning Team!

Selling your home
is not a science...
it's an ART!

848-(XK)l
Jm

Mfait,

(404) 708-6867

MORTGAGE SHOPPING?
Call JEFFREY HALEY
•
•
•
•
•

Lowest Rates
FHA & VA Loans
No Income Verification
Cash Out Refinances
2nd Mortgages
Exceptional Service

DIXIE CARD SALLYE PARSONS
I.-J

Grant Park Victorian
$79K
Oremwod Pk. starter
S49K
Charming bungalow w/lot.. $119K
Fab-u-lous! Jonesboro 3BR/2BA
$76K
Brick Avondale, 3BR, deck ...$49K

W.T. Adams & Co. Realtors

Each office Independently owned & operated.

377-1166

realtor

Serving Metro Atlanta
since 1986

Associate Broker

Re/Max Metro Atlanta
Home office 321-1930

/

charlene e. cothran

Fixed & Adjustable
Condo & Investor
Commercial Loans
Rehab Money
Jumbo Loans

Variety & Convenience

AMERICAN

■ TlNANCIAL
c M ORTGAGE. CORP.

Paula Needle, GRI
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta

JEFFREY HALEY

RE/MAX METRO ATLANTA 321-3123
1 *«s*r*.

LOUIS OKONIEWSKI,
REALTOR
presents:
Ansley Park 2 story brick
Midtown 2 story townhome
VA/HI renovated brk hm
Momingside 2 story brk
875-1990 Home
814-9000 Office

#^W

Hi'' M/m

$289,950
$125,000
$199,950
$379,500

Your Intown Neighborhood
& Relocation SPECIALIST
| Jenny Pruitt & Associates, REALTORS

Residential and Investment
Real Estate Services

24 Hour Voice Mail/Pager

Office:

404-726-1666

404-399-0912

Office: 321-3123
Fax: 321-0051
2205 LaVista Rd.
Atlanta, GA 30329

p remier

Grant Lundberg

PROPERTY SERVICES
•
•
•
•

Your In Town Atlanta
Realtor

—ELI saleeby —

728-8800
RE/MAX intown

Property Management
Leasing
Maintenance
Residential/Commercial

Let us take the stress out of owning real estate.
ext. 9230

mmmfmsmmsmmmmmmmmmm

(404) 607-RENT

Gary Trowbridge

RE/MAX of Buckhead

Condo & Highrise
Specialist
1370 N. Highland
Atlanta, GA 30306
874-2262 (Bus). •
873-5254 FAX
892-584 7 (Res)

^BSS'SS^Bl

coLouieu.
BANKBRU

The Hdme Sellers

|

Unparalleled Attentive Service
Interest rales are down!
K's time to move up!
Off 233-4633 Home 876-2384
Each office frtdiper-dently owned & operated.

SOUTHERN

AIDS Services
6 Education
Heartstrings of West Georgia is an HIV/
AIDS education and support organization.
We strive to help meet the needs of those
affected by HIV/AIDS and to increase public awareness. For a free monthly newsletter
call 214-AIDS or write PO Box 633,
Carrollton, GA 30117. (6.19)
AIDS Support Groups in Carrollton. You
don't have to deal with HIV/AIDS alone.
All groups are confidential and fret. PWA/
HIV Support , call 214-8054. Friends &
Family, call Bobbie Jacobs at 214-8777,
AIDS Bereavement, call Pick Conner at 8366505 (day) or 834-8195 (eve). (6.19)
AID Atlanta Services include education,
case management, transportation, housing,
buddy program, practical support, homeless
services, pediatric services, support groups,
AIDS Information Line. Call 872-0600 for
more information.
AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN-888-9991
- a project of the Feminist Women's Health
Ctr. Learn how HIV is transmitted, testing
locations, how to clean your "works," how
to use condoms, dental dams or anything
about HIV and AIDS. Trained phone counselors 5:30-9:30pm Mon-Fri, 10:30am-2pm
Saturdays. Caller anonymity assured. To
volunteer call Tonia at 874-7551.
HFV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for African Am. Wed. eve., transportation avail;
Family support group for loved ones of HIV+
African Am.; "Latex Lovers" sex-pos. HIV
prevention prog, for GBM (need volunteers
also); FREE ANONYMOUS HIV TESTS,
counselling, referral (minority cultural sensitivity) begins mid Feb. For confidential
info call OLTREACa INC. 346-3922.
P.O.O.H. - Positive Outlook On Health is a
supportive network of HIV+ persons who
share positive health attitudes and want to
meet similarly oriented people for social
and emotional interaction. Call 872-9954.
THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB-ABC
provides access to optional treatments for
the HIV community in the Southeast. Hours
are 12-5 PM, Tuesday through Friday. We
are located at 44 Twelfth St., NE, with parking in the rear. For more information phone
(404) 874-4845, fax (404) 874-9320, or write
P.O. Box 77003, Atlanta, GA 30357-7003.

VOICE
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days, 6:00pm. 63 12th Street, ail 876-5372
for more info. Helpline, 892-0661, for info,
counseling and referral. 6:00-11:00pm 365
days a year. I
AIDS Information Line / GA Toll-Free
AIDS HotHne Free, anonymous information and referral services. In Atlanta: 8769944; Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 (voice/
TTY)

Announcements
FURNITURE NEEDED for PWAs. your
donation of good used furniture could make
a big difference in the life of a person with
HIV disease. The Furniture Bank of Metro
Atlanta delivers furniture to PWAs who are
settling into housing. Please call to arrange
a pick up of your donated furniture. Let
them know the furniture is deignated for use
of AID Atlanta clients. 355-8463. (6.16)
AID Atlanta would like to thank Backstreet
employees and other Atlanta bar employees
who contributed to the success of the May
12th Turnabout Show! (6.16)

LESBIAN COMING OUT GROUP
A new group is forming in the Lenox area
for lesbians. Limited to 8. For more information contact Lisa at 252-7616. (6.16)
ASIAN-PACIFICA
GIRLFRIENDS
UNITE! Desperately seeking Asian-Pacific
lesbians to form social/support/polilical
group for informal discussions, parties, fun.
Fore more info, call 378-2719. (6.17)
Do you need an experienced speaker to address your group or organization about
AIDS/HIV? Contact AIDS Education Services, Grady Infectious Disease Program.
John H. Templeton, 616-6318. (6.17)
DYKE MARCH/ATLANTA—It's happening! June 26,6:30 p.m. To get involved, call
the PRIDE LINE 662-4533. (6.18)
Lesbian & Gay families w/children, let's
march together at Pride. Look for our banner at the assembling point For more info
call Abby at 740-1729. (6.18)
Fridays Are Positive a night for HIV+ and
their friends. A place to communicate your
sexual needs & fantasies in a way that is fun
& hot in an environment which is safe. Every Friday at 9pm at The Heretic. (6.17)

Atlanta Gay Center —Plus groups for HIVaffected people. Fridays, 8:00pm and Sun-

Employment
PART TIME
Flyer Delivery for Local Insurance Agency.
Flexible hours, must have own transportation, ail 872-3667. (6.16)
THEATER REVIEWER - Do you have a
strong interest in theater as well as solid
writing skills? Then Southern Voice wants
you. We are looking for people to write
theater reviews this summer. Previous publication experience and theater background
preferred. People of color are especially encouraged to apply. If interested, send letter
and writing samples to Richard Shumate,
editor, Southern Voice, PO Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316. Please, no phone calls.
MUSIC WRITER - Do you have an extensive knowledge of music in general and
the Atlanta music scene in particular? Can
you write interesting, witty prose? Then
Southern Voice wants you. We are looking
for people to cover the music beat, including both feature pieces and reviews. Previous publication experience preferred. People
of color are especially encouraged to apply.
If interested, send letter and writing samples
to Richard Shumate, editor, Southern Voice,
PO Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316. Please,
no phone calls.

SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER
Need immediately. Approximatey 6-12
hours weekly. Knowledge of healthcare,
Wordperfect 5.1 important. PO Box 5575,
Atlanta 30307. (6.16)
BOOK REVIEWER - Are you a book
worm who can write as well as read? Would
you be interested in doing critiques of books
on a regular basis? Then Southern Voice
wants you. We are looking for people to
review new book releases, with a particular
emphasis on books of lesbian/gay interest.
Previous publication experience preferred.
People of color are especially encouraged to
apply. If interested, send letter and writing
samples to Richard Shumate, editor. Southem Voice, PO Box 18215, Atlanta, GA
30316. Please, no phone calls.
NEWS WRITER - Do you have a background in news writing and reporting?
Would you be interested in writing articles
about the lesbian and gay community? The
Southern Voice wants you. We are looking
for freelance writers to help us cover Atlanta, Georgia and the South. Preference

will be given to people with previous journalism experience, although anyone with
strong writing skills is encouraged to apply.
College journalism students and people of
color are encouraged to apply. If interested,
send letter and writing samples to Richard
Shumate, editor, Southern Voice, PO Box
18215, Atlanta, GA 30316. Please, no phone
calls. '

Merchandise

SEEKING TO RENT

STUFF/GARAGE SALES

Lesbian couple needs two bedroom apt. beginning August in Candler, Inman, or Virginia Highlands, around S500. Please call
Tallahassee (904) 681-9136. (6.17)

Bed frame, dark wood, antique looking $75.00. Chest, medium light wood, 4 drawers - $20.00. Coffee table, heavy, dark wood,
marble center - $100.00. (6.16)

FULL TIME
Female or male needed for delivery, cleaning, etc. Experienced with florist and knowledge of Atlanta helpful. Call 873-6194, leave
message. (6.16)
Hairanola. Hairstylist needed, some clientele. 321-5775. Ask for Pat or Denl.
(6-17)

TELEMARKETERS

Pets
Sweet, gentle mixed breed dog needs loving
home. Under 25 lbs, black, part terrier. 1 yr.
old, house-broken. Loves kids, very affectionate. Call 262-3333, ex. 276 (day) or 5224807 (eve). (6.16)
Looking for a great home for your cat/kittens, dog/puppies or any loving animal. Let
us help. Place your classified today.

Don't be just another voice in the room. We
care about you! Cartel and Associates,
Atlanta's authorized AT&T dealer needs
apointment setters for AT&T Home Security sales. Must have a clear speaking voice
along with a great attitude! Day and evening
shifts available, salary + bonus. Call Doug
451-2801.(6.17)
Contemporary Salon in Virginia Highland
needs Assistant/Apprentice. Experience. Call
Dena at Cortex 874-3606. (6.16)

Real Estate
FOR RENT
Large apartment in house, 1 BR, kitchen,
LR. Built-in bar, bookcase, AC, W/D. $450
including util. Gay friendly area, 1-85/
Shallowford Rd. 455-3804. (6.16)
Midtown, 1 BR, directly on Park, restored,
new kitchen, off-street parking, AC, hardwood firs, closet. $700.892-2427. (6.16)

Health
PERSONAL GROWTH

Lesbian Coming Out Group
A new group is forming in the Lenox area
for lesbians. Limited to 8. For more information contact Lisa at 252-7616. (6.16)
Heal the hurt of childhood. Ongoing groups
for women with sexual physical /emotional
abuse. $25 per session. Claudia Scarbrough,
MS, NCC. 717-4146. (6.17)

Instruction

Virginia Highlands - Garden Terrace apartment. 1 BR. Great location. Perfect for
single. S500/mo. includes util. 1 mo. deposit + references. 874-3041. (6.17)

Ad Policy: Southern Voice reserves the
right to edit, reclassify or reject ads not
meeting Ryan Publications' standards.
No refunds for early cancellation.

Delightful 3 BR, 2 B Ormewood Park bungalow. LR/DR, fireplace, sunporch, deck,
W/D, CH/A, oak shading, security system.
$700/mo. + utilities. 816-7208. (6.17)

Misprints: Southern Voice is not responsible for misprints appearing after
first week. Check ads promptly.

Grant Park/New Construction. Over five new
homes to pick and choose. 3 BR, 3 BA,
hdwd firs & W/W carpet, util rm, frplc,
porches, central H&A, sec. sys., from low
SlOO's. JIM MILLIARD 622-2127 RE/MAX
in TOWN.
Owner financing on Buckhead condo
townhome. Alt new systems and new bath
& a half, new designer kit, new- W/W carpet, enclosed patio. $64,900. JIM
MILLIARD 622-2127 RE/MAXin TOWN:
Grant Park Victorian with basement in-law
suite. Great for someone needing income to
reduce mortgage payment. Renovated and
ready to move in. Main house is 3 BR, 2
BA, lr, dr. galley kitchen, pocket drs, heart
pine firs, rocking chair porch. JIM
HILL1ARD 622-2127 Rl^MAX in TOWN.
FHA Assumable Mortgage. Great prices on
very nice homes in great areas. If this is
what you need, call today. JIM MILLIARD
622-2127 RE/MAX in TOWN. (6.16)

Roommates
Responsible housemate needed inOrmewood Park. Amenities include tiedroom with fireplace, W/D, private Irving
area, bathroom, pool. Small deposit required.
$375/mo. + 1/2 util. 624-9752. (6.17)
Garage Apartment / utilities for
groundskeeping. Stable couple preferred.
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Mailing address:
P.O. Box 18215
Atlanta, GA 30316

DEADLINE: Tuesday, 5pm for following week's issue.

111 Person: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice offices (M-F, 9-5pm) 1189 Virginia Ave. NE.

By Mail: Mail completed order form with payment to SOUTHERN
CLASSIFIEDS P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316.

Individual Rates:

Business Ad Rates:

Categories indicated by asterisks (*).
NON-BUSINESS.
20 words
$3.00 minimum
each additional word
500
Giant headlines
$3.00

$12.00 minimum
20 words
$3.00
Giant headlines
After 4 issues:
$11.00 minimum
20 words
each additional word
$1.00

COMPUTE YOUR COST

COMPUTE YOUR COST

20 words @ 3.00
# addit. words @ 500
Giant headline® 3.00
SUBTOTAL

WUCONNECTION

20 words @ 12.00
# addit. words @ 1.00
Giant headline @ 3.00
SUBTOTAL
' # issues

TOTAL COST

# issues
TOTAL COST

# of issues

Name
Address
City

Phone.

Decatur - Beautiful Brick cottage, oak floors,
3-4 BR, 2 BA, skylights, newly-screened
back porch, new roof, 27-yr. organic garden, professionally landscaped. Excellent
neighborhood, walk to Avondale MART A.
$97,900,373-7710.(6.18)

Guitar, Banjo, Fiddle, Bass, Autoharp, Dulcimer, Vocal Coach. Geny Hall - 422-0220.
(6.21)

(404) 876-1819
1189 Virginia Avenue, NE

TO PLACE AN AD

State

Lovely, lesbonic starter-home; 3 bedrooms,
1 bath, hardwood flors, private, clean.
$51,000-373-0554.(6.17)

maaiHii

ORDER FORM

Category.

FOR SALE

VIGINIA-HIGHLANDS DUPLEX
Street level, 1108 sq. ft. - 2 BR, 15 BA,
master bdrm (22x11) with French doors to
deck, W/D connections, refrig with
icemaker, gas stove, attic storage, miniblinds, hardwood floors, CH/A, off-street
parking. $800 plus $800 deposit 870 Bamett
Street. Call 315-7871. (6.17)

INDEX CLASSIFIED
AIDS SERVICES*
ANNOUNCEMENTS*
ACCOUNTING/TAXES
EMPLOYMENT
Part Time
Full Time
Seeking*
HEALTH
Fitness
Personal Growth
Massage
INSURANCE
LEGAL
LOST/FOUND*
MERCHANDISE
Household Goods/
Garage Sales*
Retail
PETS*
PUBLICATIONS
REAL ESTATE
Financing
For Rent
For Sale
ROOMMATES*
SERVICES
Residential
Commercial
TRAVEL
VOLUNTEERS*
FREE VOICECONNECTION
Men
Women
TV/TS

10/1993

Zip

Text (Please print):

VOICE

4 weeks
FREE
20 words
FREE
Telephone VOICEbox
each additional word
500
$3.00
Giant headlines
SV forwarding mailbox (optional) 10.00
Other P.O. Box
5.00
COMPUTE YOUR COST
FREE
20 words
FREE
Telephone VOICEbox
# add. words @ 500 ea/wk
Giant headline @ 3.00/week
Forwarding box @ 10.00/week
Other P.O. Box @ 5.00/week
SUBTOTAL
# weeks
(4 weeks minimum)
x
TOTAL COST

SOUTHERN

POB 567611, Stndy Springs, GA 31156.
(618)
GBM Hispanic, seeks roommate to share 2
BR apL in L5P. $225 + 1/2 util. Must love
cats. 525-3843. (6.18)
East Point GWM/F share 3 BR home. S3 25/
mo. includes all mil., pool, etc. Serious inquiries only. 761-2415. References required.
(6.21)
Quiet, private room & utilities for yard &
house work. Letter and resume to POB
567611, Sandy Springs, GA 31156. (6.17)
Commercial Artist, WM student, seeks
house-share with liberal male(s) or females).
Need some space for studio setup. Call Brian
843-2452.(6.16)
GM/F to share 3 BR, 2.5 BA house in
Austell. Near Cobb General. 20 minutes to
downtown. No dogs. 425-2761. (6.19)
Lesbian roommate to share 2 BR duplex.
Intown neighborhood. Prefer non-smoker,
planet protector, cat lover. $262+ l/2util.+
deposit. 231-4884.(6.17)
Grant Park - GWM to share spacious 2 B A,
4 BR home w/3, W/D, $300/mo. includes
util. + $100 deposit. 622-0384. (6.18)
GWM needed to share Two Homes: Large
5 BR, 4 BA, steamroom, Jacuzzi, gym, private entrance; and also share secluded Chat.
River cabin. $495, share utilities. Chuck:
934-7013,1-85/1-285 NE. (6.20)
Kennesaw - seeking one ($350) or two
($600) roommates for new house. Utilities
included. W/D, yard Nice neighborhood.
499-7009. (6.17)
GWF seeks same for roommate to share
nice home in Smyrna. Must like cats. $300/
mo. includes util. Deposit 434-5367. (6.17)

Volunteers
RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS - LESBIANS
Do you have a lesbian or bisexual sister?
Two groups of women are being sought for
a multifactorial research study sponsored
by the National Institutes of Health. 1.
Women who are predominantly or exclusively lesbian, preferably since adolescence,
who also have a lesbian or bisexual sister.
You will both be asked to complete an interview or mail-in questionnaire and donate
a blood sample. Parental participation is desired, but not absolutely mandatory. 2.
Women self-identifying as lesbian or bisexual to complete a mail-in questionnaire.
It is not required that you have a lesbian or
bisexual sister to participate in this phase of
the study and no blood sample will be obtained. Strict confidentiality is assured. For
information, contact Dr. Angela Pattatucci,
N.I.H., Bldg. 37. Rm.4A13, Bethesda, MD
20892. Tel. (301) 496-2979 (call collect).
Massage therapist needed at AID Atlanta. If
you're interested in volunteer work, please
call Calvin at 233-0080. (6.19)
PRIDE WEEK '93 Show your pride and
have some fun by helping to plan and stage
Pride Week '93, Atlanta's annual lesbian and
gay pride celebration. Volunteers are needed
for all aspects of the events, including
fundrasing, park set-up, and merchandising.
To volunteer, call the PrideLine at 404-6624533.

Voice Connection
WOMEN

GWF seeking roomate to share 2 BR, 2 BA
condo. Avondale Estates. Pool/Tennis. 2997971.(6.17)

Warm, cute, full-figured GBF seeks intelligent, warm, fun female for quality
friendship. Variety of interests, good
times w/good friends. Be positive, honest, caring and drug-free. B* 1488

Services

GBF, attractive, very feminine, seeks
fun-loving, aggressive GF for friendship, possible relationship. B* 1462

"MY GARDENER PHL"
Full Service landscaping. Lawn mainteLRef. 872-5748. (6.17)
HOUSE CLEANING - Tired of spending
your precious time doing the dishes and
mopping the floor? Let me do it for you!
Very reasonable rates. Experienced. Call
Marie at 963-8606.
SERIOUS SITTER - Need someone to sit
for your house, pets or child? I can care for
them all - at very reasonable rales. Responsible. Experienced. Call Marie at 963-8606.
America's *1 GAY DATELINE. All
Lifestyles. In Your Area. 1-900-860-1333
$2.50/minute. CCI BOCA, Florida. 18+.
(6.17)

Travel
Stress Reduction Getswty. 60 min. South
of Atlanta. Private Pool - Nude Sunbathing.
Individuals/Groups. For more info call 2644339 or (706) 472-3029. (6.18)

WASHINGTON, D.C.B&B
Spacious Rooms and a hearty breakfast in
friendly home. Bars, metro, tourist sites
nearby. Only $49! Tel (202) 387-1921.
(619)
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Deep, caring love begins between my
ears. Liberal, fun, professional, attractive, 36 GWF, emotionally healthy,
seeking same to sun gently. B* 1474
Cute fern GBF, 20, seeks aggressive
GF for friendship and perhaps more.
Age and race not important. B* 1477
Do you like movies, conversation, fun,
and sex? So do 1. If you are interested
in participating in all of the above (or'
at least three out of four not excluding
the fourth), take a chance and call. I'm
GWF, late 30's, 5'6", slender, attractive. You're 30-45, my height or under, winy, interested in life. B* 1481
GBF, aggressive, looking for a friendship. Seeking intelligent, careerminded, honest woman, not butch, between 20-30, no drugs. B* 1461
GBF seeks that special someone between 18-27 for friendship, possible
relationship, B* 1455
DWF, 20s, Bi, curious, happy, funny,
intelligent, artistic, drug-free, non-bar
personality seeks companion & entry
level excercise partner. B* 1446
Attractive, athletic GBF (30) seeks athletic GWF for that special kinda relationship. Take a chance and call. Please
ferns-only! B* 1424
20 aggressive GBF enjoys music,

sports, and having a good time. Seeks
GBF 18-27 for friendship, possible relationship. B* 1421
GWF, 25, fern, pleasing plump with
daughter, seeking GF for friendship,
maybe more. Enjoy music, movies and
more. No drugs, B* 1419
Single 30 year old male seeks lesbian
for marriage of mutual convenience.
B*1420
GWF seeks same age 31-40 emotionally healthy, feminine, communicative,
affectionate, thoughtful, no drugs,
smokers, for friendship, possible relationship. Hopeless? B 1413
GBF, 18, petite, lipstick lesbian, seeks
GBF 18-21 for friendship, maybe more.
IT 1416
Seriously GBF seeking...A black
woman who is feminine, bitchy, petite
and willing to bow down to me. B*
1409
GWF, attractive, 34, seeks same for
dinner, dancing, movies, music, outdoors, indoors, art, theatre, etc. Humorous, wiuy^nlelligenl a must. B
1383
GBF2kids seems feminine, likes to be
controlling. Seeks extremely feminine
BF who wants a serious relationship.
Nochubbies. B 1382
Single female seeking other females
for friendship and possible relationship.
18-25. No butches. B 1381
GBF attractive romantic of 28; Searching thru ads for female life-male. You
should be attractive too—Insightful,
thoughtful, communicative and true.
tf 1356
GWF - 33, intelligent, attractive, vegetarian, with strong sense of integrity,
into non-bar activities, seeks a GF, 3240 who thinks well of herself, with
similar interests. B* 1354
GWF - Androgynous; likes dancing,
music, walks, wine and candlelight,
beer and pool. Seeking GWFs with personality, brains, and a life. B 1349
GWF, 21, seeks GWF, 21-25 for friendship and possibly more. No smokers /
drugs. B 1347
GWF, 22, seeks similar. Intelligent, career minded, enjoy having fun, laughing, experiencing new things. Seeking
friendship, possible romance. B 1344
Single Black Female seeks same for
friendship and other possibilities. B*
1324
GWF, feminine, 31, seeking a feminine, emotionally stable, humorous, affectionate, thoughtful, drug-free, intelligent woman. Is this a hopeless search?
B1322
GWF, attractive, slim, 40, feminine,
non-smoker, self-supporting, seeks:
butchish GWF to lead in country dancing, friendship, hopefully more. B
1308
"WHERE ARE YOU?"-GWF, fern,
lipstick lesbian, pretty, 30's, looking
for someone special to date. I love art,
music, guitars, dancing, poetry, theatre,
travel, romance, hugs, candlelight dinners, positive people, motivation. Do
not want: drugs, negative people, one

night stands, games, butch women,
men. Show me an ad can work by replying! I know you're out there, we
just haven't met yet! B 1310
GBF—25 tender years is an assertive,
progressive and extremely conscious
college student who prefers a self-assured understanding feminine woman.
B1259

1457

White collar Asian male, 29, 5'10",
seeks guy 20-35 for friendship. You
like massage when watching TV. B
1454
WM, 31, 5'8", prof., attr, fit, smooth.
HJV-, rel. oriented. Seeks WM 30-45,
prof., attr., tall, hairy. 1? 1453

Zesty tall XLarge 35WF artistic w/
hangups likes gabbing cinema tunes
games emotions lonely for WF admirer
30-50 size who cares B 1256

Executive Top, 6', 185 lbs, blk/gm,
seeks young bottom, toys, enemas.
Tom, POB 13063, Savannah, GA
31416.

Attractive GBF (a little tomboyish at
limes), seeks aggressive yet beautiful,
articulate and intelligent counterpart.
22-32 for friendship or more. B 1253

GWM, 55, wise, artsy, affectionate,
seeks Top down to earth same for relationship. B 1450

Lonely GBF, 35, attractive, professional, seeks attractive, feminine
woman for one-on-one relationship. No
Butch/Bi's. B1249
Two single GFs looking to expand network of friends. Interests include movies, picnics, etc. Expand yourhorizoas.
Call us today. B 1254

MEN
Masculine GWM, 32, 6', 185, blond/
moustache, attractive, stable, easy-going professional seeks similar non-bar
type, non-smoking, GWM, 28-42 for
relationship. B 1485

Masculine, affectionate, witty, trim,
clean-cut, non-smoking, non-drugged
GWM, 34, seeks similar, 30-38, for
friendship/relationship based on communication, growth, and fun. B 1452
GWM, 30, handsome, alhleuc, HIV+
but healthy, seeks masculine GBM 2540 for friendship and more. I live outof-town and visit Atlanta often. B
1451
Black Male, 23, very masculine, athletic, tall, healthy, in good shape, with
varied interests, seeks Black Male with
similar qualities. B 1425
Successful GWM, 40s, masculine, professional. Seeks very attractive wholesome WM under 24 for relationship /
work / school. B 1456

GWM, 36, 5'8B wonders in you could
want real friendship/relationship with
honest, sincere, spiritual, romantic, nice
guy who stands from the heart...and
means it! PO Box 1462, Tucker, GA
30085.

GWM, 35, 5'8", 130 lbs. Brown/blue
seeks WM top for monogamous relationship.. No bar flys. Love to cuddle.
B1448

Young looking GWM passive, endowed, wants spankings and/or safe S/
M (H1V+). B 1484

Looking for love? GWM, 38,6'2" prof.
seeks romance with same 30-40. Hairy
chest major plus. Sincere and caring.
B1447

GWM, 35, 5'9", 160, beard, balding,
masculine, versital, seek 35-40s GBM
or GWM for fun, friendship and more.
B1486

GWM, 5' 11", bm/bm, 200# prof, seeks
young smooth slim bottom GWM for
fun times. B 1445

Fireworks, cigars, firearms, leather, uniforms. You: top, mutual, facial hair.
PO Box 20147, London Terrace Station, NYC 10011. Visiting Atlanta
Soon.
GWM, 26,5'11", 170 lbs. Tired of bar
scene and games. Looking for Mr.
Right between 30-40 years old. B
1483
Spanish GM 40,5'9,160, sincere, passionate bottom seeks dominant masculine, sincere, honest top B/M well-endowed for committed relationship.
B1463
GBM 29, college business grad, professional, blue-suit type, church goer,
community involved, seeks brother for
more than physical. B 1475
GWM, 29, 6'4", 195, tall, dark, handsome, healthy, HIV neg., romantic,
masculine, artistic, not into bars, loves
outdoors, serious replies. B 1482
GWM, 34,5'8", 160 lbs. G-look, masc,
muscular, gymfly, laid back, non pretentious, honest, affectionate, romantic
seeks same in secure GWM 35-45. B
1476
Handsome, passionate, 35, 6'1", 175,
healthy WM looking for summer sizzle
and workout panner, Jazz lover. B
1480
GWM, 32, 5'10", 135#, blk/bm, very
French active, ISO laid back, dominant, verbal, WMs to help fulfill my
constant cravings. B 1478
GWM, 28,6', 180 lbs, bm/gm, healthy,
HJV+, considered attractive with a variety of interests, seeking someone similar, ft 1479
Long "Married", great relationship, but
little sex. Want to help out daytimes?
GWM, 37, handsome, good shape,
healthy, hairy, bottom. B 1459
Submissive WM, 30, 5'107 165, attractive & fit, seeks mining from stria
dominant. I'm a novice, but eager to
learn! B* 1460
SIZZLING HUNKS LIVEtt 1-800284-2739. $3.50/minute. Wild Gay
Party line $2.00/minute or 1-900-7450833.18+.
GWM. 29, Br/Br. 5'8- 150 lbs. Intereats: spirituality, sci-fi and fun. Seeks
19-35, HIV- into same for friendship

mm
■

and more. '

GBM 5'10", 200 lbs, average looks,
occasional drag, 22 seeks BM 190+,
25+, for friend, looks not important.
Not into bars. B 1444
GWM, 32, 5'9", brown hair, brown
eyes, masculine, attractive seeks GWM
18-39 for friendship, companionship.
B1422
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Bottom seeks muscular Top, 25 to 40
who gives safe Greek, spankings, WS,
TT, obedience training, verbal humiliation; and likes to receive body worship, rimming, boot service and other
safeS&M. B 1385
Attractive GWM 40 seeks attractive
GWM 25-40 who is sincere, romantic
and affectionate. POB 11606, Atlanta
30355.B 1379
Asians, Blacks, Hispanics, and all others: Mature WM, active, hot, more.
Beginners welcome. B 1380
GWM, 35, 5'5", 137, Br/Bl, bearded/
hairy, HJV+, seeks attractive submissive boy for cuddling/kink, possible relationship. No smokers. B 1375
Mr. Right seeks Mr. Ready. Handsome
top seeks bottom for loving relationship. IT 1376
Handsome WM, 35, 6'2", 185, Brown
hair / eyes, moustache. Runner, swimmer, well-educated, professional, seeking similar WM 30+. IS 1377
GWM - 23,6'1", Br/Bl, versatile, ID V. Sks out-doorscy 25-30 GWM for pos
relationship. No ferns. PO Box 1354,
Cornelia, GA 30531. B 1378
LAIDBACK, WM, semi-loner, 42,
6'2", 180 lbs, HJV-, seeks similar man
also interested in mutually private
"French" tutoring, no femmes! B
1358
GWM seeks fine GB Ms 18-28 for hot,
safe fun in Orlando, Fla area. Cum, be
with me! 15 1357
GBM 34,5'10,190 lbs, good-looking,
athletic, masculine, very romantic seeks
hairy masculine GWM between 25-40
for friendship and possible romance.
B1355
Athletic GBM, 25,6'2", 190, seeks bigger stronger GWM to help me gain
extra muscle. You'll get friendship,
maybe more. B 1353
ATHENS-Irish beekeeper (new to
area) seeks mature masculine (bisexual?), dscreet (monogamous/safe)
companion to share rustic country "collage" life. BM 352
28yo GWM, average looks, HIV-.
Seeking young guys (18-25) for casual
encounters. Safe sex only, limits respected. B 1351

GWM, 6", 175, smooth, professional,
attractive, HIV- seeks discreet younger,
submissive, HIV- playmate interested
in safe fist action, WS, or spanking.
Novice welcome. B 1449

Playful anal GWM, 45, 5'10", 150*,
seek/share higher anal erotic stales.
Taoist erotic massage, HJV-, your status no barrier. B 1350

Black Prince-where RU? I: gwm, 36,
260#, handsome, masculine, N2 fitness.
You: athletic, confident, masc, trim.
Please hurry, buddy. B 1412

BM, 29, 5'5", 160#, seeks BM 21-35,
caring and sincere for friendship and
discreet encounters. Call me, let's talk.
B1348

GWM, 36, healthy, HIV, 5'11", 180,
good-looking, muscular, seeks top.
You: GWM, masculine, 32-45, good
shape. B 1411

Hoi, homy bottom seeks hunky hung
top for good times, safe fun and more.
B1343

GWM, 29,5'7", 160, br/br. Masculine,
intelligent, affectionate lop seeks masculine, intelligent, affectionate bottom
to share life and love. B 1415
Attractive, masculine BM, 30, seeking
well endowed masculine BM for no
strings fun. B 1418
African American, Hispanic and Anglo
athletes. Handsome, muscular GWM
looking for sparring partners. Semi experienced boxer. But can be easy and
sexy. B 1387
DENTURES A PLUS!-Know what I
mean? Looking for Mr. Right or Mr.
Right now. Possible regular thing or
not at all. Let's talk. B 1386
GWMC seeks young (18-25),
goodlooking GWM for house boy /
slave. Private room / bath in exchange
for house work /personal services. Call
for detail*!* 1388
GWM, 37.-5*6". 160*. blk/gm, hairy,
moustache, healthy, non-smoker, professional, NW area. Seeking similar
GWM, 35-40's for possible relationship, II1407
GWM, 49, 'attractive: Fit, swimmer,
HIV-, seeks boyfriend 25-45, prefer
slender, fern., literary / artistic interests
important. Any race. B* 1408
WM, 29. 6 ft, 175 lbs, reeding Willis
type, country boy, boots, jeans, conservative, CLOSETED, seeks same for
LONG friendship. Rockdale area. B
1384

Sincere GWM, 28, 6'4", 230 #, dk
blonde/blue, seeks GWM, 21-28 for
committed monogamous relationship.
B1345
GWM, mature, seeks muscular attractive strict, 25-40 master who needs
household and other services. B 1346
Black hardcore former project boy from
NYC, tall, dark, street-wise, no-nonsense seeks absolutely manly, sexy,
handsome, dark black soulmate. B
1339
WM, 240 lbs, 6'4", masc. Looking for
strong minded black male, discreel and
inlo sports. B* 1334
Relationship oriented! Enjoy quality
times with caring muscular BM, 41,
HJV+. You must be a similar GM. No
drugs/smoke. B 1336
BM, 30, 170, nice body, attractive,
needs a spanking by masculine BM
lop. B* 1337
GBM 24, 6', 215, good-looking, masculine, intelligent, sincere, with varying interests seeks similar in GWM for
possible long-term relationship. B
1338
Teddy bear type attractive WM, 5'9",
245 lbs, clean, healthy, happy, seeking
masculine, healthy BM (Top) for
friendship/possible relationship. B
1340
Black male with feet fetish seeks masculine Mack male for uninhibited plea-
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liberal.
1,37, GWM who s«fcs
lar OBM to ctyoy
playi,dinnera,elc.tH342
Fun, attractive, msfartynl GWM, 22
ad film seeks
i GWM, 20-45 for
pffimliri wlMfcwMMp aT 1325
Amur wrestler, 6 ft. 185, blonde/
blue, 45, good shape, seeks others interesled in wrestling, safe fun. tT 1326
GWM, 30, French ictive seeks good
■ WM's, 20s. Size un. CM wish no beudt please.
Ferns welcomed. Discreet. tT 1320
sGWM. 30, S'5", 132, Bm/
bm, hairy, tasking tall, handsome, sinr, GWM for romantic
no barriers.
'1311
Tall, angle, ilira, dark sexy black m.le
•ft. 3k., IIS lbs seeks same Bi/GM
Top Make 30-45, single, muscular for

LNoftms.tr 1323

MUSCULAR, CLEANCUT GWM.
, short, lean, dark, hairy,
, MV-. Safe, imaginative.
Seeking MUSCULAR jocks into showingoff,jA>, being worshipped. tT 1315
France • Loire Valley - French boy
likes friendship in USA. I love USA
and I will love my friends from your
lovely country. HP 1311
WM, 32,6'3", 235. My interests: country/rock music, pop culture/Simpsons/
Batman, Braves movies, art.. .Your interests? tT 1313 '
GWM, 40, wishes to meet guys under
25 for fun, friendship, or whatever! ©
1316

given. Best in town. Call soon! V
1317

Columbia, SC—Love travel. Love
boots. Call today tT 1258

Clean-cut, 36yo GWM, blonde, green,
thick, hunky body, honest, wellgrounded, successful, energetic, oral
and sexually-charged. Wicket kisser.
Seeks guys who are honest, well-balanced, have aspirations and energy.
Tum-ons, thick, hunky men with a little
meat on them, Italians, dark hair. S"
1309

BM, 38, seeks very feminine (looking)
TV/TS or very butch lesbian for first
encounter. Am disease-free, discreet.
Lei's talk. tT 1252

GWM, 5'8", 160#, retired senior,
healthy, financially responsible, seeks
male 25-40 for daytime relationship.
tTl307

*
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BISEXUAL
30's BiWM, 6', dark hair and eyes,
Francophile, seeks BiWF whose interests include literature, language(s).
Scrabble. Chamber music OK. ^
1487

BM 35, 5'8", 155 lbs, healthy, trim,
versatile, well endowed, masculine
seeks GM with same qualities. No ferns.
tTl257
Homy, hairy, hung GWM, 23,165 lbs.
NEEDS a daddy to spank him. "Chris"
9*1261
Masc GWM 32 Freeh Active seeks
homy young MEN, looks unimportant
(18-25) Prcf smooth, young-looking.
Let me worship you. "3 1255

TV/TS
Extremely Passable Italian TV 40, seeks
to meet other TV's. TS'ea and Bi-Females to go to ban with, dinner and
other activitiet. Looking to meet friends
and friend* only. Not looking to meet
men at all. Send letter about yourself
and photou>P.R.U. 3100Briarcliff Rd„
NE, Box 552, Atlanta, GA 30329-2603.
46, BiWM 6T. clean, safe, smooth,
bottom, love others into CD, TV/TS,
feminine things, can satisfy demanding top. Q 1410

Sincere GWM, 22, seeks GWM, 23-28
for long-terifV, monogamous relationship. Serious only need respond. *3'
1312

CROSS-DRESSER'S GUIDE! A complete information resource. Hear full
details (pre-recorded) l-.404'333-6455
(24 His). Fantasies' • Personals * Catalogs • True Experiences • Coaching •
More! (ongoing)
- -

GWM, attractive, 40's, oral expert for
heavy equipment. Gay/Bi/Str tune-ups.

30yr.BM5'8", 170#, handsome, clean
ISO sexy TVfTS. Race unimportant.

Would you like to be one of

THE HAPPY FEW"?
The most'comprehensive soiirce of information on approved and experimental
treatments for HIV infection and related
disorders. Subscription rates are $55 for
individuals ($77 outside the U.S.) and
$125 for Physicians/Institutions ($150
outside the U.S.). To order, call JHL
(800) S9-AmFAR.
_
*™»

AmFAR

fllfll n
D
■ " 1994. People with HIV doom
■as mvitttfM a paid subscription-call 1-80045S-S23L

Are you young (18-40) and
college-educated? Arc you
seriously searching for love?
We offer self-descriptive essays
written by people who are, like
you, looking for true love and
companionship. You decide
whom to contact
The Happy Few is a decent,
confidential, and intelligent way
to discover your perfect love.
For details, send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to: Dept. SV, P.O.
Box 382803, Cambridge, MA 02238.

976-4MEN
976-4MEN
\i hi ii la's Exclusive day
■ !h. Introduction Service
'/, \suges Change Often.

$3.00 PER CALL
Plus tolls, if any, lit appear on phone bill.

\our own message for FREE by calling 365-8158.
Must be 18 vears or older.

365-8127
VOICE MALE BOX 1-900-820-7222
H.50 PER MINUTE AOK, Inc.. Atlanta, GA
»i 11

KI

D in

I IONS. P.O. H<)\ 52883, ATLANTA, GA 30355

You're
Alone
• The Bar Scene Turns You Off...
• You're Not Meeting Anyone'At VVprk...
• You're Ne\*f In the Area..«,.*';•
M
'■ You Don't Hifave Time To Look For ~:V«
Someone Special...
• You're Willing To Try Something New..

WRITE OR CALL:
QAYmates®;

1 -800-288-8948
_0nly 81.89/Mm. Adults only. Touch Tone Re,. OS 415.261-3183

\

P.O. Box 2167, Dept. Yll
Decatur, II 62524-2167 «
Brochure Requests:.
(217)875-5005 ,, ,
COMPUTER LISTINGS
MEET OTHERS

LIVE
MAN TO
MAN
SHARE ALL
YOUR DEEP,
EROTIC &
FORBIDDEN
FANTASIES
WITH A
HOT
MALE STUD
DROWN YOURSELF IN STE,
& EXPLICIT PHONE SEX!

it.

1-800-653-MEET
(63 38)
NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED, 18+$2.00-$3.50/min.

.:,!

"That Parade - / just wish every
American could see it"
- Jesse Helms

speaking in opposition to the
appointment of Lesbian
activist Roberta Achtenberg

Come Out With Pride!
June 26th & 27th

> »'< : .' v

